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ABSTRACT 
 

Following Quine, some philosophers argue that insofar as we accept our best 

scientific theories as true, we are committed to the existence of the things these theories 

say ‘there are’. And, we determine what things our theories say ‘there are’ by looking to 

the objects required to satisfy the existentially quantified sentences of these theories. In 

other words, existential quantification is the mark of ontological commitment.  

In my dissertation, I examine this relationship between quantification and 

ontology. Building on work from Peter Geach and Van McGee, I develop an account of 

quantification, what I call “unrestricted substitutional quantification”. I argue that this is 

not only the appropriate understanding of the quantifiers, but it also allows for a robust 

science of ontology. With this understanding of the quantifiers, I consider the role they 

play in determining our ontological commitments by examining the paradigm example of 

this role—the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument.  

My analysis of the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument focuses on two 

central points. First, I argue that standard formulations of the argument include an 

unnecessary premise. Eliminating this superfluous premise significantly strengthens the 

argument as it has drawn a great deal of criticism. Second, the resulting argument serves 

as a blueprint for Quinean appeals to existential quantification in determining our 

ontological commitments. As a result, the argument helps clarify a necessary condition 

on such appeals. We are only committed to the objects required to satisfy existentially 

quantified sentences in formalizations of our accepted theories provided they occur in 
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appropriate formalizations of the theories. Hence, appealing to existential quantification 

to determine ontological commitments requires an account of ‘appropriateness’ for 

formalizations. I conclude by offering such an account by drawing on work from Hartry 

Field, Mark Colyvan, and other areas of study (e.g., Kantian Ethics) where a similar 

problem of occurs.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Quine famously argues that the existential quantifier indicates ontological 

commitment. If Quine is right, the quantifiers can be a useful tool in determining what 

our ontological commitments are. In fact, Quine uses this connection between 

quantification and ontology to argue that we are committed to the existence of 

mathematical objects. Given this strong result, the connection bears scrutiny. In my 

dissertation, I build on groundwork provided by Quine, among others, to strengthen this 

connection between quantification and ontology. I argue not only that the quantifiers can 

be used as Quine envisions, as long as certain conditions are met, but that they also aid in 

resolving other issues in ontology. What follows is a brief summary of the main points of 

each chapter. 

 
Part I: Deflationist Quantification 
 
Chapter 1

Before examining the particular connection between quantification and ontology 

for which Quine argues, I consider whether there is an even stronger connection between 

quantification and ontology. Towards this end, I begin Part I with an analysis of Van 

McGee’s argument that the quantifiers, in deductive contexts, are properly understood as 

ranging over everything. I argue against McGee that the quantifiers, even in deductive 

contexts, do not range over everything that exists. They are not restricted in this way; 

rather, they are genuinely unrestricted.  The range of the quantifiers is a function of the 

allowable expansions to the languages of the theories in which they occur. Consequently, 

without any restrictions on the allowable expansions of these languages, their range 
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would be genuinely unrestricted, i.e., it would include non-denoting names 

(understanding the quantifiers substitutionally) or non-existent objects (understanding the 

quantifiers referentially). As such, the account of the quantifiers I defend in Part I, what I 

call “genuinely unrestricted quantification”, is deflationist. The quantifiers, by themselves, 

carry no ontological significance.  

 
Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, I consider the usefulness of genuinely unrestricted quantification. 

While statements like “Everything is self-identical” may be taken to involve an instance 

of unrestricted quantification, it is unlikely that very many interesting claims coherently 

employ this kind of quantification. Rather, the usefulness of genuinely unrestricted 

quantification comes from the underlying understanding of quantification on which it is 

based. In particular, with respect to substitutional unrestricted quantification, the range of 

the quantifiers is a function of the allowable expansions to the languages of the theories 

in which they occur. This understanding of the quantifiers provides the following:1

1. It allows for fruitful accounts of restricted quantification (including quantification over  
everything that exists). 

2. It makes clear what role the quantifiers have in determining ontological commitment.  
 

With respect to the first benefit, we can generate fruitful accounts of more restrictive 

(substitutional) quantification by providing criteria that appropriately restrict the 

allowable expansions to the languages of the theories in which the quantifiers occur. For 

example, in a scientific theory taken to be true of the world, we would not allow 

 
1 Benefits analogous to these offered here likely hold for a referential interpretation; but for reasons 
discussed in Section 1.5, I favor a substitutional interpretation. 
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expansions to the language of such a theory to include non-denoting names. As a result, 

the quantifiers occurring in theories with this restriction would only range over denoting 

names. Similarly, we can provide for less restrictive quantification—without ending up 

with full-blown unrestrictive quantification—by providing less restrictive criteria on 

expansions to the languages which, as I argue in Chapter 2, is useful for a science of 

ontology. In fact, we could even restrict the quantifiers to range over everything that 

exists by providing criteria to appropriately restrict the expansions to the languages of the 

theories in which these quantifiers occur. While this is a non-trivial task, I believe the 

prospects of providing an account of quantification useful for understanding sentences 

like, for example, “Everything exists”, are greater than they might seem. 

 
Part II: Quantification and Ontological Commitment 
 In addition to allowing for useful accounts of restrictive quantification, 

understanding the quantifiers as genuinely unrestricted also clarifies the role 

quantification plays in supplying our ontological commitments. The quantifiers 

themselves do not carry any ontological weight; they are, as I argue in Part I, genuinely 

unrestricted. However, as Quine famously argues in “On What There Is”, they do indicate 

ontological commitments resulting from the acceptance of a particular theory. In Part II, I 

consider this role for the quantifiers in greater detail. Toward this end, Chapters 3-5 focus 

on the paradigm example of this role for the quantifiers, i.e., the Quine-Putnam 

Indispensability Argument. Put simply, this is the argument for the existence of 

mathematical objects based on the claim that existential quantification over these objects 

is indispensable to our best scientific theories.  
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In Chapter 3, I argue for a modified version of the Quine-Putnam Indispensability 

Argument. This version, what I call the “Ontological Indispensability Argument”, 

eliminates a superfluous premise; and consequently is a stronger version of the argument. 

In the remaining chapters, I consider some of the prominent objections offered against 

accepting the premises of the Ontological Indispensability Argument. In particular, I 

consider the objections offered by Jody Azzouni and Penelope Maddy in Chapter 4; and 

in Chapter 5, I consider Hartry Field’s objection. While these objections are not 

exhaustive, they are representative of the most common types of objections to the 

argument. More importantly, my responses to these objections illustrate the support that 

can be offered on behalf of each premise. In this way, these objections facilitate an 

analysis of the Ontological Indispensability Argument. Below is a more detailed 

summary of the main points of each of these chapters. 

 
Chapter 3

The first task in analyzing the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument is to 

determine the premises of the argument. In Chapter 3, I argue that the essential premises 

of the argument include: The Indispensability Thesis, The Ontological Criterion, and 

Naturalism. However, contrary to commonly held belief, the argument does not require a 

commitment to confirmational holism, i.e., the view that justification is only conferred on 

entire theories. I argue that philosophers include confirmational holism as an essential 

premise in the argument typically as a result of either conflating two distinct kinds of 

indispensability arguments (i.e., justificatory indispensability arguments and ontological 

indispensability arguments) or mistakenly thinking that confirmational holism is required 
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to respond to what I call “the Separation Objection”. Eliminating this superfluous 

premise not only results in a stronger argument, i.e., the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument; it also clarifies where substantive debates concerning the argument should be 

focused, on the truth of the remaining three premises.  

 
Chapter 4

Chapter four focuses on responding to the objections of Azzouni and Maddy to 

the Ontological Criterion and Theory Naturalism, respectively. Azzouni’s criticism of the 

Ontological Criterion is that there are no substantive grounds for adjudicating between 

competing criteria of ontological commitment. If he is right, then any alternative criterion 

is just as good as the Ontological Criterion. Responding to Azzouni, I argue that there are 

grounds for preferring the Ontological Criterion. In fact, one of these grounds is 

suggested by Quine in defense of the particular species of the Ontological Criterion he 

favors. Namely, the Ontological Criterion has the benefit of being more theoretically 

parsimonious than alternative criteria of ontological commitment. Not only does this 

provide reason to prefer the Ontological Criterion over competitors, I argue that this is 

exactly the sort of ground we should be looking for when adjudicating between criteria of 

ontological commitment. 

 In the balance of chapter four, I consider Maddy’s criticism of the third premise 

of the argument, Naturalism. At heart, her criticism is that instead of looking at what our 

scientific theories say there are, we should be looking to the beliefs of scientists and 

scientific practice in general. Even though an object may be indispensably quantified 

over in a scientific theory, scientists often do not believe in the existence of that object 
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even though they accept (for the most part) the theory as true. While this criticism is 

presented as targeting confirmational holism, this would have no purchase on the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument since confirmational holism is not included in the 

argument. However, the criticism also takes issue with Theory Naturalism. Instead of 

looking to our scientific theories as the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence we should 

look to the beliefs of scientists or, more plausibly, scientific practice in general.  

 I end the chapter by arguing that both the above alternatives to Theory Naturalism 

encounter the fundamental problem which lies at the heart of the indispensability 

argument. Embracing either of these alternative conceptions of naturalism to avoid 

commitment to mathematical objects requires a response to the criticism that this is 

tantamount to embracing intellectual dishonesty. However, I doubt that an adequate 

response can be offered. As such, proponents of these conceptions of naturalism that 

employ them in order to avoid commitment to mathematical objects are rejecting the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument by embracing the dire criticism on which it is 

based.  

 
Chapter 5

In previous chapters, I argue that the prospects for rejecting the other premises of 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument, i.e., The Ontological Criterion and 

Naturalism, are not good. Hence, if the argument has a weakness, it likely lies with the 

Indispensability Thesis. In Chapter 5, I discuss Hartry Field’s well-known criticism of 

this thesis as presented in his Science Without Numbers.
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For the Indispensability Thesis to be false, there must exist formulations of our 

best scientific theories where existential quantification over mathematical objects is 

dispensable. Field attempts to show how to dispense with such existential quantification 

by providing a nominalist version of Newtonian Space-Time. His account has faced 

several different criticisms including: (1) it is not sufficiently nominalistic, (2) it cannot 

be extended to contemporary scientific theories, and (3) that, at best, he has only shown 

the eliminability (but not the dispensability) of existential quantification over 

mathematical objects. The focus of Chapter 5 is on the third criticism. Roughly, this 

criticism, presented by Mark Colyvan in his The Indispensability of Mathematics, is that 

it is not enough to provide formulations of our best scientific theories that eliminate 

existential quantification over mathematical objects. In order to show the existential 

quantification is actually dispensable, the formulations must also be appropriate.2 While 

Field has some criteria for appropriateness that he claims his nominalization meets, 

Colyvan extends the criteria to include simplicity, boldness, fruitfulness, and formal 

elegance. Under this extended conception of appropriateness, the prospects for providing 

appropriate formulations of contemporary scientific theories that eliminate existential 

quantification over mathematical objects are not good.3 Consequently, it is likely that 

such quantification really is indispensable.  

 The balance of Chapter 5 is dedicated to expanding Colyvan’s criteria of 

appropriateness to include a necessary criterion he omits, The Identification Requirement. 

 
2 Colyvan, 2001, pp. 76-90. 
3 Colyvan actually uses the term “preferable” and Field uses the term “attractive” to talk about the same 
requirement (although the requirement is satisfied by different criteria for both Colyvan and Field). When 
discussing this requirement in Chapter 5, I adopt the neutral term of “appropriate”.  
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Roughly, this is the requirement that any appropriate formalization of a theory someone 

accepts must be one that they would, in its formalized form, still identify as their theory. 

In the final sections of the chapter, I develop this criterion by responding to various 

objections that may arise with its application.  

 
Chapter 6

Throughout Chapters 3-5, I focus primarily on the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument, but this focus is merely instrumental. The argument serves as the paradigm 

example of appealing to the quantifiers to determine ontological commitments. More 

generally, it serves as a blueprint outlining the procedure by which we can appeal to 

existential quantification to determine ontological commitments. Requirements for 

successful application of this procedure, what I call the “Quinean Procedure”, are arrived 

at through my analysis of the Ontological Indispensability Argument from earlier 

chapters. In this final chapter, I generalize the results from earlier chapters to provide an 

account of what is required of the Quinean Procedure and point out where, in general, 

philosophers have erred in their applications of it. I also draw some conclusions about the 

relationship between quantification and ontological commitment based on the central 

results from Part I and II.  
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PART I: DEFLATIONIST QUANTIFICATION 
 

One strong view of the relationship between quantification and ontology is that 

the quantifiers range over everything that exists. Of course, we can explicitly (or 

implicitly) restrict the quantifiers to smaller domains, but absent such restrictions, the 

claim here is that the quantifiers would range over what there is (i.e., everything). In 

these first two chapters, I argue against this strong view of the relationship between 

quantification and ontology. In Chapter 1, I present McGee’s account of this view of 

quantification and argue against it in favor of what I call a “deflationist” view of the 

quantifiers. In Chapter 2, I defend this deflationist view and argue for what I take to be 

the proper relationship between quantification and ontology given the failure of the 

strong view. 
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CHAPTER 1: A DEFLATIONIST ACCOUNT OF 
QUANTIFICATION 

 
In his paper “Everything”4, Vann McGee (2000) addresses the concern that we 

cannot sensibly have quantification over everything (E-quantification). In normal 

discourse, persons often seem to be employing E-quantification when they make 

statements like “All the lights are out” or “Everyone is asleep”. Of course, we are not 

tempted to read these statements as making claims about the state of all lights and all 

persons. Rather, the context in which these statements are uttered makes clear that they 

are about all lights and persons in some particular location, such as in a particular house 

or city block. On the other hand, there are situations where people seem to be employing 

E-quantification, and we have good reason to think that the quantification being used is 

not implicitly restricted. Standard examples of statements with genuine E-quantification 

are statements like “Everything is self-identical” or “Everything that is an unmarried 

male is a bachelor”. Here “everything” is not intended to range over everything in some 

restricted sense. Instead, it is meant to be over everything. The problem with these kinds 

of statements is that they employ a dubious understanding of “everything”. They employ 

genuine E-quantification. To be assured that such statements are meaningful, we need to 

show that we have a legitimate notion of E-quantification.  

 While McGee is ultimately unsuccessful at legitimizing E-quantification, the 

failure of his account provides insight towards the development of an account of a form 

of genuinely unrestricted quantification that is successful. The focus of this chapter is to 

 
4 McGee, Vann: 2000, “Everything”, in Gila Sher and Richard Tieszen (eds), Between Logic and Intuition: 
Essays in Honor of Charles Parsons, Cambridge University Press, New York, pp. 54-78. 
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provide this account. Towards this end, the structure of this chapter is as follows: In the 

first two sections, I provide McGee’s account of E-quantification and consider why the 

account fails. In Section 1.3, I present an account of genuinely unrestricted quantification 

that overcomes the failings of McGee’s account. This account of the quantifiers differs 

significantly from McGee’s account but nevertheless borrows heavily from it. In Section 

1.4, I further develop the account of unrestricted quantification presented in the previous 

section and consider two competing interpretations of the quantifiers, Meinongian and 

Substitutional, both of which are compatible with the account of unrestricted 

quantification offered in the previous section. In the balance of the chapter, I present 

reasons for preferring the latter interpretation.  

 

Section 1.1: McGee’s E-quantification 
 McGee undertakes the project of supplying an account of E-quantification by 

arguing that our formal rules of inference provide such an account in deductive contexts. 

Of course, having an account of quantification based on our formal rules of inference 

does not provide a complete account of the quantifiers employed in languages by 

everyday speakers. Nevertheless, I agree with McGee that if we can provide an account 

of E-quantification for formal languages that employ these rules, then insofar as these 

rules closely parallel the use of the quantifiers in other contexts, we will have gone some 

way towards accounting for E-quantification in those languages. Thus, the project in this 

section, and in subsequent sections of this paper, will be to determine the extent to which 

the quantifiers, given by our formal rules of inference, are unrestricted.  
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One thing to bear in mind, however, is that the account of E-quantification 

McGee provides as well as the account of genuinely unrestricted quantification offered 

later in this chapter may still be incomplete. There remains the worry that these accounts 

of the quantifiers, even if they succeed in showing that our formal rules of inference are 

unrestricted, might not fully account for the use of quantification in natural language and 

inductive contexts. While I briefly consider the problem of accounting for the quantifiers 

in inductive contexts in Section C, I do not address the general worry of providing an 

account of the meaning of the quantifiers in natural language. I leave it as an open 

question whether the account of the quantifiers for formal languages developed here and 

in subsequent chapters is fully extendable to the quantifiers in other contexts. 

Furthermore, I will usually avoid the tiresome caveat that the accounts offered here are 

restricted to deductive contexts in formal languages with the understanding that this 

restriction holds throughout these first two chapters. 

 With the above understanding of the scope of the project, I turn to the details of 

the project itself. McGee’s account of E-quantification is based on three claims: (1) our 

formal rules of inference are open with respect to quantification, (2) to exist is to be 

nameable, and (3) our formal rules of inference completely determine the meaning of the 

logical constants we employ in deductive contexts. Before looking at how these three 

claims together provide an account of E-quantification, it will be instructive to consider 

what justification can be offered in support of each of them. 
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A. First Component “openness”
The first component of McGee’s account, that our formal rules of inference are 

open with respect to quantification, is fairly straightforward. When McGee talks about 

these rules being “open”, he means that there are no limits placed on their application. To 

illustrate this claim, it will be helpful to have a particular rule in mind. Since we are 

talking about the rules of natural deduction concerning quantification, I follow McGee 

and use the rule “universal instantiation” as an example: 

 
(*) (∀x)(ϕ(x)) → ϕ (c) 
 

With this rule, McGee has us consider the first-order variable, “x”, to be restricted so that 

some thing, a, lies outside of its range. Now, suppose that we take some predicate F that 

applies to all and only those things in the range of our first-order variables. If we allowed 

ourselves to name this a by some constant, “m”, then we would have (∀x)(F(x)) and ~ 

F(m) which violates the rule above. The way to prevent this violation of the rule at (*) is 

to restrict what we can put in for “ϕ” and “c”, but this amounts to restricting the well-

formed formulas and constant symbols for which the rule holds. These restrictions are 

illegitimate since the rules of natural deduction are “open”. They do not have such 

restrictions on their applicability but rather hold for any well-formed formula and 

constant in our language. In fact, the “openness” of these rules extends beyond our 

current language. They also hold for any well-formed formulas and constants that result 

from expanding our language. 
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In discussing McGee’s claim that our formal rules of inference are “open”, 

Shaughan Lavine notes that we can formulate this claim by appealing to schemas.5 In 

particular, we can interpret “ϕ” and “c” to be full schematic variables in rule (*) above. 

They are schematic variables in that accepting the rule means accepting any substitution 

instance for the variables. Moreover, they are “full” schematic variables since we allow 

substitution instances for the variables that arise from expanding our language. 

Henceforth, I follow Lavine and regard McGee’s claim that the formal rules of inference 

are open with respect to quantification as maintaining that they are full schematic rules 

(i.e., they employ full schematic variables). 

 
B. Second Component: To exist is to be namable

It is a consequence of the openness of our formal rules of inference that they hold 

not only for names in our language but also for things that could be named by expanding 

our language. But this is still insufficient to maintain that our formal rules of inference, 

particularly those that serve to define the quantifiers, hold for everything that exists. To 

make this stronger claim, McGee needs to maintain that if something exists, then it is 

namable in some expansion of our language. This is a contentious thesis that several 

philosophers have defended, and while I have sympathy for the view, I will not undertake 

a defense of it here.6

5 This way of formulating the openness of our formal rules of inference in terms of schemas is presented in 
Lavine’s “Something About Everything”. 
6 For a detailed discussion of the view that if something exists then it is namable, see Lavine’s 
“Quantification and Ontology”, pp. 14-25.  
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C. Third Component: The meaning of the logical constants
The last component McGee needs for his argument, that our formal rules of 

inference completely determine the meaning of the logical constants (in deductive 

contexts), follows from: (1) the view that the use of a logical constant entirely determines 

its meaning and (2) the works of Nuel Belnap and J.H. Harris. As for the first of these 

claims, I agree with McGee that the meaning of a term is determined by its use, at least in 

the case of the meaning of our logical constants. Of course, this view is not obvious, and 

as such, it is in need of a defense. But, it would take us too far astray to debate its merits, 

and since McGee himself seems to take this view of meaning for granted, I shall follow 

his lead here and simply accept this account of meaning at least in the case of the logical 

constants. 

 When we say that the meaning of a particular linguistic term is given by its use, 

the “use” to which we are referring is the linguistic practice in which the term is 

employed. A simple account of this linguistic practice is to take the “use” of a term to be 

captured by the practice of assenting and dissenting to certain sentences that employ the 

term. In the case of our logical constants, however, we have a more straightforward and 

precise account of their use. The use of a logical constant is given by the rules one 

provides in introducing the constant. These rules show what sentences follow from 

sentences that employ the logical constant and how to introduce the logical constant 

given certain sentences. For example, the use (and hence meaning) of “∧” is given by (1) 

the introduction rule γ,ϕ |- γ ∧ ϕ and (2) the elimination rules γ ∧ ϕ |- γ and γ ∧ ϕ |- ϕ .

Hence, we have a very precise account of what is meant by the “use” of a logical constant. 
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While this account of the meaning of a logical constant seems right, i.e., its 

meaning is given by its use which in turn is given by the introduction and elimination 

rules for the logical constant, it is still incomplete for McGee’s purpose of legitimizing E-

quantification. In order to legitimize E-quantification, it is not enough to know in what 

the meaning of the logical constants consists. We also need to establish that this meaning 

is one we grasp. To establish this, we need to know (1) what criteria that once met serve 

to establish that the use (and hence meaning) of a logical constant is fully understood and 

(2) that the rules introducing our standard logical constants meet these criteria. 7 Without 

establishing (1) and (2), it would do little good to have an account of the quantifiers 

showing them to be E-quantifiers. For the project of legitimizing E-quantification is not 

just to show that there is E-quantification, but also to show that such quantification is 

meaningful to us.  

 
1. Belnap’s Criterion

Fortunately, there is a criterion that establishes when a logical constant is fully 

understood. This criterion is suggested by work done by Nuel Belnap. In particular, 

Belnap provides two conditions that together are sufficient to establish whether a rule 

successfully introduces a logical constant into a language.8 The first condition is that 

when one adds a logical constant to the language in question, the set of derivable 

sentences in that expanded language is a conservative extension of the original set of 

derivable sentences. Namely, when we expand the language of our original theory, L, to 

 
7 By “standard logical constants” here, I mean “=“, “⇒“, “∧“, “∨“, “¬“, “∃“, and “∀“. 
8 Note that the Belnap criterion is sufficient to establish whether a rule successfully introduces a logical 
constant into a language but not necessary.  
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the new language L* that includes the new logical constant, we require of the new theory 

T* (which results from the old theory, T, by adding the new rule) that any sentence of L 

derivable in T* is derivable in T. In other words, we do not get any newly derivable 

sentences in L when expanding our language to include the new rule. The second 

condition for a rule to successfully introduce a logical constant is that the logical constant 

be unique. This means that when we introduce a logical constant to a language L and 

consider any sentence ϕ that uses this logical constant, if we systematically replace the 

constant we introduce, call it C, with C1 to generate a new sentence ϕ1 and with C2 to 

form ϕ2 from languages L1 and L2 respectively, then in the language L1 ∪ L2 we have 

that ϕ1 |- ϕ2 and ϕ2 |- ϕ1 (i.e., these two formulas are interderivable). In short, this means 

that we cannot replace the occurrences of our new constant symbol with something that 

satisfies the same role but ends up giving us a different set of consequences. 

 Meeting Belnap’s criterion provides us with evidence that the rules used to 

introduce a logical constant fully capture the constant’s use and hence its meaning. If 

when we introduce a rule to define a logical constant the conservativeness requirement is 

always met, then we will never end up discovering, via the addition of new rules defining 

new logical constants, that there are derivable sentences in this expanded language that 

use only the old logical constants. We can be assured that when a logical constant is 

introduced into a language, L, the set of sentences derivable in L expanded by the new 

logical constant will remain unchanged under subsequent additions of new rules. Thus we 

know that if the conservative requirement is always met when introducing rules to a 
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language that define new logical constants, the rules defining the logical constants in that 

language fully capture their use.  

 The second condition of Belnap’s criterion, that the rules used to introduce a 

logical constant uniquely define it, is equally important to establishing that the rules fully 

capture the constant’s use. To illustrate this, consider the following: 

Harry and Sally both endorse the standard axioms of logic but are not sure 
whether they both mean the same thing when they write formulas using their 
logical constants. So when Harry gets together with Sally, to respect this worry 
Harry subscripts his logical constants with a “1” and Sally with a “2” when 
discussing formulas with each other. With this situation, Harry and Sally appear 
to be using the same axioms of classical logic just formulated in different 
languages, their logical constants are represented by different symbols. Now, 
consider the theory formed by taking the union of the standard axioms of logic 
endorsed by Harry, which have subscripted 1’s on the logical constants, with 
those endorsed by Sally, which have subscripted 2’s on the logical constants. If 
we call Harry’s theory T1 formulated in his language, L1, and Sally’s theory T2

formulated in her language, L2, then the union of these theories will be T1 ∪ T2
formulated in the language L1 ∪ L2. Finally, consider that for any sentence of 
Harry’s theory formulated in his language, call it ϕ1, we can take the 
corresponding sentence, call it ϕ2, formulated in Sally’s language by switching 
the subscripts on the constants from 1’s to 2’s. 
 

J.H. Harris has shown that in T1 ∪ T2, one can prove that ϕ1 |- ϕ2 and ϕ2 |- ϕ1.9 So what 

can we conclude from Harris’ result? It is tempting to conclude from this that Harry’s use 

of each of his subscripted logical constants is the same as Sally’s use of her respective 

subscripted logical constants; and since the meaning of logical constants is exhausted by 

their use, the meaning of their logical constants is the same. At best, however, all we have 

 
9 Harris’ proof of this important result is a fairly straightforward inductive proof on the complexity of 
formulas. While not reproduced here, it is presented in his paper “What’s So Logical about the Logical 
Axioms?”.  It is important to note that his proof requires that our formal rules of inference be open, but this 
is not especially problematic for our purposes here since this requirement is needed independent of Harris’ 
proof for McGee’s general account of E-quantification that we are considering here. See section I(A) for a 
discussion of this requirement. 
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established is that the use of their respective logical constants are the same in T1 ∪ T2.

While this goes a long way to establishing that Harry and Sally mean the same thing by 

their logical constants, i.e., that ∧1 for Harry means the same as ∧2 for Sally, there is still 

a worry. Harry might use his constants in ways not captured by T1 ∪ T2 . For instance, it 

is possible that Harry uses his logical constants in inductive contexts differently than 

Sally. While this is a serious worry, Harris’ result at least shows that in deductive 

contexts Harry and Sally use their respective logical constants in the same way.  

Since we are operating under the thesis that the use of a logical constant is given 

by the rules that define it and that T1 consists of the standard axioms of logic, there is 

nothing more to the use of the logical constants in deductive contexts than what is given 

by the rules provided in T1. So the fact that it is only in T1 ∪ T2 where the use of Harry 

and Sally’s logical constants is proven to be the same does not create a problem in 

deductive contexts. For Harry and Sally’s use of their respective logical constants (in 

deductive contexts) is captured by T1 ∪ T2. Moreover, as long as the conservativeness 

requirement is met by the rules they use to define their constants, we know that the use of 

their logical constants is fully captured by T1 ∪ T2. We need not worry that their use of 

their respective logical constants will change by the addition of new rules defining new 

logical constants. Consequently, at least in deductive contexts, Harris’ proof establishes 

that the use, and hence the meaning, of the standard logical constants two different 
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persons employ is the same as long as the rules they use to define them are the same (i.e., 

both persons endorse the standard axioms of classical logic).10 

So as long as (1) we really do understand the rules used to introduce the logical 

constants and (2) these rules satisfy Belnap’s criterion, we can correctly assert that we 

understand the meaning of our logical constants and that this meaning is the same for 

every person who endorses the standard axioms of logic. Now, I take it as obvious that 

we do have an understanding of these rules (i.e., the rules of natural deduction). What we 

need to show is that they meet Belnap’s criterion.  

 
2. Satisfying Belnap’s Criterion

Since J.H. Harris has shown that our standard logical constants satisfy the 

uniqueness condition, the more difficult task is to show the conservativeness requirement 

is satisfied by the rules of natural deduction. Thus far, the conservativeness requirement 

has taken a form that expresses what needs to be the case when new rules are added to a 

set of existing rules, but how are we to apply this condition to the rules of natural 

deduction? One way these rules could meet the conservativeness requirement is by 

disallowing any expansion to them that fails to be a conservative extension. This would 

ensure that the rules for natural deduction taken together really do exhaust the use of the 

 
10 It is important that both persons endorse the same standard axioms of classical logic. Problems would 
arise if, for example, Harry endorsed classical logic while Sally endorsed intuitionistic logic. From Harry’s 
axioms, it follows that |- (ϕ1 ∨1 ¬ϕ1) for any formula ϕ1 in Harry’s language; and by Harris’ proof, it 
follows that in the union of their respective theories, T1 ∪ T2, that |- (ϕ2 ∨2 ¬ϕ2) for any formula ϕ2 in 
Sally’s language. Of course, Sally, if she were an intuitionist, would never accept this result. This problem 
arises because with this situation, Harry being a classical logician and Sally being an intuitionist, T1 ∪ T2 is 
not a conservative extension of Sally’s theory T2. As such, Sally would never endorse T1 ∪ T2 as accurately 
reflecting her use of her logical constants. This problem is avoided when both Harry and Sally endorse the 
same standard axioms of classical logic which, for our purposes here, is the only situation with which we 
are concerned. 
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standard logical constants, i.e., that no new derivable sentences using only the standard 

logical constants will result by adding new rules.  

A second way that the rules of natural deduction can satisfy the conservativeness 

requirement is by showing that given the entire set of rules of natural deduction, any set 

of rules introducing one or more of the standard logical constants is a conservative 

addition to any other such combination of rules used to introduce one or more of the other 

logical constants. In other words, what we are looking to show is that if we start with any 

set of rules of natural deduction that define some of the logical constants and expand the 

set to include any of the missing logical constants, the resulting set of rules will always 

be a conservative extension over the original set. This would give us the desired result 

that the rules introducing a standard logical constant really do fully capture the use of that 

logical constant for the language in which it was introduced. This second way of meeting 

the conservativeness requirement is much stronger. It shows that the rules introducing 

each individual logical constant fully exhaust the use of that logical constant rather than it 

being the case that only the (standard) rules of natural deduction taken together exhaust 

the use of the (standard) logical constants. 

 As it turns out, it follows from results proved by Dag Prawitz that the stronger 

conservativeness requirement formulated above is satisfied for the set of rules defining 

the logical constants for intuitionistic logic without equality. A result that is almost as 

strong holds for intuitionistic logic including equality.11 Prawitz’s result shows that any 

 
11 Dag Prawitz has shown that every theorem of intuitionistic logic without equality has a proof that only 
uses the logical constants that appear in that theorem. Hence, given any initial set of logical constants in 
intuitionistic logic, one can add the remaining logical constants without getting new theorems employing 
only the initial logical constants that were not already provable from the rules defining the initial set of 
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set of rules that includes the rules defining “→“, which is required for defining equality, 

is a conservative addition to any other combination of rules used to introduce one or more 

of the other logical constants. In short, Prawitz’s proof shows intuitionistic logic meets 

the stronger form of the conservativeness requirement. 

Since we are primarily interested in the logical constants for classical logic, there 

are two issues with adopting Prawitz’s proof for our purposes here. First, his proof 

defines negation, “¬“, in terms of absurdity, “⊥“. So a formula “¬ϕ“ translates to “ϕ →

⊥“, i.e., the assumption of ϕ leads to an absurdity. While one might reject this account of 

negation, the burden of proof seems to be on the objector to explain why defining 

negation in terms of absurdity is inadequate. Of course, there is more serious worry in 

appealing to Prawitz’s proof to satisfy the desired conservativeness requirement. Even if 

we accept this definition of negation, insofar as Prawitz’s proof only holds for 

intuitionistic logic, the set of logical constants for which conservativeness holds are the 

intuitionist’s logical constants. The set of rules defining negation omit negation 

elimination, “¬(¬ϕ) → ϕ“. Fortunately, Stephen Kleene has provided a means to 

circumvent this problem. Kleene has proven that we can construct classical logic from 

within intuitionistic logic by taking as an axiom, “¬(¬ϕ) → ϕ“, for every atomic formula 

ϕ.12 With this set of axioms, if we start with any set of rules defining the logical constants 

 
logical constants. In other words, the intuitionistic logical constants meet the strong formulation of the 
conservativeness requirement. The same result holds for intuitionistic logic with equality with the proviso 
that the initial set of logical constants must include “→“ since the definition of equality makes use of this 
logical constant. For a detailed presentation of Prawitz’s theorem, see his Natural Deduction: A Proof-
Theoretic Study, Stockholm Studies in Philosophy vol. 3, p. 53. 
12 I am indebted to Shaughan Lavine for pointing out the theorems of Prawitz and Kleene. For a detailed 
presentation of Kleene’s theorem, see Kleene, p. 495, Theorem 60d.  
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that includes the rules for implication and absurdity, which of course are needed in order 

to state the required axioms13, then extending this set of rules by adding any set of the 

remaining rules defining the standard logical constants will result in a conservative 

extension by Prawitz’s result.  

The above appeal to the results of Kleene and Prawitz does not provide the 

classical logician with the strongest conservativeness result we would like. It does not 

provide the result that if we (1) start with any set of rules defining one or more of the 

standard logical constants and (2) subsequently add any of the other rules used to define 

the remaining logical constants, the result is a conservative extension over the initial set 

of rules. Only starting with the rules for negation and implication, which are required to 

use the Kleene axiomatization described above, will the addition of any of the other rules 

over this initial set be a conservative extension. However, even the intuitionists do not get 

the strongest conservativeness result, provided they are including equality in their set of 

logical constants.  

Although neither the intuitionist nor the classical logician can get the strongest 

conservativeness result, this is not a significant problem. It is sufficient for our purposes 

that the use of the logical constants taken together is fully exhausted by the rules defining 

them. As such, all we need to do is disallow any expansion to these rules that fails to be a 

conservative extension. In other words, all we really need is that the standard logical 

 
13 Defining negation in terms of absurdity, “¬(¬ϕ) → ϕ“ becomes “((ϕ → ⊥) →⊥) → ϕ“ which is why the 
connectives “→“ and “⊥“ are required to state the axioms which assert negation elimination for the atomic 
formulas. 
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constants satisfy the weakest conservativeness result. What we have shown above is that 

the classical logician’s logical constants satisfy a much stronger conservativeness result. 

 
3. A Lingering Problem

Even with a stronger conservativeness result, however, a problem remains for 

both the intuitionist and classical logicians. At best, we will have shown that the rules of 

natural deduction for the standard logical constants are conservative; but we also employ 

the quantifiers in inductive reasoning. If we take the quantifiers employed in deductive 

reasoning to be the same as the quantifiers employed in inductive reasoning, then we do 

not have a complete understanding of the use of the quantifiers until we have accounted 

for their use in inductive reasoning.14 

Accounting for the use of the quantifiers in inductive reasoning creates two 

problems: (1) providing rules that serve to capture the use of the quantifiers in inductive 

contexts, and (2) showing that these rules are conservative. It seems that our inductive 

inferences are particularly sensitive to contextual data which should lead us to be 

skeptical about our ability to formulate adequate syntactic rules governing the use of our 

logical constants in inductive contexts. Moreover, even if we could formulate such rules, 

it is very unlikely that they would end up meeting the conservativeness requirement. 

Hence, we cannot appeal to the Belnap criterion to show that we fully understand the use 

of the quantifiers employed in inductive contexts. Nevertheless, this lack of an adequate 

account of the use of the quantifiers in inductive reasoning need not detract significantly 

from McGee’s project of legitimizing E-quantification. The fact that Belnap’s criterion 

 
14 McGee recognizes this problem, but he does not provide an account of how to resolve it. 
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can be satisfied for the logical constants of classical logic makes it clear that at least we 

understand the use of these logical constants in deductive reasoning. And, insofar as the 

meaning of the standard logical constants is exhausted by their use, we understand the 

meaning of the standard logical constants in deductive reasoning even if we cannot claim 

the same for inductive reasoning. 

 In sum, what I have shown in this section is that if we accept the thesis that the 

meaning of the logical constants is completely determined by their use, then there is an 

account based on the Belnap criterion that shows we do understand the meaning of the 

logical constants at least in deductive contexts. While this account may ultimately be 

inadequate given some of the possible problems we have considered, this is not a 

devastating problem for McGee. Presumably any legitimate account of the nature of the 

quantifiers, whether one thinks they are restricted or unrestricted, requires an account that 

shows we understand their meaning. Furthermore, under the reasonable presupposition 

that the meaning of the quantifiers is determined by their use, the standard Tarskian 

account of the meaning of the quantifiers is inadequate. If we are looking to account for 

the meaning of the quantifiers in terms of their use, we need an account in terms of the 

rules that explicate their role in language. This requires a syntactic account of the 

meaning of the quantifiers rather than a semantic account like the one offered by Tarski. 

At best, the account offered in this section is an adequate syntactic account of the 

meaning of the quantifiers in deductive contexts; and at worst, the account is inadequate 

but can be seen as providing direction for what would be an adequate account. 
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D. Putting The Pieces Together
Despite a few reservations expressed in the preceding sections, I take it that 

McGee has successfully argued for the following three claims: 

(1) Our formal rules of inference completely determine the meaning of the logical constants. 
(2) Our formal rules of inference are open with respect to quantification. 
(3) To exist is to be nameable. 
 
From these three components, McGee constructs his argument that we have a legitimate 

notion of E-quantification. Since our formal rules of inference completely determine the 

meaning of the logical constants (in deductive contexts), we need not look beyond these 

rules to determine the meaning of the quantifiers. It turns out that our formal rules of 

inference are open with respect to quantification. They apply to anything that can be 

named. Consequently, the quantifiers range over anything that can be named. Finally, 

since anything that exists can be named, it follows that the quantifiers range over 

everything that exists; or so the argument goes. 

 

Section 1.2: A Problem With McGee’s Account 
 Although McGee’s argument as outlined in Section 1.1 is a step in the right 

direction, it falls short of establishing the desired conclusion that we have a legitimate 

notion of E-quantification. The fatal flaw in McGee’s argument is pointed out by Lavine 

in his article “Something About Everything”. In order to understand Lavine’s objection, 

we need to go back to Section 1.1A where we discussed a key premise in McGee’s 

account of E-quantification, the “openness” of our formal rules of inference.  

Recall that it is in virtue of the openness of our formal rules of inference that we 

get the result that if something is nameable, either by constant symbols in our language or 
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in expansions of the language of our theory, then it is in the range of the quantifiers. This 

result was established by supposing there was a predicate that applied to all and only 

those things in the range of the quantifiers. Given such a predicate, it followed that one 

cannot have a nameable object not in the range of this predicate without violating the full 

schematic rule of Universal Instantiation.15 In Section 1.1A when I reproduced McGee’s 

proof of this result, I simply took it for granted that there was such a predicate. But it is 

important to providing an account of the legitimacy of E-quantification that we can 

actually supply such a predicate. It establishes the domain of the quantifiers. Only after 

establishing this domain can we sensibly inquire whether it consists of everything that 

exists.  

Fortunately, there is a predicate that applies to all and only those things in the 

range of the quantifiers. If we take F(x) to be the predicate (∃y)y = x, then F(x) is such a 

predicate. With this predicate, we can fill in the details of McGee’s proof that the range 

of our quantifiers includes anything that can be named. Taking this predicate as a 

substitution instance for our schematic rule universal instantiation, we get (∀x)(∃y)(y = x) 

→(∃y)(y = c) where “c” is a full schematic variable. Since (∃y)(y = x) applies to 

everything in the domain of the quantifiers, it follows that the sentence (∀x)(∃y)(y = x) is 

true; but this means we have both (∀x)(∃y)(y = x) and (∀x)(∃y)(y = x) →(∃y)(y = c) 

which, by a simple application of modus ponens, gives us that (∃y)(y = c).16 Since “c” is 

 
15 McGee’s proof of this was reproduced in Section 1.1A. 
16 Since these are schematic expressions, the proposed application of modus ponens here would require 
extending classical predicate logic to allow the requisite elimination rule to apply to schematic expressions. 
While I have reservations about extending classical predicate logic to include schematic expressions, I take 
it that this particular extension is both straightforward and unproblematic. 
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a full schematic letter, we are committed to any instance of this schema. This schema 

gives us the result that if something is nameable, either in the current language of our 

theory or in expansions of it, then our theory is committed to its existence. 

To summarize, it is a direct consequence of applying full schematic Universal 

Instantiation to the predicate (∃y)y = x, that we get the schema (∃y)(y = c). And, it is in 

virtue of this full schematic result, (∃y)(y = c) (which I henceforth refer to as the 

Everything Schema), that we can claim that the domain of the quantifiers is anything that 

can be named in the language of our theory or expansions of it. Now, it seems a small 

step from this conclusion to maintain that a model of the axioms of logic which gives us 

the Everything Schema will have as its domain everything. To be a model of a schema is 

to be a model of all of the schema’s potential instances.17 Accordingly, to be a model of 

the Everything Schema is for the domain of the model to include everything. If McGee 

could make this last step, he would have successfully provided an account where the 

domain of the quantifiers really was everything; and consequently, we really would have 

a legitimate notion of E-quantification. However, while this last step is normally 

acceptable, Lavine points out that it is problematic in this particular case: 

It is standard practice to identify a schema with the set or class of all of its instances, 
and it does not seem unreasonable to consider extending that practice to identifying 
a full scheme with the universe of all of its potential instances, whether or not they 

 
17 Note that one might not accept the schema (∃y)(y = c) as part of the theory consisting of the axioms of 
logic, and hence bar McGee’s argument for E-quantification this way. However, as was shown in Section II 
part B, rejecting this schema means rejecting either Universal Instantiation as a full schematic rule or 
rejecting (∃y)(y = x) as an acceptable predicate. Since our formal rules of inference concerning 
quantification do seem to be “open” (i.e., full schematic rules) and there seems to be little reason to deny 
(∃y)(y = x) the status of being a legitimate predicate, neither of these means of rejecting the schema (∃y)(y 
= c) seem to have much force. 
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form a set or class…But to interpret a full scheme in such a manner here is to beg 
the relevant question…18 

In order to identify a schema with the class of all of its instances, we have to either prove 

the class is well-defined or simply presuppose it. Normally, the latter is not a problematic 

presumption. However, the project that McGee is undertaking here is to show that we 

have a legitimate notion of E-quantification, but this is just to show that the domain of the 

quantifiers is a well-defined class that contains everything. To presuppose the existence 

of such a domain, which is what we need to do to identify the schema (∃y)(y = c) with the 

class of all its potential instances, is to beg the question.  

For McGee’s project to succeed, we need some proof that the class of all the 

instances of (∃y)(y = c) really is well-defined; but as Lavine shows, this schema fails to 

provide a unique characterization of everything. To further illustrate this failing, it will be 

useful to consider a version of the proof for uniqueness Lavine shows will not work in 

this case: 

To show that (∃y)(y = c) is sufficient (along with the usual axioms for logic) to 
uniquely characterize the domain of everything, we need to suppose there are 
actually two domains characterized by these axioms and show that any element of 
one domain has to be an element of the other domain. Towards this end, let T1 and 
T2 be the axioms of logic with the Everything Schema, i.e., (∃y)(y = c), and let 
these two sets of axioms be formulated in any two languages (the only requirement 
on the languages is that they be sufficient to formulate the axioms). Now, take any 
two domains on which T1 and T2 hold and call them D1 and D2, respectively (of 
course, T2 will also hold on the domain D1, but this is incidental here). Finally, 
relativize the respective axioms of T1 and T2 to these domains. So, for example, 
(∃y)(y = c) becomes (∃y∈D1)(y = c) in T1 and (∃y∈D2)(y = c) in T2; and 
substitution instances for “c” are restricted to the constants in acceptable 
expansions of the languages T1 and T2, respectively. Now, by symmetry, it is 
sufficient to show that if we take any a∈D1 and let “q” denote this object, then 

 
18 Lavine, 2006, forthcoming. 
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a∈D2. At this point, Lavine notes that it is tempting to conclude that since we have 
(∃y∈D2)(y = c) in T2 and “c” is a full schematic variable, we can take (∃y∈D2)(y = 
q) as an instance of this schema to show that “a” is in D2 as required. 

 
We cannot make the last step in the ‘proof’ above because taking (∃y∈D2)(y = q) as an 

instance of the Everything Schema in T2, requires that expanding the language of T2 to 

include “q” is acceptable. However, if we take seriously the worry that the two domains 

with respect to which T1 and T2 are relativized may be different, then we have no 

guarantee that “a” is in D2. As such, we have no reason to find it acceptable to expand T2

to include “q”. Such an expansion is warranted only if “a” was in D2, but this is the very 

question we need to determine. 

 

Section 1.3: Unrestricted Quantification 
 While Lavine’s criticism reveals McGee’s account of E-quantification to be 

inadequate, it is not insurmountable. To respond to the criticism, we need an account of 

why expanding the language of T2 to include “q” is acceptable. If we can provide this, 

then we can take (∃y∈D2)(y = q) as an instance of the Everything Schema in T2 to 

conclude that the object denoted by “q” is in D2. The question we need to ask ourselves 

then is whether there is an adequate account of the acceptability of adding “q” to the 

language of T2.

One thing to notice in providing a response to Lavine’s criticism is that it is not 

special to E-quantification. For example, suppose we are interested in constructing a 

theory about the characters in Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights. In constructing this 

theory, we only employ quantifiers that range over the domain comprised of characters in 
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the novel (call this C-quantification), and the language of our theory is restricted to the 

words used in the book. In particular, we only allow the constants in our language to be 

names for characters in the book (Heathcliff, Emily, etc.). Now, as part of our theory, we 

might want to employ a modified form of the Everything Schema relativized to our 

domain, i.e., (∃y∈C)(y = c). In attempting to prove that this schema gives us the domain 

of all characters in Wuthering Heights, we will run into the same difficulty. To show this 

domain is unique, and hence that it is the domain of characters in Wuthering Heights, we 

would have to show that if we had two domains C1 and C2, for any a∈C1 that a∈C2 (and 

vice versa). The problem with proving the uniqueness of the domain of C-quantification 

is the same as the problem that emerged in proving the uniqueness of the domain of E-

quantification. While I will not run through the problem in detail again, it suffices to 

realize that, taking “q” to denote a∈C1, what we need is an account of why it is 

acceptable to take “q” as part of the language of the theory with the Everything Schema 

relativized to C2. This example suggests that the problem with McGee’s account of E-

quantification will reappear with any sort of restricted quantification. There is nothing 

particularly special about C-quantification. We could have restricted our quantifiers to 

only the foods in the novel, places in the novel, etc. With any of these types of restricted 

quantification, we will run into the same problem.  

In order to establish the uniqueness of the domain of the quantifiers, we need an 

account that legitimizes the required expansions to the language of the theory in question. 

As it turns out, such accounts actually can be provided for the C-quantifiers and a version 

of E-quantification, but they depend heavily on a different understanding of the 
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quantifiers than McGee has in mind (see Section 2.3).19 Given McGee’s understanding of 

the quantifiers, there does not appear to be a non-question begging account that 

legitimizes the required expansions. Hence, he cannot provide the uniqueness proof 

required of his E-quantification. This suggests that we either abandon the Everything 

Schema and along with it the project of specifying the domain of the E-quantifiers that 

appeals to the axiom, or we remove the restrictions placed on these quantifiers. E-

quantification is just as restrictive as C-quantification when it comes to establishing the 

uniqueness of the domain of the quantifiers using the Everything Schema. To get a 

unique domain of unrestricted quantification, we need the quantifiers to be genuinely 

unrestricted. In other words, instead of the quantifiers ranging over all things (E-

quantification), we take the quantifiers to range over all things and non-things, i.e., we 

need genuinely unrestricted quantification (U-quantification). 

 This type of quantification, U-quantification, is what we get when we (1) allow 

anything that functions as a name to be part of the language of the theory consisting of 

the usual axioms of logic and (2) adopt an unrestricted version of the Everything Schema 

by allowing anything that functions as a name to go in for “c” in (∃y)(y = c). Before 

explaining how (1) and (2) yield genuinely unrestricted quantification, something needs 

to be said about what I mean by “anything that functions as a name”. Put simply, this 

phrase is meant to include ‘names’ like “God”, “Pegasus”, “Sherlock Holmes”, etc. If one 

adopts a view that allows for non-existent objects, like the Meinongian views that will be 

 
19 As we will see in Section 2.3, we need criteria that restrict the range of the quantifiers for them to be E-
quantifiers since, as will be argued in the balance of this chapter, the quantifiers are genuinely unrestricted. 
This is at odds with McGee’s conception of the range of the quantifiers including all and only those things 
that exist. 
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discussed in the next section, then these ‘names’ are properly called “names” since they 

denote something. However, if we do not countenance such objects, then there is some 

controversy over whether these should properly be called “names”. Some philosophers 

object to non-denoting ‘names’ being called “names” under the reasonable assumption 

that for something to be a name it must refer to something; but I do not want to enter into 

a debate on the proper use of the term “name” here.20 Instead, I follow what I take to be 

the common use of the term and call anything that functions as a name a “name” 

regardless of whether it denotes something. So, for example, “Pegasus”, “Sherlock 

Holmes”, “Emily Bronte”, constant symbols, etc. are all taken to be names in so far as 

they function as names.  

Once we relax the restrictions in the two ways mentioned above, the resulting 

unrestricted version of the Everything Schema gives us the domain of everything in the 

full sense of everything, i.e., not just everything that exists. The problem of expanding L2

to include “q” that occurred in the attempted proof of uniqueness from Section 1.2 is 

eliminated. Recall that our concern with expanding L2 (in the case where our domain was 

all things that exist) was that it was only acceptable to add “q” if we already knew it 

denoted something in our domain. However, when our domain is the domain of 

unrestricted quantification, there is no further question of whether given some ‘name’, for 

example “q”, there is an object denoted by “q” in our domain. Simply in virtue of “q” 

functioning as a name, we take it as an acceptable addition to our language and acquire a 

new instance of the Everything Schema. This allows us to make the last step in the proof 

 
20 For example, Quine (1948) would find this use of the term “name” objectionable. 
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sketched at the end of Section 1.2 to establish that the axioms of logic (along with the 

Everything Schema) uniquely specify the domain. 

 

Section 1.4: Two Accounts of Unrestricted Quantification 
 While taking unrestricted quantification to be U-quantification instead of E-

quantification allows us to prove the domain of unrestricted quantification is unique, a 

new problem emerges. In fact, Lavine anticipates this move and ends up rejecting it as a 

means of providing the desired proof of uniqueness. He argues that interpreting the 

schema this way provides an easy argument for the existence of God. We simply 

substitute “God” for “c” in the schema to get (∃y)(y = God). Surely no one would find 

this a compelling argument for the existence of God. To make matters worse, there is 

nothing special about taking “God” for “c” in the schema here, by putting in “Pegasus”, 

“Hercules”, “Sherlock Holmes”, etc., for “c”, we would get that these things all exist 

since they would be in the range of the E-quantifiers. As such, Lavine concludes that we 

cannot interpret the Everything Schema this way if we are attempting to give an account 

of the domain of E-quantification.21 

Now I agree with Lavine’s assessment of this interpretation of the Everything 

Schema as far as E-quantification is concerned, but U-quantification is immune to this 

kind of argument. Recall that the purpose of introducing U-quantification was to remove 

the restriction that the quantifiers must range over only existing things. As such, pointing 

out that the range of the U-quantifiers includes non-existing ‘things’ hardly constitutes an 

 
21 Lavine, 2006, forthcoming. 
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objection to U-quantification. Nevertheless, we still need an account of what it means for 

these ‘things’ to be in the range of the U-quantifiers.  

 
The Meinongian Account 
 One account of what it means for (possibly) non-existent ‘things’ to be in the 

range of the U-quantifiers is to take the domain of these quantifiers to include non-

existent objects. Typically, one arrives at such an account of objects if one takes any 

definite description to denote an object that satisfies the description. Some standard 

examples that arise from such a view are “the gold mountain” and “the round square” 

which are descriptions that refer, in the first case, to an object that is gold and a mountain, 

and in the second case, to an object that is round and square. The plausibility of this view 

of objects has been hotly debated by Alexius Meinong, one of the original defenders of 

this kind of view, and Russell, one of the view’s most vocal opponents.22 While many 

objections have been offered against accepting non-existing objects, most of which can 

be traced back to Russell, defenders of Meinongian views have taken pains to show that 

proper specifications of such views can offer adequate responses to often cited objections. 

In particular, in his Nonexistent Objects, Terence Parsons offers a revival of a 

Meinongian theory of non-existent objects which aims to defuse the standard objections 

against such theories.23 

22 For a detailed account of the debate between Russell and Meinong concerning the acceptability of non-
existing objects, see Janet Smith’s article “The Russell-Meinong Debate” (1985).  
23 While I focus on the work of Terrence Parsons here since he provides the most complete, contemporary 
defense of a Meinongian theory of non-existent objects, he is not the only person to offer a defense of a 
theory that countenances non-existent objects. In particular, Janet Smith (1985) provides evidence that 
Meinong’s theory had responses to Russell’s objections. 
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While philosophers like Meinong and later Parsons have  lent plausibility to the 

view that there are non-existent objects, their accounts require one to accept a fair amount 

of extra ‘machinery’ to establish their plausibility. For example, one of the main 

objections to views that countenance non-existent objects is that such objects violate the 

law of non-contradiction. As an instance of this objection, consider the non-existent 

object “the round square”. Here we have an object that has the property of being square, 

and in so far as it is also round, it has the property of not being square. Hence, we have an 

object that is both square and not square. Another common objection is that such views 

appear to be committed to the object “the existing gold mountain” which, in so far as it 

has the property of existing, exists. 

In response to the first objection, Parsons preserves the universal applicability of 

the law of non-contradiction by rejecting the inference that if an object is round it must 

have the property of not being square. He maintains that this inference only holds for real 

objects. In an effort to preserve the universal applicability of the law of non-contradiction, 

Parsons places a restriction on the applicability of what appears to be an equally 

universally applicable principle, e.g. that any object having the property of being round 

has the property of not being square.24 On the other hand, we could adopt Meinong’s 

view and simply maintain that the law of non-contradiction does not apply to impossible 

objects like “the round square”, but this too is not without its costs.25 For, at the very least, 

we would have to place qualifications on the application of the law of non-contradiction 

 
24 Parsons, 1980, pp. 38-41. 
25 See Smith, 1985, pp. 324-325, for a discussion of Meinong’s restriction of the application of the law of 
non-contradiction, and Meinong, 1906, p. 16, for his response to Russell where he makes this concession.  
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as well as criteria which serve to tell us when the qualifications of application are met. 

Under either account, adopting a view that countenances non-existent objects requires 

extra ‘machinery’ in the form of placing certain restrictions on what appear to be 

universally applicable principles.  

Responding to the second objection requires even more machinery. For in order to 

avoid being committed to the existence of the existing gold mountain, Parsons groups 

properties into two classes (“nuclear” and “extra-nuclear” properties). With this 

distinction, he maintains that existence is an extra-nuclear property. Now, the central 

tenet underlying Parsons’ view is that for any set of nuclear properties there is an object 

that has exactly the nuclear properties in that set. Given this view of objects, Parsons is 

not committed to the existing gold mountain. The set of properties for this supposed 

‘object’ is {existing, gold, mountain} which is not a set of nuclear properties and thus 

does not define an ‘object’ to which his thesis commits him. While this move allows 

Parsons to avoid being committed to the existence of a gold mountain, similar to his 

response to the problem concerning the round-square, his response here requires 

accepting extra ‘machinery’. In this case, he must make a distinction between types of 

predicates, i.e., nuclear predicates and extra-nuclear predicates. 

Now I have never found appeals to ontological parsimony very compelling and 

hence agree with defenders of non-existent object theories that such appeals do not 

constitute a serious objection to their views. Nevertheless, there is a legitimate parsimony 

concern here. If the same benefits are to be had with a simpler theory, then the burden of 

proof lies with advocates of the more complex theory to show why it is preferable. I am 
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willing to grant that the accounts offered by Meinong and Parsons lend plausibility to the 

view that there are non-existent objects, but they establish this plausibility at the cost of 

theoretical complexity. If the accounts of Meinong and Parsons are any indication, it 

seems that the non-existent object theorist is forced to introduce a lot of machinery, i.e., 

new classes, restrictions, qualifications, and distinctions where there were none before. 

On balance, if we can get by with a theoretically simpler theory, then we should do so. 

But is there a plausible, theoretically simpler view that provides an account of what it 

means for the range of the U-quantifiers to include (possibly) non-existent ‘things’? The 

answer to this question depends on how plausible one finds the account provided in the 

next section. 

 
Quantification Understood Substitutionally 

There is an alternative account of the range of the U-quantifiers that does not 

appeal to a Meinongian view of objects. This account includes the two components of U-

quantification provided at the end of Section 1.3:  

(1) allow expanding our languages to include anything that functions as a name 
(2) allow these names to be substitution instances for full-schematic variables  

 
To these two components, we add: (3) a substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers. 

This last component means that instead of taking (∃x)ϕ(x) to be true if and only if there is 

an object in the domain that satisfies ϕ, an alternative interpretation is that this sentence is 

true if and only if there is some constant “q” in our language (or an acceptable expansion 
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of it) that makes ϕ(q) true.26 The former interpretation takes the quantifiers to be 

referential whereas the latter interpretation interprets the quantifiers substitutionally.  

Interpreting the quantifiers substitutionally and allowing non-denoting names to 

be substitution instances is not new. It has been suggested by Ruth Marcus (1962) and 

later considered by Alex Orenstein (1984), but it has subsequently failed to receive much 

attention.27 This is unfortunate since it provides an attractive alternative to the 

Meinongian account. If we allow anything that functions as a name to give an instance of 

the schema “(∃y)(y = c)” and interpret the quantifiers substitutionally, this removes the 

requirement of there being a particular object in the domain of quantification designated 

by the name substituted for the full schematic variable “c”. For example, if we allow the 

name, “God”, to be substituted for “c” in the schema “(∃y)(y = c)”, we get the result that 

there is some name, q, in our language such that ┌ (q = “God”) ┐ is true.28 No claim about 

there being an object, God, in the domain is made here. In general, U-quantification 

 
26 Often there will not be names for all of the objects in the domain of a model for the theory under 
consideration. So a sentence (∃x)ϕ(x) is true if and only if there is some constant “q” in our language or an 
acceptable expansion of the language that makes ϕ(q) true. Typically, acceptable expansions will be those 
where the only change to the original language is the addition of new constant symbols to denote objects 
that were previously not denoted by any constant symbol. This issue of what counts as an acceptable 
expansion will be addressed later in this section. 
27 Marcus offers this interpretation of the quantifiers as a viable alternative against what she sees as an 
overly restrictive reading of the quantifiers (i.e., the standard referential reading of quantification) (Marcus, 
1962). Orenstein, on the other hand, is more skeptical about this interpretation of the quantifiers (see 
Orenstein, 1984). However, my goal here is not to provide a complete defense of this account of the 
quantifiers (a task far beyond the scope of this chapter). I limit myself to the more manageable task of 
establishing the viability of this account of the quantifiers and arguing that it is preferable to Meinongian 
alternatives. 
28 Notice that we only arrive at the substitution instance (∃y)(y = God) of the Everything Schema if we 
already took the inclusion of “God” to be an acceptable expansion of our language. And, interpreting the 
quantifiers substitutionally, (∃y)(y = God) is true if there is a name in an acceptable expansion of our 
language that, substituting the name for “y”, generates a true sentence. But, of course, there is such a 
name—the name substituted for “c” (i.e., “God”). Hence, the Everything Schema ends up being trivial 
under the substitutional interpretation of quantification. 
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interpreted substitutionally gives us an account of what it means for the range of the 

quantifiers to include “God”, “Pegasus”, “Hercules”, “Sherlock Holmes”, etc. without 

having to be committed to the existence of (possibly) non-existent objects associated with 

these names.  

Subsitutional U-quantification provides an attractive alternative to Meinongian 

interpretations of U-quantification provided its three components are acceptable. Of these 

components, the third has been presented and defended in detail by Peter Geach, among 

others.29 In the interest of space, I will not provide his defense of the view here; but I do 

want to make one observation. Defenders of substitutional quantification typically do not 

merely argue that a substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers is acceptable. They 

usually make the stronger claim that the substitutional interpretation is more appropriate 

than the referential interpretation.30 If this stronger claim is correct, then this alone would 

provide support for subsitutional U-quantification over Meinongian U-quantification. 

While I think there are compelling arguments for this stronger claim, I will only assume 

the less controversial thesis that the substitutional interpretation of quantification is at 

least an acceptable, if not preferable, alternative to the referential interpretation.  

What about the first and second components of substitutional U-quantification? 

Are there good arguments for (1) allowing expansions of our languages to include 

anything that functions as a name and (2) taking these new names to be substitution 

instances for full-schematic variables? Before answering these questions, a few 

 
29 See, for example, Geach (1962), Marcus (1962), Kripke (1976), Orenstein (1984), Lavine (2000), and 
Hall (2002). 
30 For a defense of this stronger view, see Lavine, 2000. 
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observations should be made. First, while I have written (1) and (2) above as separate 

requirements, (2) naturally follows from (1). Once we allow expanding out languages to 

include new names, regardless of whether these names are denoting or non-denoting, 

these new names yield new substitution instances for full-schematic variables. Barring 

these new names from being substitution instances for these variables just is to deny that 

these variables are full-schematic variables. Thus, what we are really looking for in 

addressing the above question is a justification for (1), i.e., allowing expansions to our 

languages to include anything that functions as a name. Second, as pointed out in the 

beginning of this section, the proposed expansions and subsequent substitution instances 

are also required of Meinongian U-quantification. The key difference between the 

expansions in the case of substitutional as opposed to Meinongian U-quantification is 

whether the names in the expanded language are always taken to denote something. The 

Meinongian takes these names to denote objects, some of which might be non-existing, 

whereas the advocate of the substitutional account allows them to be non-denoting. 

Finally, notice that allowing expansions of our languages is not something particularly 

new to substitutional U-quantification. It is required in the account of the rules of natural 

deduction being “open” provided in Section 1.1A. Thus far, I have been assuming that 

such expansions are acceptable, but given the essential role they play in U-quantification 

it is worth considering why people might find them objectionable.  

There are at least two distinct claims one might offer in opposition to allowing 

anything that functions as a name to be an acceptable expansion to a language: 
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1. No expansion to our languages (of our formal theories) is acceptable. 
2. Only some names, those that meet certain restrictions, can be added to our 

languages. 
 
Of these claims, the first is surely too strong. For one, not allowing expansions to our 

languages would disallow certain obvious truths under the substitutional interpretation of 

the quantifiers. Borrowing an example from Geach, the truth of “For some x, x is a 

pebble on the beach at Brighton” should not depend on anyone actually having named 

such a pebble.31 It is enough that we could actually add a name for such a pebble to our 

language. If we do not allow expansions to our languages, then sentences like the one 

above will turn out to be false since, as we are reasonably presuming here, nobody has 

actually named such a pebble. Preserving the sentences that are true under quantification 

understood referentially when moving to a substitutional understanding of the quantifiers 

requires that we allow expansions to our language. Moreover, it is standard practice in 

mathematics, science, and everyday discourse to allow the addition of new names to our 

languages. As such, there seems to be little reason to find this feature of language 

objectionable.  

The second, weaker claim seems more reasonable since for most discourses, we 

do limit what gets accepted into our language. In scientific theories, we typically only 

allow additions of names to a language where their supposed referents meet certain 

epistemic requirements. In mathematical theories, it would be questionable to allow the 

addition of constants to languages of the theories that lacked an interpretation in models 

of the theories. In general, it is standard practice in mathematics and science to restrict 

 
31 Geach, 1962, p. 184. 
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what constitutes legitimate additions to the languages of the theories from these 

disciplines. The reason for these restrictions is obvious. Insofar as these disciplines are 

interested in conveying truths about our world, there is no place for names like “Pegasus”, 

“Hercules”, “Sherlock Holmes”, etc. It is crucial to notice, however, that these 

restrictions are the product of the languages being employed in certain areas of discourse. 

There is no reason antecedent to considerations of the particular discourse in which the 

language is employed for restricting what names one can add to a language. If the 

discourse in which we are employing a language happens to be one where we are not 

concerned with mathematical or scientific truth, there might not be any reason why we 

should limit what names we take to be acceptable additions to the language.  

Moreover, it is important to realize that even in the case of substitutional U-

quantification where we allow the addition of non-denoting names to a language, these 

names need not be devoid of content. While it is not my project here to provide an 

account of the content of non-denoting names, it is sufficient to note that in proposing an 

addition of a name to a language, whether the name purports to denote an object or not, 

one often supplies many (although usually not all) of the relations that apply to that name. 

For example, in adding the name “Pegasus” to a language, one usually also specifies that 

the predicates “is winged”, “is a horse”, “is a flying animal”, etc. apply to the name. Of 

course, since there is no such thing as Pegasus, the properties denoted by these predicates 

do not apply to any object denoted by Pegasus as there is no such object! But in 

providing the relations that apply to these non-denoting names, one is nevertheless 

providing the name with some content. In short, when we add a name to our language, 
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even non-denoting names, we typically also specify how that name is to be used by 

specifying the relations, predicates, etc. in which the name figures even though we might 

not provide an interpretation function that maps the name onto an object. 

 The preceding considerations lend support to the claim that as long as we are not 

employing the language in a discourse concerned with scientific or mathematical truths, 

there is no reason for restricting what names we can add to a language. Since the only 

theory we are presupposing in defining the U-quantifiers here consists of the standard 

logical axioms, there is no presumption here that discourse based on such a theory is 

concerned with scientific truths. Nor is there really a presumption that the theory being 

presupposed in defining the U-quantifiers is describing some system of ‘objects’ in 

mathematics, such as numbers, sets, geometric figures, etc. Hence, if Geach is right that 

that the quantifiers can be interpreted substitutionally and I am right about the 

acceptability of allowing expansions of our language to include anything that functions as 

a name, then we have an account of U-quantification that does not require a Meinongian 

account of non-existent objects. 

 
Is Substitutional U-quantification Better?  

While substitutional U-quantification avoids commitment to non-existing objects, 

it is not without its own share of difficulties. Lifting restrictions on what counts as an 

acceptable expansion of a language is similar to lifting restrictions one might place on 

what counts as an object. To get U-quantification, we must either accept (possibly) non-

existent objects in the domain of our quantifiers (interpreting the quantifiers referentially) 

or accept (possibly) non-denoting ‘names’ in the substitution class for our quantifiers 
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(interpreting the quantifiers substitutionally). Given this similarity between the two 

accounts, how is the account of U-quantification that proceeds from a substitutional 

interpretation of the quantifiers any better than a Meinongian account?  

Ontological scruples might lead one to rejecting a Meinongian account, but we 

should require more compelling grounds for rejecting the account. Ontological scruples 

aside, the only reason I have suggested thus far for rejecting Meinongian accounts is that 

they require a great deal of machinery. It appears that the substitutional account of U-

quantification avoids the complexities of Meinongian accounts since they avoid 

commitment to non-existing objects, but is this really the case? Is substitutional U-

quantification theoretically simpler? Are we really better off with a substitutional 

interpretation of U-quantification? In the next section, I spend some time addressing 

these questions since their answers are not obvious for those lacking the sort of 

ontological scruples that tell against Meinongian views. 

 

Section 1.5: Substitutional v. Meinongian Unrestricted Quantification 
 Which of the two alternative interpretations of unrestricted quantification offered 

in Section 1.4 is better? The Meinongian, referential interpretation of the quantifiers 

saddles us with a great deal of extra theoretical complexity required to respond to 

standard objections against views that countenance non-existent objects. However, 

objections similar to those raised against the Meinongian interpretation can be raised 

against the substitutional interpretation. This is a strong indication that roughly the same 

degree of theoretical complexity is required of the substitutional interpretation. The 
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extent to which the substitutional interpretation has a claim to theoretical parsimony 

depends on the responses that can be offered to these objections. 

 
A. The Existing Gold Mountain

Recall the two prominent objections against the Meinongian interpretation we 

considered in Section 1.4 were that it (1) violates the law of non-contradiction, e.g., “the 

round square”, and (2) generates commitment to objects like “the existing gold 

mountain”. Adopting the substitutional interpretation of U-quantification, “the existing 

gold mountain” case is less problematic. Instead of commitment to an object that has the 

properties of existing, being gold, and being a mountain, the analogue of this problem for 

the substitutional interpretation concerns commitment to a name to which the predicates 

“x exists”, “x is gold”, and “x is a mountain” apply. Recall that (∃x)ϕ(x) is true under the 

substitutional interpretation if and only if there is some constant/name “q” in our 

language (or an acceptable expansion of our language)32 that makes ϕ(q) true. Hence, the 

content of the claim that there is a name to which these predicates apply is either fully 

captured by the sentence “(∃x)(G(x) & M(x))”, where G(x) is the predicate “x is gold” 

and M(x) is the predicate “x is a mountain”, or it is captured by the sentence “(∃x)(G(x) 

& (M(x) & E(x))”, where E(x) is the predicate “x exists”. In either case, there does not 

appear to be anything particularly special about “the existing gold mountain” as opposed 

to “the winged horse”. As long as we are only talking about certain predicates being 

 
32 Even the standard substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers requires some appeal to acceptable 
expansions to the language since it is unlikely there are enough names in the language to denote the objects 
in the domain. See footnote 20 for a more detailed account of this worry. The key difference between the 
standard substitutional interpretation and the unrestricted substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers is 
that the unrestricted substitutional interpretation does not limit what counts as an acceptable expansion to 
the language. 
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correctly applied to particular names, which is the analogue of the Meinongian problem 

for substitutional unrestricted quantification, “the existing gold mountain” is no more 

problematic than any non-denoting description. Adding a name to which the predicates 

“x exists”, “x is gold”, and “x is a mountain” apply is doing no more than specifying 

(perhaps partially) correct syntactic usage for the name.  

Some people might feel cheated by the above response to the analogue of the 

“existing gold mountain” problem. They might maintain that the biconditional defining 

substitutional quantification (i.e.,  “(∃x)ϕ(x)” is true if and only if there is some 

constant/name “q” in our language (or an acceptable expansion of our language) that 

makes ϕ(q) true) asserts more than merely a syntactic claim. However, I can only see two 

motivations for this. Either (1) they are already disallowing non-denoting constant/names 

or (2) they are assuming a particular account of truth. People who hold to (1) would 

already be unhappy with the account of substitutional unrestricted quantification offered 

in the previous section. Since I have already provided a defense of why I allow non-

denoting constants/names to be in (or added to) languages of theories in the previous 

section, I will not reiterate it here but rather focus on the second motivation.  

The second motivation results from holding to a robust conception of truth, e.g., a 

correspondence theory of truth. Under this conception of truth, to say “there is some 

constant/name “q” in our language (or an acceptable expansion of our language) that 

makes ϕ(q) true” would be to make a claim about some state of affairs with respect to 

certain objects and not merely a syntactic claim. Unsurprisingly, adopting an unrestricted, 

substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers is not compatible with accepting this 
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conception of truth for the above biconditional. Now, it is not my intention to defend a 

deflationist account of truth here. There is already copious work debating the merits of 

different conceptions of truth, but I do want to make two points here. First, it is 

contentious that a correspondence theory of truth is correct and that a deflationist account 

of truth could not do equally well in the biconditional we have been considering. Second, 

a deflationist account of truth is actually of a piece with the conception of the quantifiers 

provided in this chapter, i.e., as substitutional and unrestricted. Recall from Section 1.1 

where I developed McGee’s account of E-quantification, which provided the groundwork 

for the account of unrestricted quantification developed in subsequent sections, that both 

McGee and I accept the claim that the meaning of the quantifiers is exhausted by their 

use. If this claim is right and the use of the quantifiers (at least in deductive contexts) is 

determined by the logical rules that define them (see Section 1.1C), then we have a 

syntactic understanding of the meaning of the quantifiers. They do not, by themselves, 

carry any ontological weight. In short, the account of unrestricted quantification provided 

in this chapter is a very deflationist account of quantification. As such, it should not be 

surprising that a deflationist account of truth should accompany this account of the 

quantifiers. 

 
B. Violation of Non-Contradiction

Accepting that the existing gold mountain does not pose a problem for the 

substitutional interpretation of unrestricted quantification, there is still the problem of the 

round-square. For Meinongian theories, the round-square is a problem since it has the 

properties of being round and, in virtue of being square, not round. Consequently, it is 
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true that the round-square is round, and it is true that the round square is not round. This 

violates the law of non-contradiction. Recall that Parsons’ response to this problem is to 

limit the inference “If x is square, then x is not round.” to only those cases where “x” is a 

real object. He preserves the universal applicability of the law of non-contradiction at the 

expanse of limiting the applicability of what appear to be equally universally applicable 

principles. 

 The analogue of this problem for subsitutional unrestricted quantification is the 

addition of the name “the round-square” to the language of a theory that includes the 

basic axioms of logic along with predicates in the language R(x) for “is round”, S(x) for 

“is square”, and the sentence (∀x)(R(x) → ~S(x)). The analogue of the claim that the 

round-square has the properties of being round and square in this case is the claim that 

the predicates R(x) and S(x) apply to “the round-square”. Of course, the upshot of such a 

claim is that we end up with an inconsistent theory. Given such theories are generally 

useless, I take this as a good reason for not adding a name that, when substituted in both 

these syntactic relations, produces true sentences. What this tells us is that unrestricted 

quantification appears quite useless on its own. In some sense, this is true. If we allow 

any name to be added to the language of a theory, including names whose use includes 

application to predicates that entail contradictions, we end up with an inconsistent theory. 

This is not really a problem, however, since the usefulness of unrestricted quantification 

lies not in sentences formed with such quantifiers. Rather, their usefulness comes from 

the underlying understanding of the quantifiers on which unrestricted quantification is 
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based. Since I discuss the usefulness of unrestricted quantification in the next chapter, I 

will put off further discussion on this topic until then.   

 
C. Underdetermination

The “round-square” problem points out that we use some names where the 

predicates applied to them form an inconsistent set. Given this inconsistency, we end up 

with too many predicates applying to some names. While this detracts from the 

usefulness of substitutional unrestricted quantification, the opposite problem is more 

troubling for both the substitutional and Meinongian accounts. If we accept a Meinongian 

view of objects, then many objects are incomplete, i.e., there are properties which some 

objects neither have nor fail to have. A similar situation applies for the substitutional 

interpretation of unrestricted quantification. Instead of objects that neither have nor fail to 

have certain properties, there are names to which certain predicates neither apply nor fail 

to apply. Putting this problem another way, once we add names like “Pegasus” to the 

language of some theory, we are now able to generate many new atomic sentences in the 

theory, i.e., all the sentences formed by applying the predicates in the language to the 

name. How do we non-arbitrarily determine which predicates apply to the name and 

which ones do not? Insofar as there may be predicates in the language of the theory in 

question which neither clearly apply nor fail to apply to the name, there are two separate 

worries here. First, how do we determine which predicates clearly apply to the names 

being added to our language? We need a non-arbitrary way to determine the truth values 

of the atomic sentences formed with these predicates. Second, how do we deal with cases 

where predicates neither apply nor fail to apply to the name? So, for example, we need an 
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account of what to say about the atomic sentences we could form by applying the 

predicates “is horned”, “is black”, “is six feet tall”, etc. to the name “Pegasus”. 

 In cases where the theory in question has models, there is a fairly straightforward 

procedure to determine which predicates apply to any name added to the language of that 

theory. All we need to do is determine whether the object denoted by the name has the 

property denoted by the predicate. Of course, with substitutional unrestricted 

quantification, we are allowing the addition of names to the language which may not 

denote any object. Accordingly, this straightforward procedure is unavailable, but this is 

not a problem. An even more straightforward procedure exists for determining the 

predicates that apply to names that fail to denote anything. Since these names are not 

intended to denote anything, if they have any meaning at all it is specified when the name 

is added to a language. “Pegasus” is a meaningful name since the predicates “is winged”, 

“is a horse”, “is a flying animal” are stipulated as applying to the name. In the case of 

non-denoting names, any atomic predicate that specifically applies to the name is 

stipulated when the name is added to the language. Notice that nothing special is going 

on here. This is exactly what someone does when they introduce a non-denoting name to 

a language. When storytellers in ancient Greece first introduced the name “Pegasus” to 

the language, they gave content to the name by specifying which predicates applied to it. 

If they had not done so, they would have offered up a ‘name’ that was meaningless. 33,34 

33 While I have been quite flexible in my use of the term “name” in this chapter, I am inclined towards the 
view that any purported ‘name’ to which no predicates apply is not really a name. Hence, while I am not as 
stringent in the criteria necessary for something to be a name as others are, e.g., I allow non-denoting 
‘names’ to be properly called “names”, one necessary criterion is that some predicate apply to the purported 
name. 
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There is no problem determining which predicates apply to non-denoting names, 

these predicates are stipulated when such names are added to a language; but what about 

the predicates which neither apply nor fail to apply to these names? How are we to 

determine the truth values of the atomic sentences formed from these predicates and 

names? One way to handle these atomic sentences is to arbitrarily assign them truth-

values, but this approach to the problem is not very satisfying. First, the assignments in 

most cases could not be fully arbitrary since we would be forced by considerations of 

consistency into making certain truth-assignments given others that we had chosen. 

Second, this approach fails to respect the idea that it really is underdetermined whether 

the predicates “is black”, “is horned”, “is six feet tall”, etc. apply to names like “Pegasus”. 

Rather than arbitrarily stipulating which of these predicates correctly applies to 

“Pegasus” and which do not, we should respect the idea that whether these predicates 

correctly apply to the name is underdetermined; and consequently, it is undetermined 

whether atomic sentences formed by applying these predicates to “Pegasus” are true or 

false. 

 
34 This should be apparent when we recall that we are operating under the Wittgensteinian thesis that the 
meaning of a particular linguistic entity is given by its use, i.e., the linguistic practice of assenting and 
dissenting to certain sentences that employ the entity. Accepting the view that the meaning of a linguistic 
entity is given by its use, we now have a clear account of why names which lack predicates applying to 
them are meaningless. Adding a name to a language without some means of determining (either through 
specification or empirical investigation) which predicates apply to it is to add a name that lacks use in a 
linguistic practice, i.e., it lacks meaning.  
 This “use thesis” was required to specify the account of the meaning of the logical constants provided in 
McGee’s account of E-quantification in Section 1.1. Insofar as the account of unrestricted quantification I 
have been offering here builds on McGee’s account, this account of the meaning of the logical constants is 
no less central to unrestricted quantification. We could, of course, restrict the use account of meaning to 
logical constants; but this restriction would be artificial. If we accept this account of meaning for the logical 
constants, it is natural to extend it to other linguistic entities. 
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One way to respect this indeterminancy is to advocate a 3-valued logic system; 

i.e., one with values: true, false, and indeterminate, but this would be a radical change 

from classical logic. If such a radical change was required to provide an adequate account 

of substitutional unrestricted quantification, I would take it as good reason for rejecting 

the account. An alternative way to respect the underdetermination of non-denoting names 

with respect to these predicates is to hold the view that the addition of these names to a 

language specifies a family of theories. Its members consist in the different assignments 

of truth values to the atomic sentences formed by the non-denoting names and predicates 

in question. Each member of the family of theories is subject to three constraints. First, 

each member is subject to consistency and closure constraints.35 Second, each member 

agrees on the truth values of the atomic sentences formed from applying predicates to 

denoting names. Third, each member agrees on the truth values of the atomic sentences 

involving non-denoting names whose truth values are stipulated when introducing the 

name to the language. Returning to the example of adding “Pegasus” as a non-denoting 

name to a language of a theory, the result of this last constraint is that we arrive at a 

family of theories which all agree on the truth values of the atomic sentences “Pegasus is 

a horse”, “Pegasus is winged”, “Pegasus is a flying animal”, etc. which were stipulated as 

applying to “Pegasus” when the name was introduced to the language. Where the theories 

differ is with respect to the truth values of non-stipulated atomic sentences like “Pegasus 

is black”, “Pegasus is horned”, “Pegasus is six feet tall”, etc. In this way, taking non-

 
35 In other words, if there are predicates “is black”, Bx,  and “is colored”, Cx, in the language, then for any 
theory in the family of theories that is generated by adding the name “Pegasus” to the language, if that 
theory includes “(∀x)Bx→(∀x)Cx” and B(Pegasus), it would also contain the atomic sentence C(Pegasus). 
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denoting names as yielding a family of theories provides a convenient way of resolving 

the worry of underdetermination without revising classical logic. 

 
D. Benefits of Substitutional Unrestricted Quantification

We are now in a better position to address the question raised in the beginning of 

Section 1.5. The problems of the existing gold mountain and the violation of non-

contradiction do not have the same force for advocates of substitutional unrestricted 

quantification as they do for Meinongians. The responses to the analogous problems for 

substitutional unrestricted quantification avoid most of the extra machinery Meinongians 

invoke. There are no restrictions on the applicability of what appear to be universally 

applicable principles nor is there a classification of properties into “nuclear” and “extra-

nuclear” categories.  

On the other hand, the account of substitutional unrestricted quantification I have 

offered requires adopting the view that adding underdetermined, non-denoting names to a 

language yields a family of theories. Is this concession enough to doubt whether 

substitutional unrestricted quantification is more theoretically parsimonious than 

Meinongian unrestricted quantification? It might be enough if it were not the case that 

Meinongian views are faced with an analogous problem. They need to provide an account 

of how to handle the underdetermination of non-existing objects. In fact, in some ways, 

this problem for the Meinongian is even more troubling. There is little worry with there 

being names, regardless of whether they denote something or not, that are 

underdetermined with respect to certain predicates. Our language is filled with such 

names. It is much more contentious that objects can be underdetermined with respect to 
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certain properties. Now, one might object that this claim is reflective of a reluctance to 

accept a Meinongian view of non-existing objects in the first place. It may be that once 

one really embraces a Meinongian view of objects, part-and-parcel with accepting such a 

view is accepting that objects can be underdetermined. But, there is a deeper issue here 

than the extent to which Meinongians can provide an adequate account of the 

underdetermination of non-existing objects. As I mentioned when presenting the 

Meinongian view, I have no problem with domains of non-existing objects; but we have 

already seen in our discussion of these views that many philosophers have found such 

domains unacceptable. Unlike the Meinongian view, substitutional unrestricted 

quantification only endorses non-denoting names. Few doubt there are such names. As I 

noted earlier, our literature is filled with them.36 Meinongian accounts, on the other hand, 

posit something of which many people are reasonably suspicious, i.e., non-existing 

objects. The fact that we do have non-denoting and underdetermined names in our 

language reflects an essential difference between the account of substitutional 

unrestricted quantification and Meinongian views. The former account of quantification 

only requires accepting something that most people already accept, i.e., non-denoting 

names like “Pegasus”, “Hercules”, “Sherlock Holmes”, etc.  

To summarize, we have seen that substitutional unrestricted quantification does, 

to a great extent, avoid employing the kind of theoretical complications required for 

Meinongian accounts, but its claim to theoretical simplicity is even more robust. It has a 

 
36 Some people would be unhappy calling these elements of syntax “names”, but this is a separate issue. 
Presumably, even these people would admit that “Pegasus”, “Hercules”, “Sherlock Holmes” are elements 
of syntax that function like names, and are commonly called “names” by lay folk. 
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further benefit which we might call “familiarity of acceptance”. Namely, already familiar 

acceptances suffice whereas alternative accounts like Meinongian accounts require 

accepting that there are non-existent objects. This being the case, we are now in a 

position to answer the question we set out to answer in the beginning of Section 1.5. Why 

should we prefer substitutional unrestricted quantification to a Meinongian account of 

unrestricted quantification? It is a theoretically simpler account of unrestricted 

quantification that does not require us to accept more than most people are already 

inclined to accept. 

 

Section 1.6: Summary 
I began this chapter by presenting McGee’s account of E-quantification. Given 

Lavine’s objection, the account is ultimately unsuccessful, but it does suggest an account 

of genuinely unrestricted quantification that is immune to Lavine’s objection. Genuinely 

unrestricted quantification, i.e., U-quantification, results from removing restrictions on 

acceptable expansions of our language. It is the result of allowing expansions of a 

language to include anything that functions as a name; and subsequently, we end up with 

these ‘names’ being substitution instances for full-schematic variables. In the balance of 

the chapter, we considered two different interpretations of U-quantification: Meinongian 

U-quantification and subsitutional U-quantification. In comparing these competing 

accounts, I argued that substitutional U-quantification is preferable to the Meinongian 

account. The latter account suffers from requiring a great deal of extra machinery to 

respond to standard objections, and it requires the contentious acceptance of non-existing 

objects.  
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In sum then, three central claims were established in this chapter: (1) the 

quantifiers are genuinely unrestricted, (2) we have an understanding of them as 

unrestricted (at least in deductive contexts), and (3) while there are two possible 

interpretations of genuinely unrestricted quantification, Meinongian and substitutional, 

the substitutional interpretation is preferable. The last claim follows from Sections 1.4-

1.5. The first two claims follow from Sections 1.1-1.3 where we developed the extension 

of McGee’s account of E-quantification to provide an account of U-quantification. 

Interestingly, these claims show that despite the failing of his account of E-quantification, 

McGee was essentially right. We do have a legitimate understanding of the quantifiers as 

unrestricted. Of course this is not what McGee, among others, is really interested in 

providing. When McGee claims to be providing an account of “unrestricted” 

quantification, he is really looking to provide an account of E-quantification, 

quantification over all existing things. This suggests the following question. Even if the 

account of U-quantification is successful, does it help in providing the desired account of 

E-quantification? Since most people have been primarily interested in E-quantification 

and not U-quantification, this is a question we need to address. In the next chapter, I 

consider not only how the account of U-quantification provided in this chapter can be 

used as a stepping stone to E-quantification, but also how U-quantification itself is of 

interest even if it is not, in general, our primary interest. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE VALUE OF DEFLATIONIST QUANTIFICATION 
 

In Chapter 1, I provided an account of the quantifiers as genuinely unrestricted, 

i.e., U-quantification. This account is deflationist in that it detaches our understanding of 

the quantifiers from ontology.37 The domain of the quantifiers is not, contrary to 

McGee’s claims, all and only those things that exist. Putting this in terminology 

appropriate to the substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers, which I henceforth adopt, 

the substitution class of the quantifiers does not necessarily include (nor is it limited to) 

only denoting names.38 In presenting the deflationist understanding of quantification the 

results of the previous chapter were primarily negative. The focus of the chapter was on 

how a proper understanding of the quantifiers does not provide us with an account of 

their ranging over everything, i.e., E-quantification.  

In this chapter, I want to switch from focusing on what genuinely unrestricted 

quantification cannot do for us to considering some of the benefits of this understanding 

of the quantifiers. Towards this end, the structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 

2.1, I argue that, given McGee’s goal of allowing for the possibility of a science of 

ontology, U-quantification is actually preferable to his account of E-quantification. It 

allows for the possibility of a more robust science of ontology than E-quantification. 

Recognizing that E-quantification is nevertheless valuable, in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 I 

consider how U-quantification can be used as a stepping-stone to providing an account of 

 
37 Another way in which the account may be seen as deflationist is that it requires a deflationist account of 
truth (see Chapter 1, Section 1.5A). 
38 Throughout this chapter and subsequent chapters, I will assume a substitutional interpretation of the 
quantifiers. For reasons offered in chapter one, I take this interpretation of genuinely unrestricted 
quantification to be preferable to alternatives, i.e., Meinongian views.  
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E-quantification. Finally, I end by considering what connection is left between 

quantification and ontology even if an account of E-quantification cannot be developed. 

 

Section 2.1: U-Quantification and McGee’s Project 
 Recall from Chapter 1 that one of the reasons we wanted an account of E-

quantification was to adequately explain statements like “Everything is self-identical”. 

Thus far, I have been following McGee and operating under the supposition that an 

adequate explanation of these statements requires E-quantification, but what we 

(including McGee) really should have been looking for was something stronger than E-

quantification. For when people say “Everything is self-identical”, they often mean this to 

not only apply to everything that exists but also to everything that could exist. In other 

words, what most people mean by “everything” in these kinds of statements is not E-

quantification but something stronger. One of the benefits of the account of genuinely 

unrestricted quantification from chapter one, i.e., U-quantification, is that it allows for 

quantification that is less restrictive than E-quantification. 

 Not only should we have been looking for U-quantification to explain statements 

about everything, but it also turns out that U-quantification is really what is suggested by 

McGee’s account of the quantifiers. McGee begins his paper by considering whether a 

science of ontology is possible (i.e., a science that studies the relationships and truths that 

hold for everything). With this project in mind, he makes the following claim: 

[O]ntology requires unrestricted quantification. Without it, we shall have no assurance that the story 
we tell, despite its use of the words “everyone”, “everywhere”, and “everything”, is anything more 
than a parochial account of the people, places, and things in our immediate neighborhood. The 
logical worry is that such unrestricted quantification may not be reliably available.39 

39 McGee, 2000, p. 54. 
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Now, it becomes clear later in his paper that by “unrestricted quantification”, McGee 

means E-quantification; but the arguments he presents suggest that McGee should have 

been talking about U-quantification. Recall that McGee’s argument is based on 

recognizing that our formal rules of inference completely determine the meaning of the 

logical constants (in deductive contexts), and they are open with respect to quantification. 

It follows from these two facts that we have a legitimate notion of unrestricted 

quantification, i.e., the range of the quantifiers is over any name. Combined with the view 

that to exist is to be nameable, we get the view that we have a legitimate notion of the 

quantifiers ranging over all those things that exist. However, for the quantifiers to range 

over all and only those things that exist would be for quantification to be restricted. 

Hence, if McGee really is looking for an account of unrestricted quantification, then he 

should have been looking to provide an account of U-quantification rather than E-

quantification. 

 In fairness to McGee, his original project is to show that a science of ontology is 

possible by legitimizing E-quantification. If a science of ontology is a science that studies 

the relationships and truths that hold for everything where “everything” here means all 

things that exist, then he is right that E-quantification is really all one needs. On the other 

hand, a robust science of ontology would not merely involve claims about “everything”, 

“everyone”, and “everyplace” that does exist. Presumably, claims about “everything”, 

“everyone”, and “everyplace” that could exist (in some precise sense of “could”) would 
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also be of interest.40 Consequently, even though McGee is right that all we need to 

establish the possibility of a science of ontology is E-quantification, a robust science of 

ontology would likely require less restrictive quantifiers than the E-quantifiers. For this 

reason, less restrictive quantification than E-quantification is clearly desirable; but I have 

not yet shown how to arrive at such quantification outside of adopting full-blown U-

quantification. In the next section, I consider the extent to which U-quantification sheds 

light on legitimizing E-quantification and other, less restrictive quantifiers. 

 

Section 2.2: Everything and More 
 Lavine has shown that we cannot use the schema (∃y)(y = c) to provide an 

account of E-quantification (see Section 1.3); but, as I argued in Chapter 1, it does 

provide an account of U-quantification. If we adopt a Meinongian account of U-

quantification, then the schema provides a domain of everything in the full sense of 

everything. We end up with a domain that includes, as a subset, the domain of everything 

that exists. In this case, we could use a form of separation on the domain of the U-

quantifiers to pick out all and only those things that exist.41 Of course, to provide an 

adequate account of E-quantification, we also need that the domain is unique. So the task 

here is to find some property that uniquely picks out all and only those things that exist 

and use separation with this property on the domain of the U-quantifiers. Restricting our 

 
40 For example, one might be interested in making claims about all and only those things whose existence is 
physically possible given our best scientific theories. 
41 I am presuming here that one can take the standard separation axiom (that given any property and a set, a 
new set can be formed of all elements that satisfy that property on the given set) and expand it to apply to 
classes. If one can provide good reasons to bar this version of the separation axiom, then the Meinongian 
account of E-quantification sketched here will not work since the domain of the U-quantifiers forms a class 
and not a set. 
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quantifiers to this domain would give us E-quantification. Since I favor the substitutional 

interpretation of U-quantification, I will not endeavor to provide such a property here.42 

My purpose here is only to indicate how an advocate of the Meinongian account of U-

quantification can use the domain provided by the U-quantifiers as a stepping stone to 

establish the domain of the E-quantifiers. 

 To get an account of E-quantification from substitutional U-quantification, we 

need to provide criteria that narrow down the substitution class of names to a unique class 

containing all and only those names for things that exist. At this point, a recurring 

problem should be apparent. We need criteria that bar non-denoting names from being 

acceptable expansions to the language of a theory while allowing any denoting name to 

constitute an acceptable expansion. This problem is of a piece with Lavine’s problem 

with McGee’s account of E-quantification. Recall that the problem we faced when trying 

to prove that the domain of McGee’s E-quantifiers is unique was that we could not 

legitimize expanding the language of our theory (the theory consisting of the standard 

axioms of logic with the Everything Schema) to include a name for an object claimed to 

exist by another theory. If we could legitimize such an expansion, then the Everything 

Schema is sufficient (along with the standard axioms of logic) to uniquely characterize 

the domain of everything.  

A related problem arises in trying to develop an account of E-quantification from 

a substitutional account of U-quantification. The difference here is that, whereas in 

 
42 Incidentally, I do think that there is such a property. Namely, the property of being a name in an accepted 
scientific theory is such a property. This would yield a naturalist version of E*-quantification discussed in 
Section 2.3. 
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McGee’s account of E-quantification he needs to legitimize expansions of the language 

of his theory, we need to provide criteria to restrict such expansions. In particular, we 

need to eliminate non-denoting names as acceptable expansions to a language while still 

allowing any denoting name to constitute an acceptable expansion.43 If we can provide 

such criteria, then we can take the theory, call it T*, consisting of the Everything Schema, 

(∃y)(y = c), along with the standard axioms of logic and restrict expansions of the 

language of T* to meet these criteria. The quantifiers in T* would, as a result, range over 

all and only those things that exist. Furthermore, this procedure appears to be fully 

generalizable. There is nothing particularly special about establishing E-quantification 

this way. If we could provide criteria that legitimized all and only expansions to the 

language of names for things whose existence is possible, then we would have an account 

of quantification whose range lies somewhere in between E-quantification and U-

quantification. In general, if we provide criteria to limit what counts as an acceptable 

expansion to the language of a theory, then these criteria also serve to distinguish the 

scope of the quantifiers employed in that theory.44 

Section 2.3: Quantification and Everything 
Are there criteria available that restrict the scope of the quantifiers to make them 

E-quantifiers? Before addressing this question, it will be instructive to consider an easier 

 
43 I am assuming here that we are working with a relatively empty language that only contains the 
minimum requirements to be adequate for predicate logic, but this is only an assumption of convenience. 
Any criteria that served to limit acceptable expansions to a language could also be appealed to remove 
unacceptable names that were already present in the language.  
44 Incidentally, McGee also recognizes that the scope of the quantifiers is constrained by what counts as an 
acceptable expansion to the language of our theory, although he does not put it exactly this way and 
appears to have a more constrained view of what counts as a legitimate expansion to the language of a 
theory. In particular, he would likely not take non-denoting names to be acceptable expansions. 
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case of restricting the range of the quantifiers. Recall from Section 1.3 where I discussed 

quantifiers that ranged over the names of characters in Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights.

In the case of these quantifiers, the C-quantifiers, the restrictions placed on expansions of 

the language of T* that yield this type of quantification are readily available. We can 

appeal to the book Wuthering Heights in order to determine what names to accept into the 

language of T*. It is acceptable to expand the language of T* to include some name if 

and only if that name appears in the text as a name for a character. Thus, it is relatively 

easy to provide for the restrictions required for an account of C-quantification. 

In the case of E-quantification, I contend that there is something that plays a role 

analogous to the role Wuthering Heights has in generating C-quantification. Where we 

look to the sentences in Wuthering Heights to determine what restrictions to place on the 

language of T* in generating the C-quantifiers, we look to our accepted theories to 

determine what restrictions to place on the language of T* in generating E-quantification. 

In particular, we restrict the language of T* by only allowing those expansions that would 

also be allowed to the language of one of our accepted theories.45 The suggestion here is 

that what exists is determined by the theories we accept.46 So if we want to define a more 

restrictive quantification than U-quantification to get, for example, quantification over 

only what there is (i.e., E-quantification) the appropriate restrictions to place on the 

 
45 I am using the term “acceptance” here to refer to a state where one believes a sentence (or set of 
sentences) is true for the sake of acquiring truths while avoiding error. One might come to believe 
something is true for other reasons. This view of acceptance as a state of belief aimed at acquiring truths 
while avoiding error is developed by Keith Lehrer in his Theory of Knowledge (see Lehrer, 1990, pp. 10-
11). 
46 Fully working out this suggestion likely requires some degree of pragmatism and relativism with respect 
to what exists in order to accommodate cases of conflicting theories, theory change, and disagreement 
about what theories are acceptable. 
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expansions of the language of the theory defining E-quantification, theory T*, are going 

to be had by looking at the restrictions present on expansions of the languages of our 

current accepted theories. We restrict the acceptable expansions of T* to only those 

expansions of the language that would constitute acceptable expansions to the languages 

of our accepted theories.  

 This account of E-quantification, which I will call E*-quantification, is on better 

footing than McGee’s E-quantification. At the very least, with E*-quantification we can 

provide the required uniqueness proof that McGee’s E-quantifiers could not provide. 

With E*-quantification, we can prove that a particular person’s use of the E-quantifiers is 

unique. The proof provided in Section 1.3 will suffice since we now have criteria that 

will license the requisite expansion of the language of T2 to include “q”.47 On the other 

hand, neither E-quantification nor E*-quantification establishes that given any two 

arbitrarily chosen people, their E-quantifiers (or E*-quantifiers) generate the same 

substitution class. The problem with establishing this result for E*-quantification is that 

not everyone accepts the same theories. To make matters worse, the desired uniqueness 

result cannot even be proven for the same person across different times. Given that many 

of the theories a particular person accepts change over time, the satisfaction conditions of 

the criteria defining E*-quantification will reflect this change. What counts as an 

acceptable expansion to the languages of the theories one accepts is obviously dependent 

 
47 Under the assumption that both T1 and T2 are theories that employ E*-quantifiers, the languages of both 
theories (and expansions of them) are restricted to only those names which are acceptable expansions of the 
languages of our accepted theories. Consequently, taking “q” to be in the language of T1 means that it must 
be an acceptable expansion to the language of our accepted theories. Hence, it is also an acceptable 
expansion to the language of T2. Hence, it is in virtue of having independent criteria that define the E*-
quantifiers, i.e., appropriate restrictions on the languages of the theories that employ these quantifiers, that 
uniqueness is satisfied.  
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on what these theories are. Consequently, E*-quantification is not without its own 

problems. It does not provide a unique substitution class for the quantifiers across 

different people’s use of them or even the same person’s use of them at different times.  

As it turns out, I do not think the above ‘problems’ with E*-quantification are 

really problems, but let us assume they are genuine problems for moment. We could 

respond to them by restricting expansions of the language of T* to only those that would 

be allowed to the language of our ideal accepted theory. This would remove the problem 

of the scope of the E*-quantifiers being subject to change; and insofar as we have reason 

to believe there will be convergence towards people coming to accepting the same 

theories over time, this also addresses the problem raised by the second objection. 

However, this alternative formulation of restricting expansions to T* raises other 

problems. First, it is genuinely unclear whether reference to an ideal accepted theory is 

sensible. Second, even if it is sensible, we have little grasp of the content of such a theory. 

Consequently, appealing to an ideal accepted theory rather than our currently accepted 

theories may not be of much help here. However, the extent to which we need to appeal 

to ideal accepted theories for E*-quantification depends on whether the ‘problems’ we 

have been considering here really are problems.  

Are the ‘problems’ with E*-quantification really problems? Should the domain of 

an acceptable account of E-quantification be independent of both the person who uses 

these quantifiers and the time they are used? Requiring this sort of independence is at 

odds with E*-quantification. The impetus behind the restrictions defining E*-

quantification, i.e., allowing only those expansions that would also be allowed to 
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languages of our accepted theories, is that what exists is determined by the theories we 

accept. As such, E*-quantification should be dependent on factors that affect what these 

accepted theories are—persons and times. But, why should we look to our accepted 

theories to determine what exists? We might look to our accepted theories on the view 

that they (more-or-less) accurately reflect what there is in the world. While this is a fairly 

common view of the connection between accepted theories and the world, it only makes 

sense if we think the world has natural joints, i.e., that our theories are, in some sense, 

latching onto features in the world. In this sense, it can be said that the world supplies us 

with a domain of objects; and through our investigations, we are discovering what these 

objects are. On an alternative view, the world does not supply us with a domain of objects. 

It is through theorizing and organizing our experiences that we impose structure on the 

world. As such, our accepted theories (or, more precisely, our interpretations of them) 

supply the joints in nature. In this sense, it can be said that our accepted theories supply 

us with a discrete collection of objects.48 

48 The debate here concerning the connection between theories and the world is reflected (albeit indirectly) 
in debate concerning what has come to be called “The Model-Theoretic Argument” as presented by Putnam 
in his well-known article “Models and Reality”. Roughly, the problem Putnam sets forth in the Model-
Theoretic Argument is that, given any theory, there are far too many interpretations on which the theory 
turns out to be true. In short, true theories are too easy to get unless we can, in some fashion, single out 
some means to select the appropriate interpretation of theories from their competitors. In response to this 
problem, Putnam maintains that theories do not come to us uninterpreted. Accordingly, it is a deep 
confusion to think that we have a theory and are then faced with the problem of selecting an appropriate 
interpretation (Putnam, 1980, pp. 481-482). On the other hand, Lewis (following a suggestion by G.H. 
Merrill (1980)) argues that there are objective joints in nature which serve to significantly reduce the 
eligible interpretations for a theory (Lewis, 1984, p. 227). Here then, if we adopt Lewis’ view, we should 
look to our theories to determine what there is because appropriate interpretations of them reflect natural 
joints present in the world. If we adopt Putnam’s view, it seems more reasonable to adopt the view that our 
theories determine what there is because we (and not the world) supply the appropriate interpretations of 
them. 
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Under the view that the world directly supplies us with a domain of objects, it is 

reasonable to require an account of E-quantification that satisfies uniqueness across 

persons and time. With this requirement, the successfulness of E*-quantification depends 

on the sensibleness of talking about ideal accepted theories. On the other hand, this 

requirement is not reasonable on the view that our theories supply us with what exists. 

With this view, we should expect that the domain (or substitution class) for E*-

quantification will change as accepted theories change, both over time and with respect to 

different people. While I am inclined toward the latter view, i.e., that theories and not the 

world supply our ontology, I will not pursue this debate further. All I want to point out 

here is that the ‘problems’ we have been discussing with E*-quantification are only 

problems under a particular conception of the relationship between theories, the world, 

and ontology.  

 Regardless of whether the particular account of E-quantification I offered above is 

rejected, some account along these lines is needed. If the quantifiers really are genuinely 

unrestricted, as I argued in the first chapter, then an account of E-quantification requires 

criteria restricting the expansions of the language of T*.49 Ultimately, it may be the case 

that the details required of an account of E-quantification cannot be successfully worked 

out. While this would be an unfortunate result for a science of ontology, even without an 

account of E-quantification, the U-quantifiers themselves allow for the possibility of a

science of ontology. As such, McGee’s main purpose in pursuing an account of E-

 
49 Instead of restricting expansions by appealing to permissible expansions of the languages of our accepted 
theories, we might restrict expansions to only those names that satisfy predicates like “is causally 
efficacious”, “is located in space-time”, “is extended”, etc., but it is not clear that any of these alternatives 
is really better off than the more general restriction that I have offered. 
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quantification is satisfied by U-quantification. While it seems unlikely that many 

interesting claims employing U-quantifiers can be made, any universal claims that did 

employ them would be ones relevant to a science of ontology since the scope of the U-

quantifiers includes that of the E-quantifiers. Moreover, the fact that we do have an 

understanding of the quantifiers as genuinely unrestricted leaves open the possibility of 

establishing more restrictive quantification, as discussed in Section 2.2. Even if no 

criteria successfully provide an account of E-quantification, we may find criteria that 

serve to establish useful, less restrictive kinds of quantification. As discussed in Section 

2.1, such quantification is required for a robust science of ontology.  

 

Section 2.4: Summary 
In Chapter 1, I argued in favor of a deflationist view of quantification. Contrary to 

McGee’s (unsuccessful) account of E-quantification, the range of the quantifiers is not 

restricted to all and only things that exist. Their range is determined by restrictions on 

acceptable expansions to the languages of the theories in which they occur. As such, the 

quantifiers are not, by themselves, useful for determining ontological commitments; they 

are genuinely unrestricted. McGee was wrong to look for a connection between 

quantification and ontology as given by the rules of logic alone. There is no such 

connection. While this is a setback for people who hoped to appeal solely to our 

understanding of the quantifiers in order to make claims about everything, it is actually 

beneficial to the larger project of providing a science of ontology. This understanding of 

the quantifiers allows for both the possibility of providing an account of E-quantification 

as well as less restrictive quantification required for a robust science of ontology.  
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To generate an account of E-quantification from an understanding of the 

quantifiers as genuinely unrestricted, we need criteria that appropriately limit the 

languages in which the quantifiers occur. In Section 2.3 I offered one possible account of 

E-quantification, which I called E*-quantification. These quantifiers were generated by 

restricting the language of the theory in which they occur to only allow expansions that 

would also be allowed to the languages of our accepted theories.50 For reasons discussed 

in Section 2.3, this might not be an adequate account of E-quantification; but at the very 

least, it indicates what an account of E-quantification would have to look like given the 

view of quantification for which I argued in Chapter 1, i.e., genuinely unrestricted and 

substitutional. 

 The impetus behind E*-quantification is that what exists is determined by the 

theories we accept. This may, as I suggested in Section 2.3, be grounds for rejecting E*-

quantification. However, even if we should not look to our accepted theories to provide a 

complete account of what exists, they do indicate some of our ontological commitments. 

There is an indirect connection between the quantifiers and our ontological commitments. 

The quantifiers indicate our ontological commitments within our accepted theories. 

Insofar as we really accept a particular theory, we take it to be true of the world. As such, 

we limit the acceptable expansions of the language of the theory to only names for 

existing things; and we need to allow expansions to the language of the theory that make 

its existential sentences true. Hence, the quantifiers that occur in an accepted theory, in 

 
50 Recall that the theory we have been considering here is the minimal theory required to define the 
quantifiers and substitution class, i.e., the theory consisting of the standard axioms of logic with the 
Everything Schema. 
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virtue of indicating the required expansions of that theory, are indicators of some of our 

ontological commitments.  

So while there is not the strong connection between quantification and ontology 

that McGee suggests, the quantifiers do, nevertheless, indicate some of our ontological 

commitments. This is not a surprising role for the quantifiers. It has famously been 

defended by Quine in “On What There Is”.51 In the next couple of chapters, I consider 

this role for the quantifiers in greater detail by considering the paradigm example of it—

the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument. 

 

51 Although Quine defends the view that the quantifiers indicate ontological commitment, there is a crucial 
difference between Quine’s view of the quantifiers and the understanding of the quantifiers presented in 
these first two chapters. Quine understands the quantifiers referentially whereas I have been arguing that 
they are unrestricted and substitutional. Accordingly, there is a difference between the exact nature of this 
connection between the quantifiers and our ontological commitments. Instead of being committed to the 
existence of objects required to satisfy true Q-sentences (understanding the quantifiers in these sentences 
referentially), we are committed to the existence of those things denoted by the names required to make 
true the Q-sentences of our accepted theories. 
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PART II: QUANTIFICATION AND ONTOLOGICAL 
COMMITMENT 

The Paradigmatic Case: The Indispensability Argument 
 

In Part I, I argued for a deflationist account of the quantifiers. The quantifiers do 

not come packaged with ontological import, their range is not restricted to denoting 

names (or existing things). Rather, they are genuinely unrestricted. This understanding of 

the quantifiers makes clear that the quantifiers, by themselves, do not carry ontological 

weight. Nevertheless, there is an important connection between quantification and 

ontology. As Quine argues in “On What There Is”, the quantifiers determine ontological 

commitments that result from acceptance of a theory. In particular, the occurrence of 

indispensable existential quantification over mathematical objects in our best scientific 

theories commits us to the existence of these objects.  

In the next few chapters, I consider the above argument, what has come to be 

called the “Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument”, in greater detail. Chapter 3 

presents an analysis of the argument with the aim of clearing up a fundamental confusion 

that persists in analyses of the argument. Chapters 4 and 5 provide preliminary defenses 

of the argument by responding to the most prominent objections offered against it. 

Analyses in these chapters serve to clarify what exactly is required for existential 

quantification in scientific theories to supply ontological commitment. In the final chapter, 

I generalize these results to consider requirements for existential quantification in any 

accepted theory to supply ontological commitments. 
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CHAPTER 3: WHAT IS THE INDISPENSABILITY ARGUMENT? 
 

The indispensability argument is one of the strongest arguments for realism about 

mathematical objects. In its simplest form, the argument starts by pointing out that 

mathematics plays an indispensable role in our best scientific theories. From this claim, 

called the “indispensability thesis”, it is meant to follow, with the addition of a few extra 

premises, that insofar as we are committed to the existence of physical objects referred to 

in these theories, we are also committed to the mathematical objects employed in these 

theories. While this general form of the argument is fairly clear, there is confusion 

concerning the required extra premises of the argument. What exactly these extra premises 

are that allow one to move from the indispensability of mathematics in scientific theories 

to the conclusion that we are committed to the existence of some mathematical objects 

(those used in our best scientific theories) has not been made very clear by defenders of the 

argument. In fact, it turns out that there are several different arguments that can properly 

be called “indispensability” arguments depending on what one takes these extra premises 

to be.  

In this chapter, I look at several different presentations of indispensability 

arguments with the aim of discovering what extra premises are required to use the 

indispensability thesis in an argument for Platonism. Towards this end, I start in Section 

3.1 by comparing Michael Resnik’s formulation of the indispensability argument, where 

the extra premises provided are confirmational holism and naturalism, with the most 

common formulation of an indispensability argument, the Quine-Putnam Indispensability 

Argument. From this comparison, it will become apparent that while naturalism plays a 
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crucial role in an indispensability argument for Platonism, contrary to the commonly held 

opinion of most philosophers of mathematics, confirmational holism does not appear to be 

required. With these preliminary discoveries in hand, I then provide several different 

indispensability arguments in Section 3.2, including one that does not make any explicit 

appeal to confirmational holism, the Ontological Indispensability Argument. While I end 

up focusing primarily on the Ontological Indispensability Argument, I briefly consider the 

value of the other indispensability arguments in Section 3.3. Finally, I return to the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument in the last section and consider what role, if any, 

confirmational holism plays in the argument. 

 

Section 3.1: The Indispensability Argument 
 
A. Resnik’s Indispensability Argument

One of the clearer presentations of a version of the indispensability argument that 

attempts to provide these extra, required premises is given by Michael Resnik in his book 

Mathematics as a Science of Patterns. While he intends to be providing the Quine-

Putnam Indispensability Argument, as we will see in the next subsection, his version of 

the argument lacks an essential premise. According to Resnik, the argument has three 

separate premises.52 The first premise is a more precise version of the claim that 

mathematics plays an indispensable role in our scientific theories. In this premise, Resnik 

makes clear that the sense in which mathematics plays an indispensable role in our 

scientific theories is that these theories both make ineliminable reference to mathematical 

 
52 Resnik, 1997, pp. 44-45. 
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objects and employ mathematical principles.53 The second premise is an assertion of 

confirmational holism, i.e., the view that evidence for a scientific theory only confers 

justification on the whole theory rather than individual components of the theory. Finally, 

the last premise Resnik claims is required for the argument is an assertion of the truth of 

naturalism, i.e., that, as Resnik puts it, “Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of truth and 

existence” (Resnik 1997, p. 45). In sum, Resnik’s outline of the indispensability 

argument has the following premises: 

(1) (The Indispensability Thesis) 
Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to and 
employment of mathematical objects and principles.  

 (2)  (Confirmational Holism) 
Evidence for a scientific theory confers justification on the whole theory 
(including its mathematical component) and not on the individual 
components of the theory separately. 

(3)  (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence, i.e., we look 
to scientific discourse to determine what exists. 

 
From these premises, Resnik concludes that: 

(4) “Whatever evidence we have for science is just as much evidence for the 
mathematical objects and  

mathematical principles it presupposes as it is for the rest of its theoretical 
apparatus.” (from 1,2) 

(5) [The ineliminable mathematics presupposed by science] is true and the 
existence of mathematical objects is as well-grounded as that of the other 
objects posited by science. (from 3,4) 

 

53 Instead of talking about the indispensability of mathematics to ‘scientific theories’ in the first premise, 
Resnik actually talks about the indispensability of reference to mathematical objects and employing 
mathematical principles for the practice of natural science. However, if we accept his formulation of 
confirmational holism, where he refers to the nature of the justification of scientific theories (and not 
scientific practice in general), we need to make this modification to his first premise. For my purposes, it 
makes no difference which presentation of the argument we consider, i.e., whether we focus on the 
scientific practice in general or restrict our attention to scientific theories, as problems with the argument 
discussed in this section apply to either formulation. In Chapter 5, I consider in greater detail the extent to 
which one can formulate an indispensability argument that focuses on the indispensable role of 
mathematics for scientific practice in general and not just scientific theories. As such, I will put off a 
discussion of this distinction until then. 
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However, while these conclusions are the sorts of conclusions defenders of the 

indispensability argument advocate, they do not actually follow from the premises Resnik 

provides. Consider the inference Resnik wants to make from (1) and (2), i.e., the 

indispensability thesis and confirmational holism, to his conclusion in (4). All one can 

conclude from mathematics being an indispensable part of our scientific theories and the 

fact that scientific theories achieve their justification only as a whole, is that we are as 

justified in taking the statements involving mathematical claims to be true in a scientific 

theory as we are in taking the statements that do not involve any mathematical claims to 

be true. To move from this conclusion to the claim that “Whatever evidence we have for 

science is just as much evidence for the mathematical objects and mathematical 

principles it presupposes as it is for the rest of its theoretical apparatus.” (Resnik 1997, p. 

45) presupposes a particular view of what it is to be justified in taking a mathematical 

statement to be true.  

 Only Platonists take the truth of a mathematical claim as evidence for there being 

mathematical objects.54 From the deductivist standpoint, for example, the truth of a 

mathematical claim amounts to no more than there being an appropriate derivation of the 

mathematical claim from some accepted axioms. A constructivist takes such truth as only 

amounting to there being an appropriate construction available. Putting aside worries 

about the plausibility of these views of mathematics, the crucial point here is that to take 

the truth of a mathematical claim as evidence for the existence of mathematical objects is 

 
54 By “Platonism” here, I am only referring to the view that mathematical objects exist independently of the 
mind. I leave it as an open question what these objects are like, e.g., whether they are abstract, eternal, 
universals, etc. 
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question begging. Taking this inference to be part of the indispensability argument 

amounts to presupposing the very view the indispensability argument was meant to 

support; it presupposes the truth of Platonism. 

If he wants to avoid begging the question in favor of Platonism, Resnik can only 

infer the weaker conclusion in (4) that we are as justified in taking the statements 

involving mathematical claims to be true in a scientific theory as we are in taking the 

statements that do not involve any mathematical claims to be true. Given that he can only 

establish this weaker conclusion, it should not be surprising that he cannot generate the 

desired conclusion at (5), i.e., that “[The ineliminable mathematics presupposed by 

science] is true and the existence of mathematical objects is as well-grounded as that of 

the other objects posited by science.” It just does not follow from the weaker conclusion 

and naturalism that the existence of mathematical objects is as “well-grounded” as the 

existence of the other objects posited by science.55 Making this inference is to connect 

being justified in the truth of a mathematical claim with this being evidence for the 

existence of mathematical objects. This again is tantamount to presupposing the truth of 

Platonism. 

 This problem with Resnik’s indispensability argument can be traced to the desire 

to appeal to confirmational holism to provide the inferential link leading from naturalism 

and the indispensability thesis to the conclusion that we are committed to the existence of 

the mathematical objects employed in our scientific theories. But if we drop 

confirmational holism, what else might provide this inferential link? The answer to this 

 
55 This point is also made by Jody Azzouni in his “On ‘On What There Is’” (See Azzouni, 1998, p. 5) and 
in his “Deflating Existential Consequence” (See Azzouni, 2004, Chapter 3). 
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question is had by looking at Quine’s original presentation of an argument for Platonism 

based on the essential role of mathematics in our scientific theories.56 

B. The Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument 
While contemporary work on the indispensability argument typically focuses on 

the indispensability argument presented by Quine, the most common formulation the 

argument also draws heavily on writing of Putnam.57 Since there are concerns about the 

extent to which Putnam’s formulation of the argument fully captures the argument Quine 

has in mind, I follow other philosophers of mathematics and refer to the Quine-Putnam 

Indispensability Argument.58,59  Quine’s writings indicate that the argument can be 

summarized as follows:60 

56 Resnik’s indispensability argument is actually meant to be a presentation of a version of the Quinean 
Indispensability Argument. More precisely, it is meant to be a formulation of Putnam’s version of Quinean 
Indispensability (See footnote seven for a brief explanation of the key difference between Quine’s version 
and Putnam’s version of the argument). However, despite Resnik’s intentions, the explicit formulation he 
gives of Quine’s argument is missing an essential premise which is why I have been calling Resnik’s 
formulation “Resnik’s indispensability argument” rather than “Quine’s indispensability argument”. 
57 Versions of indispensability arguments can be traced back to work of Frege and Godel (See Frege, 1970, 
p.187 and Godel, 1947, p. 477). For a concise account of these early indispensability arguments, see 
Colyvan, 2001, pp. 6-9. In this chapter, I shall primarily focus on three versions of the indispensability 
argument, the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument, the Ontological Indispensability Argument and 
Resnik’s indispensability argument. 
58 One worry with Putnam’s presentation of the indispensability argument is its emphasis on the supposed 
fact that mathematics is indispensable to our scientific theories. There is evidence that this appeal to factual 
indispensability is stronger than what Quine has in mind. (See Maddy, 1997, pp. 95-107, for a fairly 
comprehensive account of the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument which includes some 
considerations about the extent to which Putnam’s indispensability argument differs from the argument 
Quine has in mind.) There is also some worry that the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument does not 
fully capture the indispensability argument Putnam has in mind. While Putnam provides an outline of his 
version of the indispensability argument in his Philosophy of Logic (see Putnam, 1971, p. 57), the outline is 
both incomplete and fails to provide explicit formulations of the required premises. As such, it may be the 
case that neither Quine nor Putnam actually endorses the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument as it is 
often formulated.  
59 For example, Maddy (1997), Resnik (1997), Colyvan (2001), Azzouni (1998), Vineberg (1996), and 
Balaguer (1998) refer to the indispensability argument as the “Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument”. 
60 For a fairly comprehensive account of the Quinean argument for Platonism which includes citations for 
the passages of Quine’s writings relevant to the argument, see Penelope Maddy’s explication of the 
argument in her Naturalism in Mathematics.
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We look to our best scientific theories to determine what exists. In particular, we determine 
the ontological commitments of a theory by looking at what objects are required to satisfy 
the existential sentences of that theory. As it turns out, our best scientific theories 
ineliminably include existential sentences involving quantification over mathematical objects. 
Moreover, any evidence we have for our scientific theories confers justification on the theory 
as a whole and not its individual components. As such, there is no way to separate the 
mathematical and non-mathematical parts of scientific theory as being justified 
independently of one another, i.e., they stand or fall together. Hence, since we do take our 
best scientific theories to be justified and these theories include existential sentences that 
quantify over mathematical objects, we are committed to the existence of mathematical 
objects to the same extent that we are committed to the existence of the other objects 
required to satisfy the existential sentences of these theories, i.e., molecules, electrons, space-
time points, etc… 

 
From this summary of the argument, we arrive at the following formulation of the Quine-

Putnam Indispensability Argument:61 

(1)   (The Indispensability Thesis) 
Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to and employment of 
mathematical objects and principles.  

(2)   (Confirmational Holism) 
Evidence for a scientific theory confers justification on the whole theory 
(including its mathematical component) and not on the individual components of 
the theory separately. 

(3)   (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence, i.e., we look to 
scientific discourse to determine what exists. 

(4)   (Quine’s Criterion) 
The ontology a discourse commits one to is determined by what objects are 
required to satisfy the existential sentences of that discourse. 

 
The above formulation of the argument follows, as closely as possible, Resnik’s 

formulation of the first three premises. The crucial difference between the Quine-Putnam 

argument and Resnik’s argument is the inclusion of the fourth premise.  

 
61 One worry with Putnam’s formulation of Quine’s argument is its emphasis on the supposed fact that 
mathematics is ineliminable from our scientific theories. There is evidence that this appeal to factual 
indispensability is stronger than what Quine has in mind. For a fairly comprehensive account of the Quine-
Putnam Indispensability Argument which includes some considerations about the extent to which Putnam’s 
formulation of the argument differs from the argument Quine has in mind, see Penelope Maddy’s 
explication of the argument in her Naturalism in Mathematics, pp. 95-107. 
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In Resnik’s argument for Platonism, he appeals to the role mathematics plays in 

our scientific theories along with confirmational holism to infer that the evidence we 

have for a scientific theory is just as much evidence for the existence of mathematical 

objects employed in that theory. But, as I discussed in the previous section, this inference 

fails. Confirmational holism does not provide the required link between recognizing the 

role mathematics plays in our scientific theories and his desired Platonist conclusion. By 

looking at the above formulation of the argument, it is clear what more is required to 

provide this conclusion. Namely, instead of looking solely to confirmational holism to 

provide the desired inferential link, we need Quine’s criterion of ontological commitment 

as provided in the fourth premise, i.e., that the ontology a discourse commits one to is 

determined by what objects are required to satisfy the existential sentences of the 

discourse. With this criterion of ontological commitment, the fact that our best scientific 

theories include sentences involving existential quantification over mathematical objects 

entails that the ontological commitments that come from accepting these theories include 

mathematical objects.  

However, this does not yet provide us with the Platonist conclusion that we are 

committed to the existence of mathematical objects. Quine’s Criterion only provides us 

with a criterion for what a discourse commits us to, i.e., what we would have to take to 

exist if we were to accept the theory as true. For Quine’s criterion to be useful in 

determining what we actually take to exist, we need it to be the case that the theory we 

are applying it to is one we take to be true; but this is what the naturalist thesis asserts as 

given in premise three. Thus, if we accept the naturalist thesis in premise three, Quine’s 
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Criterion becomes more than just a criterion for recognizing the ontological commitments 

of a discourse, when applied to scientific theories it becomes a criterion for determining 

what exists.62 As such, it provides the inferential link between the indispensability of 

sentences involving existential quantification over mathematical objects in scientific 

theories and our being committed to the existence of mathematical objects. 

 At this point, the astute reader has probably noticed that the above explanation of 

the role of Quine’s Criterion in the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument appears to 

obviate the need for confirmational holism. The indispensability thesis together with both 

naturalism and Quine’s Criterion generate the Platonist conclusion that we are committed 

to the existence of the mathematical objects required to satisfy the existential sentences of 

our best scientific theories. While I think this is ultimately right, almost all of the 

advocates of some version of the indispensability argument take confirmational holism to 

be an essential part of the argument. In Section 3.4, I  consider why many philosophers 

have come to accept this view of the importance of confirmational holism to the 

indispensability argument and the extent to which this view is correct. Before doing this, 

however, I want to explicitly lay out a version of the indispensability argument based on 

Quine’s argument that adopts a weaker version of Quine’s Criterion and does not include 

the acceptance of confirmational holism as a premise. 

 

62 This distinction between criteria for recognizing the ontological commitments of a discourse and criteria 
for determining what exists is presented by Jody Azzouni in his “On ‘On What There Is’”.  Since I will be 
looking at Azzouni’s criticisms of Quine’s criterion later, it is worthwhile to introduce this distinction here. 
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Section 3.2: Three Indispensability Arguments  
 
A. The Ontological Indispensability Argument

There is a stronger version of the indispensability argument than the Quine-

Putnam Indispensability Argument considered in Section 3.1B. The argument that I have 

in mind is stronger in three ways. First, it does not include confirmational holism as one 

of its premises. Second, the argument only requires a weaker form of the indispensability 

thesis. Instead of requiring the indispensability of mathematical principles to our best 

scientific theories, it only needs to be the case that our best scientific theories make 

ineliminable reference to mathematical objects.63 Lastly, the argument endorses a weaker 

version of Quine’s Criterion. Recall that Quine’s Criterion asserts that the ontology a 

discourse commits one to is determined by what objects are required to make true the 

existential sentences of that discourse. This criterion assumes a referential interpretation 

of the quantifiers. To leave open the possibility of a subsitutional interpretation of the 

quantifiers, a weaker criterion would assert that the ontology a discourse commits one to 

is determined by whatever is required to make true the existential sentences of that 

discourse. To distinguish this weaker criterion from Quine’s Criterion, I will refer to this 

weaker criterion simply as the Ontological Criterion. With these modifications to the 

indispensability argument presented in Section 3.1B, a stronger version of the argument, 

which I henceforth call the Ontological Indispensability Argument, is as follows: 

 

63 I do not think much, if anything, is really gained by this modification of the indispensability thesis. It 
seems likely that any scientific theory that makes ineliminable reference to mathematical objects is, in 
virtue of referring to mathematical objects, going to ineliminably employ some mathematical principles; 
namely those that govern the relationships between these objects. However, this ‘weaker’ form of the 
indispensability thesis does make clear what, at a minimum, is required for the stronger version of the 
indispensability argument presented here. 
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(1)   (Ontological Indispensability Thesis) 
Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to mathematical 
objects, i.e., some sentences of these theories involve ineliminable 
quantification over mathematical objects. 

(2)   (Ontological Criterion) 
The ontology a discourse commits one to is determined by what is 
required to make true the existential sentences of that discourse. 

(3)   (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of existence and truth, i.e., we look 
to scientific discourse to determine what exists.64 

From these premises, we can conclude: 
(4)    Our ontological commitments are determined by what is required to make  

true the existential sentences of our best physical theories. (from 2,3) 
(6) Since our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to  

mathematical objects, i.e., some sentences of these theories involve 
ineliminable quantification over mathematical objects, we are committed 
to an ontology that includes (some) mathematical objects. (from 1,4) 

 
Unlike Resnik’s formulation of the argument, the formulation given above does not 

beg the question in favor of Platonism. If we accept the truth of naturalism, then what 

exists is determined by our best scientific theories; and if we accept the Ontological 

Criterion, then the ontological commitments determined by these theories are those 

required to satisfy the existential sentences of the theories. Hence, as stated in (4), it 

follows that our ontological commitments are determined by what is required to make 

true the existential sentences of our best physical theories. Finally, it follows from this 

and the fact that our best physical theories make ineliminable reference to 

mathematical objects that, as stated in (5) our best physical theories commit us to an 

ontology that includes some mathematical objects.  

 
64 Some might object to the view of naturalism presented in this premise. In fact, although she does not put 
it this way, Penelope Maddy’s well-known objections to the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument can 
be seen as objections to this conception of naturalism (See Maddy’s Naturalism in Mathematics, pp. 133-
157). Since I deal with Maddy’s objections as well as other objections to the Ontological Indispensability 
Argument in Chapter 4, I will put off a discussion of this worry until then. 
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Notice that there is no mention of confirmational holism in this formulation of 

the indispensability argument. Of course, one might still reasonably worry that even 

though there is no explicit appeal to the mathematical claims in our scientific theories 

being justified, the success of the indispensability argument nonetheless depends on 

accepting such a claim; and hence, even the formulation of the indispensability 

argument presented here depends, in some sense, on accepting confirmational holism. 

This is certainly a concern that will need to be addressed. At this point, however, all I 

want to emphasize is that one can provide a formulation of the indispensability 

argument where the cornerstone of the argument is the Ontological Criterion rather 

than confirmational holism. Keeping this formulation of the indispensability argument 

in mind, in the next section I want to return to the consideration raised at the end of 

Section 3.1B; namely, why philosophers of mathematics tend to think that the 

indispensability argument depends crucially on adopting confirmational holism.  

 
B. The Evidential Indispensability Argument

Why do people think confirmational holism is essential to the indispensability 

argument? There are three answers to this question: (1) Quine clearly adopts 

confirmational holism and the formulation of the indispensability argument based on 

his writings includes this as one of its premises,  (2) there are really several distinct 

indispensability arguments people fail to distinguish, and (3) even in the case of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument, where there is no explicit appeal to 

confirmational holism, people claim confirmational holism is nevertheless required in 

order to respond to one of the argument’s main objections, the Separation 
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Objection.65,66 Of these reasons, we have already seen in Section 3.1B how 

confirmational holism is a part of the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument; and I 

will address this last reason, i.e., the extent to which the argument presented in Section 

3.2A is independent of confirmational holism, in Section 3.4. Right now, I want to 

consider the second reason one might have for thinking the indispensability argument 

depends on accepting confirmational holism. 

Much of the confusion that arises in formulating the indispensability argument 

stems from the fact that there are really several distinct arguments based on the 

indispensability thesis. In addition to the Ontological and Quine-Putnam 

Indispensability Arguments, there is another argument based on the indispensability 

thesis. This argument, which I shall call the Evidential Indispensability Argument, is 

what we get when we omit the last premise from the Quine-Putnam Indispensability 

Argument, i.e., Quine’s Criterion. The argument runs as follows: 

(1)   (The Indispensability Thesis) 
Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to and 
employment of mathematical objects and principles.67 

65 Colyvan is an example of someone who clearly falls into this last category. While he does, at one point in 
his discussion of the argument, suggest that the argument “can be made to stand without confirmational 
holism”, he then proceeds to discuss the importance of confirmational holism in responding to Separation 
Objection. (Colyvan, 2001, pp. 37-38). 
66 Advocates of versions of the Separation Objection include Maddy (1992, 1997), Sober (1993), and 
Vineberg (1996). 
67 Similar to our modification of the indispensability thesis for the Ontological Indispensability Argument, 
we might advocate a revised version of the indispensability thesis here. Since the argument we are 
considering here is concerned only with the justification of mathematical principles used in scientific 
theories, the following version of the indispensability thesis would suffice “Our best physical theories make 
ineliminable employment of mathematical claims”. Just as we called the modified version of the 
indispensability thesis for the Ontological Indispensability Argument the “Ontological Indispensability 
Thesis”, we could call this the “Evidential Indispensability Thesis”. However, while I do not think, as 
mentioned in footnote 12, that much is gained by advocating the modified indispensability thesis in the 
Ontological Indispensability Argument, there may be a significant gain in advocating the Evidential 
Indispensability Thesis here. If it is only the indispensable use of mathematical principles that is of 
importance as maintained by the Evidential Indispensability Thesis, then even if we eliminate the reference 
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(2)   (Confirmational Holism) 
Evidence for a scientific theory confers justification on the whole theory 
(including its mathematical component) and not on the individual 
components of the theory separately. 

(3)   (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of existence and truth, i.e., we look 
to scientific discourse to determine what exists. 

 
From these premises, we can conclude: 
 (4)      Whatever evidence we have for science is just as much evidence for the  

mathematical principles it presupposes as it is for the rest of its theoretical  
apparatus. (from 1,2) 

(5) The ineliminable mathematical principles presupposed by our best  
scientific theories are both true and as well-grounded as the non-
mathematical principles posited by science. (from 3,4) 
 

Notice that this argument uses the same premises as Resnik’s indispensability 

argument; but while the conclusions drawn from these premises retain some of the 

content of Resnik’s conclusions, they are nevertheless substantially different. 

Assuming that the indispensability thesis and confirmational holism are correct, it 

follows that our scientific theories ineliminably employ mathematical principles and 

that whatever evidence we have for science is as much evidence for these principles 

(i.e., conclusion (4)). From premise (3), it follows that we look to our best scientific 

theories to determine what is true, i.e., namely by looking at what 

propositions/principles are asserted (either explicitly or as presuppositions) by our best 

scientific theories. Accordingly, it follows that the ineliminable mathematical 

principles presupposed by our best scientific theories, in virtue of their being 

 
to mathematical objects in our scientific theories, as long as the principles employed in these theories are 
properly considered “mathematical principles”, the Evidential Indispensability Argument would still hold. 
Hence, even if one is able to provide versions of our scientific theories that make no reference to 
mathematical objects, as Hartry Field supplies for Newtonian Mechanics (See Chapter 5 for a discussion of 
this), as long as these theories still employ what are considered “mathematical principles”, the Evidential 
Indispensability Argument will still hold. 
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presupposed by our best scientific theories, really are true; and given conclusion (4), 

they are as well-grounded as the non-mathematical principles posited by science.  

In this last conclusion, it is important to notice that there is no move from the 

mathematical principles presupposed in our best scientific theories being true and as 

well-grounded as the non-mathematical principles posited by these theories to an 

endorsement of Platonism. Given that the argument does not make this move, the 

following question arises. Is the Evidential Indispensability Argument of any help in 

arguing for Platonism? Although Platonism does not follow directly from the 

Evidential Indispensability Argument, maybe the argument can be used as a stepping 

stone in an argument for Platonism. For this to be the case, what we require is some 

non-question-begging premise that connects the fact that some mathematical 

principles are true and well-grounded with there being mathematical objects. One way 

to make this connection, which is likely what Resnik has in mind, is to adopt Quine’s 

Criterion (or some weaker form of the criterion like the one presented in the 

Ontological Criterion premise).68 Insofar as the mathematical principles presupposed 

by our best scientific theories are true and they involve existential quantification over 

mathematical objects, accepting Quine’s Criterion entails being committed to the 

existence of these objects. While this would certainly work, there is a serious problem 

with arguing this way. As the Ontological Indispensability Argument presented in 

Section 3.2 indicates, it is Quine’s Criterion (or even some weaker form of the 

 
68 Although Resnik’s explicit formulation of the argument (which was reproduced in Section 3.1A) omits 
Quine’s Criterion, he does appear to recognize its importance for the argument earlier in the chapter. (See 
Resnik, 1997, pp. 41-43.) 
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criterion) that is doing all the work.69 This suggests that we do not need the Evidential 

Indispensability Argument and its appeal to confirmational holism to generate 

Platonism, the Ontological Indispensability Argument will suffice.  

 Another non-question-begging way to connect the fact that some mathematical 

claim is true with there being mathematical objects is to require a particular unified 

account of truth. If one accepts that (1) a sentence like “White Bear Lake is between 

Minneapolis and Duluth” is true in virtue of there being cities by these names that bear 

the appropriate relation to each other and (2) one requires a unified account of truth, then 

maintaining that a sentence like “20 is evenly divisible by 5 and 4” is true would mean 

there are (mathematical) objects by the names of “20”, “5”, and “4” that bear the 

appropriate relation to each other. However, while arguing for a unified account of truth 

like the one above certainly establishes a connection between the Evidential 

Indispensability Argument and Platonism, it does so in a way that essentially eliminates 

the need for an indispensability argument in the first place. If we require a unified 

account of truth like the one above, then, as Benacerraf points out in his paper “What 

Mathematical Truth Cannot Be”, this just is tantamount to endorsing Platonism as long as 

we accept that at least some mathematical claims are true. Since this latter claim, i.e., that 

at least some mathematical claims are true, is less contentious than the premises of the 

 
69 Some commentators have noted that, with the addition of Quine’s Criterion, this supplemented Evidential 
Indispensability Argument generates the conclusion that we are justified in our commitment to the 
existence of mathematical objects. However, this conclusion is not required for an indispensability 
argument for Platonism. The argument only needs to show that we are committed to the existence of 
mathematical objects (independently of whether we can show such commitments are justified). As such, 
only a subset of the premises of this supplemented Evidential Indispensability Argument are necessary to 
generate this Platonist conclusion, i.e., the premises that comprise the Ontological Indispensability 
Argument.  
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indispensability argument, why would we need to appeal to the indispensability argument 

in the first place?70 Requiring a unified account of truth like the one above along with the 

view that at least some mathematical claims are true obviates the need for appealing to 

the indispensable use of mathematics in science, naturalism, or confirmational holism.  

 Perhaps there is some other means of connecting the conclusion of the 

Evidential Indispensability Argument with an argument for Platonism, but since the 

two suggestions offered above seem to be the most plausible means of using the 

conclusions of the argument as a stepping-stone to Platonism, this seems doubtful. As 

a tool in arguing for Platonism, the Evidential Indispensability Argument does not 

appear to be very useful; but this is not to say that the argument is completely useless. 

In particular, the conclusion of the argument is the sort of result that appears useful in 

epistemic contexts. In Section 3.3, I consider the extent to which this is true; but first, I 

want to present another argument based on the indispensability thesis that some 

persons might find appealing. 

 
C. The Unified-Truth Indispensability Argument

While the last proposal offered for how to use the Evidential Indispensability 

Argument to argue for Platonism is not particularly helpful, since it establishes the 
 
70 I am not claiming that the view that there are mathematical truths is uncontroversial. Some persons might, 
like Field in his Science Without Numbers, adopt a fictionalist view of mathematics. Rather, my claim here 
is merely that accepting that there are mathematical truths is less contentious than confirmational holism. I 
take it that claiming “2 + 2 = 4” is true is less contentious than claiming that the mathematical and non-
mathematical parts of scientific theories are equally justified; and moreover, they are justified by the very 
same evidence. In fact, there is a case to be made that the claim that there are some mathematical truths 
falls out of confirmational holism, but the converse is clearly not true. Suppose we accept the reasonable 
claim that the justification of non-mathematical sentences of some of our scientific theories sufficiently 
establishes their truth. Accepting confirmational holism, this justification is the same for the mathematical 
sentences of these theories. This provides a prima facie reason for taking these mathematical sentences to 
also be true.  
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connection between the argument’s conclusion and Platonism at the expense of 

eliminating the usefulness of appealing to the indispensability thesis, it is suggestive of a 

weaker, related proposal that may be helpful. Instead of requiring a unified account of 

truth in general, we might require only a unified account of truth within scientific theories 

that we accept. In other words, we require that for any two sentences, p and q, in a 

scientific theory that we accept, that p is true in the same way that q is true. If we accept 

this restriction on an account of truth within a theory and a reasonable interpretation of 

what makes sentences in a scientific theory true, namely those sentences that explicate 

relationships between physical objects are true in part because such objects exist and 

stand in the explicated relationship, then we have the following indispensability argument, 

which I will call the Unified-Truth Indispensability Argument (or, for short, the UT 

Indispensability Argument): 

 
(1)   (Evidential Indispensability Thesis) 

Our best physical theories make ineliminable employment of 
mathematical claims.  

(2)   (Unified-Truth Condition) 
Within an accepted theory, we require a unified account of truth, i.e., for 
any two sentences, p and q, of an accepted scientific theory, p is true in the 
same way that q is true.   

 (3)   (Truth in Scientific Theories) 
Sentences in a scientific theory that explicate relationships only about 
physical objects are true in part because such objects exist and stand in the 
explicated relationship.   

(4)   (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of existence and truth, i.e., we look 
to scientific discourse to determine what exists. 

 
From these premises, we can conclude: 

(5)   The sentences employed in our accepted scientific theories are taken to be true,  
and any two sentences, p and q, in an accepted theory are true in the same 
way. (from 2,4) 
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(6)   If p and q involve existential quantification, these sentences are true in part  
because there exist objects that satisfy these sentences. (from 3,5) 

(7)   Since our best physical theories make ineliminable employment of sentences  
involving quantification over mathematical ‘objects’ and these sentences 
are true in part because there exist such ‘objects’, we are committed to the 
existence of some mathematical objects. (from 1,6) 

 
As we see from the above formulation, confirmational holism is not actually required for 

the UT Indispensability Argument. Hence, we might conclude that similar to the proposal 

at the end of Section 3.2B, adding the view of truth given by the second and third 

premises removes the usefulness of appealing to confirmational holism; but this would be 

a mistake.  

 It is true that confirmational holism does little to support the general unified 

account of truth that was central to the proposed argument for Platonism considered in 

Section 3.2B. In the UT Indispensability Argument, however, confirmational holism does 

offer support for the weaker Unified-Truth Condition. If we accept confirmational holism, 

i.e., that evidence for a scientific theory confers justification on the whole theory 

(including its mathematical components) and not the individual components of the theory 

separately, then the mathematical and non-mathematical sentences of a scientific theory 

are justified by the same evidence. While this result does not entail the Unified-Truth 

Condition, it does lend support for this view by calling into question the plausibility of 

standard distinctions often appealed to in attempts to separate the mathematical and non-

mathematical parts of a scientific theory; namely analytic/synthetic and a priori/a 
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posteriori distinctions. As Quine points out in his “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”, these 

distinctions become questionable under confirmational holism.71 

For example, persons often claim that mathematical sentences of a scientific 

theory are analytic, i.e., true in virtue of the meaning of the terms employed in the 

sentence, or a priori, i.e., knowable independent of experience. In contrast, non-

mathematical sentences of a scientific theory are often claimed to be synthetic, i.e., true 

in virtue of the way the world is, or a posteriori, i.e., knowable by experience. These 

distinctions often serve as grounds for maintaining differing accounts of truth for 

mathematical and non-mathematical sentences of a scientific theory. Under the 

confirmational holist view, however, there is no distinction to be had between the 

justification of the mathematical and non-mathematical parts of a scientific theory. In fact, 

to even talk about the justification of a part of a scientific theory is somewhat misleading 

under the confirmational holist view. It is, properly speaking, the whole theory that is 

justified (or not justified) by the relevant evidence and not parts of the theory.  

Without a distinction between the justification of mathematical and non-

mathematical parts of a scientific theory, it becomes much more difficult to maintain the 

analytic/synthetic or a priori/a posteriori divisions between the mathematical and non-

mathematical parts of a scientific theory. These divisions rest on a picture of 

mathematical statements being true or knowable independent of experience. The 

confirmational holist, by rejecting a distinction between the justification of the 

 
71 Quine’s main target in “Two Dogmas of Empiricism” is the analytic/synthetic distinction, and he 
presents several arguments aimed at the implausibility of this distinction. The failure of this distinction to 
hold under confirmational holism is only one of these arguments. 
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mathematical and non-mathematical parts of a scientific theory, is essentially rejecting 

the possibility of isolating and hence distinguishing between evidence that confirms a 

mathematical sentence is true and evidence that confirms a non-mathematical sentence is 

true. The mathematical and non-mathematical sentences of a scientific theory are 

confirmed or disconfirmed by the same evidence. Once we are forced to admit this, it 

becomes difficult to provide substantive grounds for maintaining that, despite their being 

equally confirmed (or disconfirmed) by the same evidence (which includes experiential 

evidence), mathematical statements in a scientific theory are nevertheless true or 

knowable independent of experience.  

In virtue of confirmational holism reducing the plausibility of providing adequate 

support for the standard distinctions often cited for rejecting a unified account of truth 

within a scientific theory, it does provide support for the Unified-Truth Condition. It is 

important to note, however, that even though confirmational holism is of use in providing 

support for this essential premise of the UT Indispensability Argument, it is not strictly 

speaking required to justify the Unified-Truth Condition, nor does it actually entail this 

view of truth. One could advocate confirmational holism while maintaining that 

mathematical statements in a scientific theory are true or knowable independent of 

experience; but as I have suggested above, it appears doubtful that one could provide a 

plausible account of such a view.  
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Section 3.3: The Epistemic Value of the Evidential Indispensability Argument 
Although the Evidential Indispensability Argument is not an argument for 

Platonism, it is nevertheless of value. If the argument is successful, it shows not only that 

the mathematical principles presupposed by our best scientific theories are both true and 

as well-grounded as the non-mathematical principles posited by science, but also the 

evidence that makes these principles well-grounded just is the evidence we have for the 

scientific theories in which they are presupposed. This result is particularly interesting 

when we consider that part of what constitutes the evidence we have for a scientific 

theory is empirical evidence. Consequently, part of the evidence that makes these 

mathematical principles well-grounded, in virtue of their being a part of a justified 

scientific theory, is empirical evidence. In other words, the Evidential Indispensability 

Argument provides us with the result that the way the world is provides evidence for the 

truth of some mathematical propositions, i.e., those that are presupposed by justified 

scientific theories.  

There are undoubtedly many applications of this result, but I will only mention 

two of them here. First, this source of evidence for mathematical propositions can serve 

as a basis for adjudicating between competing, contentious mathematical claims. For 

example, it is still disputed whether we should accept or reject the Continuum Hypothesis. 

If the Evidential Indispensability Argument is successful, then the way the world is could 

serve to resolve this dispute. More precisely, if accepting the Continuum Hypothesis 

turned out to be required of our best scientific theories, i.e., it produces importantly useful 

results for our best scientific theories, then the evidence that justifies these scientific 

theories just is evidence for accepting the Continuum Hypothesis. Of course, the 
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suggestion that application in our best scientific theories can aid in adjudicating between 

contentious, competing mathematical claims is not really new. What is special about the 

Evidential Indispensability Argument here is that its conclusion provides positive support 

for this suggestion. 

 A second application of the conclusion of the Evidential Indispensability 

Argument worth noting is its possible value for current theories in epistemology. Many 

contemporary theories of epistemology typically attempt to provide an account of what 

needs to be the case for mundane beliefs like “There is a goat on that mountain”, “This car 

is red”, etc. to be instances of knowledge. They rarely provide detailed accounts of what 

makes something an instance of knowledge when we are talking about beliefs concerning 

principles of mathematics or science, and it is not at all clear that these kinds of beliefs 

can be accounted for by theories of knowledge that handle mundane beliefs. While the 

Evidential Indispensability Argument is not going to make the epistemologist’s task in 

accounting for scientific knowledge any easier, it does suggest that once one has provided 

such an account that it also accommodates mathematical knowledge. Mathematical 

knowledge is not a further, special case of knowledge that requires a separate account. If 

the same evidence for the truth of scientific propositions also provides evidence for the 

truth of mathematical propositions, then it is likely that whatever explanation is given to 

account for scientific knowledge can also explain how particular mathematical 

propositions are instances of knowledge.  

Both the above suggestions arise from the fact that the Evidential Indispensability 

Argument puts mathematical principles on the same footing as scientific principles. While 
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many philosophers embrace this consequence, others would likely take this result as 

indicating that there is something deeply wrong with the Evidential Indispensability 

Argument. For example, Penelope Maddy in her work Naturalism in Mathematics argues 

that we should look to mathematical practice to supply us with answers to questions 

concerning the evidential support for mathematical principles. Taking answers to these 

questions to be supplied by looking at the role of mathematics in scientific theories 

ignores the norms and procedures that are special to mathematical practice. Moreover, 

even if we do undertake to answer these questions in this way, only a relatively small 

subset of all mathematical principles are used in scientific theories. What are we to say 

about the mathematical principles that are not presupposed by any of our best scientific 

theories? Are they lacking evidential support?  

The upshot of the first objection is that the Evidential Indispensability Argument 

advocates a view of mathematics that is at odds with mathematical practice. The second 

objection accepts the conclusion of the Evidential Indispensability Argument, but 

questions the usefulness of this result since it only applies to a small portion of the 

mathematical principles we are interested in—those that play an indispensable role in our 

best scientific theories. However, these objections are not special to the Evidential 

Indispensability Argument. Some form of these objections apply to any of the 

indispensability arguments we will be considering insofar as these arguments appeal to the 

role of mathematics in scientific theories to draw conclusions about the truth, evidential 

support, and/or ontological commitments of those mathematical principles. Since these 

same objections will remerge when I consider objections to the Ontological 
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Indispensability Argument in Chapter 4, I will put off responding to them until then. All I 

hope to have shown here is that even though there are problems with Evidential 

Indispensability Argument that need to be addressed, assuming there are adequate 

responses to these problems, the argument can be of value. 

 

Section 3.4: Confirmational Holism and The Indispensability Argument  
At this point, I have provided at least three distinct indispensability arguments: 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument, the Evidential Indispensability Argument, 

and the UT Indispensability Argument. Of these arguments, only the Evidential 

Indispensability Argument makes confirmational holism an essential premise. Unlike the 

other two arguments, the Evidential Indispensability Argument does not succeed as an 

argument for Platonism. It only generates the conclusion that our best scientific theories 

provide well-grounded evidence for the truth of mathematical claims employed in them. 

In contrast, the UT Indispensability Argument does generate a Platonist conclusion, but 

confirmational holism only serves an unnecessary, albeit useful, supporting role for one 

of the premises of the argument. Furthermore, as we will see in the next section, it turns 

out that, contrary to commonly held belief, confirmational holism is not even particularly 

useful in supporting the Ontological Indispensability Argument. 

If my analysis of these three indispensability arguments is correct, then we now 

have another answer to the question we were led to consider in the beginning of this 

section. Why have persons been led to advocate confirmational holism as an essential 

premise of an indispensability argument for Platonism? One reason persons may have 

come to take confirmational holism as an essential premise of an indispensability 
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argument for Platonism is because they are running together these different 

indispensability arguments. In fact, there is some evidence that this is what Resnik has 

fallen prey to in presenting his indispensability argument. In Section 3.1 where I first 

considered his argument, we saw that Resnik omits the Ontological Criterion (or Quine’s 

Criterion) and appeals solely to confirmational holism to provide the inferential link 

leading from naturalism and the indispensability thesis to the conclusion that we are 

committed to the existence of mathematical objects employed in our scientific theories. 

At best, relying on confirmational holism in this way only provides him with some 

version of the Evidential Indispensability Argument which is not an argument for 

Platonism.72 Given these different indispensability arguments, it is not surprising that 

there is confusion about what is required of an argument for Platonism based on the 

indispensability thesis. 

 
A. The Ontological Indispensability Argument and Confirmational Holism 

In Section 3.2A, I presented a formulation of the indispensability argument that 

makes no appeal to confirmational holism. In the subsequent section, I considered 

some reasons why persons are likely to formulate the argument with such an appeal. 

The two reasons I have considered so far are (1) Quine’s writings suggest formulating 

the argument this way and (2) people fail to distinguish between the arguments based 

on the indispensability thesis that argue for the mathematical claims employed in our 

 
72 Resnik also presents a version of the indispensability argument he calls the “pragmatic indispensability 
argument” (Resnik, 1997, pp. 46-47), but a similar problem occurs with this argument. His argument, at 
best, shows that “we are justified in taking the mathematics employed in science to be true” (Resnik, 1997, 
p. 47), but the ontological conclusion that we are committed to mathematical objects does not follow from 
this. It may be objected that Resnik is not intending the Platonist conclusion to follow; but then it is 
puzzling why he is offering his pragmatic indispensability argument as an alternative to the Quine-Putnam 
Indispensability Argument. 
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best scientific theories being true and well-grounded, i.e., Evidential Indispensability 

Arguments, from those that argue for Platonism, i.e., Ontological Indispensability 

Arguments. While confirmational holism may be useful in the former arguments, it is 

not required for the latter arguments. What we still have to consider, however, is 

whether even though the Ontological Indispensability Argument does not make 

explicit appeal to confirmational holism, it nevertheless might be required for the 

argument to be successful. If this were the case, then even though Resnik’s 

formulation of the indispensability argument is confused, i.e., he makes improper 

inferences and omits a crucial premise stating the Ontological Criterion, he would still 

have been right in maintaining the importance of confirmational holism. 

So, why do some philosophers of mathematics maintain that confirmational 

holism is an essential premise of an Ontological Indispensability Argument if they are 

not merely following in the footsteps of Quine or failing to distinguish between different 

indispensability arguments? They require confirmational holism in order to respond to 

the Separation Objection. The worry here is that the Ontological Criterion is only a 

criterion for what we would have to take to exist if we accept (as true) the discourse to 

which we are applying the criterion. As such, the only way the Ontological Criterion 

provides us with genuine ontological commitments is if we take the discourse to which 

we are applying the criterion to be one that provides truths about the world. With this in 

mind, one might object that without endorsing confirmational holism, persons could take 

the non-mathematical parts of our scientific theories to be genuinely aimed at producing 

truths about the world and take the mathematical parts of our scientific theories to be 
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useful fiction. If this view of our scientific theories were legitimate, it would follow that 

the Ontological Criterion only provides us with ontological commitments to the objects 

required to make sentences of the non-mathematical parts of our scientific theories true 

since these are the only parts of our theories that we take to supply us with truths about 

the world. This objection, the Separation Objection, is avoided by confirmational holism.  

If confirmational holism is correct, then evidence for a scientific theory confers 

justification on the whole theory (including its mathematical components) and not on its 

separate components. When considering the evidence for or against a scientific theory, 

one cannot sensibly consider as distinct the individual justifications for two components 

of the theory. The mathematical and non-mathematical parts of our scientific theories 

stand or fall together. This makes it doubtful that defenders of the Separation Objection, 

whom I will henceforth call Separatists73, can provide legitimate grounds for separating 

these two parts of a scientific theory so as to only accept the ontological commitments of 

the non-mathematical part.74 In short, confirmational holism provides a response to the 

Separation Objection; and in virtue of the importance of having a response to this 

 
73 Michael Resnik uses the term “Separatist” in a similar context (See Resnik, 1997, p.120). However, 
while Resnik uses the term to refer to people who deny confirmational holism, I am only using the term to 
apply to people who defend the Separation Objection. In most cases, a person who denies confirmational 
holism would also defend the Separation Objection, but since there is no logical entailment between these 
two positions, it is important to distinguish Resnik’s use of the term “Separatist” from my own. 
74 Assuming that justification is the only determiner of whether we reasonably can take something to be 
true of the world, by removing the legitimacy of considering the justifications of parts of a theory 
separately, confirmational holism effectively removes the possibility of appealing to the only measure, i.e., 
the extent to which these parts of the theory are justified, that could serve as a reason for separating the 
extent to which these parts of the theory supply truths about the world. It is important to note, however, that 
this response to the Separation Objection only works insofar as justification alone determines whether we 
can reasonably take something to be true of the world. Consequently, if something more than justification 
were required to legitimately take a set of propositions to be true, then the Separation Objection might 
remain. However, since it seems unlikely that one could offer a plausible account of what else besides 
justification is required for a person to legitimately take a set of propositions to be true, this does not seem 
to be much of a worry.    
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objection, some people have taken confirmational holism to be essential to an 

indispensability argument for Platonism. 

 
B. The Separation Objection and the Ontological Indispensability Argument

Endorsing confirmational holism is one way to respond to the Separation 

Objection, but as it turns out, confirmational holism is not needed. There are at least three 

different responses one can offer to the Separation Objection that are independent of an 

endorsement of confirmational holism. In fact, two of these responses are provided by the 

premises of the Ontological Indispensability Argument itself.  

 
The First Response: Appeal to Theory Naturalism

One response to the Separation Objection is simply to appeal to the naturalist 

stance presented in the third premise of the argument. Since we might endorse a different 

version of naturalism, let us call the version of naturalism provided in the third premise 

“Theory Naturalism”.75 If we accept Theory Naturalism, then this provides us with a 

response to the Separation Objection. To see this, notice that the Separatist’s claim that 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument is invalid amounts to supposing that accepting 

both Quine’s Criterion and Theory Naturalism is consistent with maintaining that our 

ontological commitments are determined only by what is required to satisfy the non-

mathematical parts of existential sentences employed in our best physical theories. In 

response to this supposition, the Theory Naturalist will assert that we have no more 

fundamental means of determining what exists than appealing to our best scientific 

theories. Given that our scientific theories are the ultimate arbiter of what exists, we 

 
75 In the next chapter, I defend this version of naturalism against objections. 
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cannot justifiably distinguish within these theories those parts whose ontological 

commitments we accept and those we do not accept. To do this would presuppose that we 

could offer up a criterion for what exists that, insofar as this criterion would have to aid 

us in determining which parts of our scientific theories to accept as providing us with 

genuine ontological commitments, would have to be more fundamental than appealing to 

our best scientific theories to determine what exists. But, this just is to deny Theory 

Naturalism as formulated in the third premise, i.e., that our best scientific theories are the 

ultimate arbiter of existence. Hence, one cannot consistently accept both Quine’s 

Criterion and Theory Naturalism while still maintaining that our ontological 

commitments are determined by only part of our scientific theories.  

 
Second Response: The Separatist’s Presupposition

Another response to the Separation Objection is to take issue with the Separatists’ 

presupposition that we could legitimately disentangle the mathematical parts of our 

theories from the non-mathematical parts. In fact, there are at least two serious problems 

with this presupposition: (1) there does not appear to be a principled means of separating 

the mathematical and non-mathematical parts of a scientific theory, and (2) even if we 

could provide a principled means of separating these parts of a scientific theory, doing so 

creates a problem that has come to be known as the Conjunction Objection. Each of these 

problems is briefly considered below. 

 
1. Criterion of Separation

The most obvious problem with the Separation objection is that it rests on a 

presupposition that there is a legitimate means of separating the mathematical and non-
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mathematical parts of a scientific theory. The plausibility of this presupposition depends 

on there being a sharp distinction between mathematical objects and non-mathematical 

objects in natural science. If there is such a distinction, then it can be used to indicate 

which properties (or collections of properties) are special to the mathematical objects of 

natural science. With these properties in hand, we can then use the predicates that denote 

these properties to separate the mathematical and non-mathematical parts of a scientific 

theory. Namely, we can take all the sentences in a scientific theory that involve 

existential quantification over objects that satisfy these predicates to be part of the 

mathematical part of the scientific theory and all the remaining sentences to be a part of 

the non-mathematical part of the scientific theory.76 

The problem with the above method is that, as defenders of mathematical realism 

have pointed out, contemporary physics makes it doubtful that there is some property or 

set of properties that distinguishes mathematical objects from non-mathematical objects. 

In his “Mathematics as a Science of Patterns”, Michael Resnik explains that common 

attempts to distinguish between mathematical and non-mathematical objects that appeal 

to properties like detectability, causal effectiveness, and spatio-temporal locatability all 

have problems. Using examples from contemporary physics, Resnik points out that the 

positing of virtual processes from contemporary physics, Bohm’s interpretation of 

quantum physics, and quantum fields all create problems with appealing to the 

 
76 This suggestion entails that mixed sentences, i.e., sentences that involve existential quantification over 
both objects that do and do not satisfy the proposed predicates, are taken to be part of the mathematical part 
of a scientific theory. For various reasons, people might (and probably would) prefer an alternative way of 
dealing with mixed sentences. However, since the problem being discussed here is with coming up with the 
proposed predicates in the first place, it is not sensitive to the way in which we end up dealing with mixed 
sentences. It remains a problem regardless of what proposal one finds acceptable. 
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aforementioned properties to distinguish between mathematical and non-mathematical 

objects.77 Given that contemporary physics makes it difficult to clearly separate the 

mathematical from non-mathematical objects of physics, the presupposition of their being 

such a distinction is a significant claim. For the Separatists’ argument to have the force 

they intend it to have, they owe us an account of what this distinction is. 

 
2. The Conjunction Objection

Supposing the Separatist could provide a principled means of separating the 

mathematical and non-mathematical parts of a scientific theory, a further problem 

emerges. Separatists, insofar as they only take the non-mathematical parts of our 

scientific theories to be genuinely aimed at producing truths about the world, are 

instrumentalists about the mathematical parts of our scientific theories. They take these 

parts of our scientific theories to merely be useful fictions. However, as James 

Hawthorne explains in his paper “Mathematical Instrumentalism Meets the Conjunction 

Objection”, a difficulty arises when separating a theory into instrumental and non-

instrumental parts. Namely, for all scientific theories that are taken to have distinct 

instrumental and non-instrumental parts, the instrumental part of the theory contains 

hidden non-instrumental consequences that are not expressed by the non-instrumental 

part of the theory. These excess non-instrumental consequences may appear when 

conjoining two scientific theories that contain instrumental components. More precisely, 

given any theory T1 formulated in first-order logic that has an instrumental component, 

we can prove the following theorem: 

 
77 Resnik, 1997, p. 107. 
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Preliminary Notation 
Let |T1| be the closure of T1 (the set of all logical consequences of T1). 
Let <T1> be the non-instrumental part of |T1|. 
 (i.e., <T1> consists of all the statements from |T1| that employ only non-instrumental language) 
We will call T1 an L-extension of T2 if and only if T2 is non-instrumental and |T2| ⊆ <T1>.  
 (i.e., T1 preserves the non-instrumental consequences of T2)
We will call T1 a conservative L-extension of T2 if and only if T1 is an L-extension of T2 and <T1> ⊆ |T2|. 
 (i.e., T1 preserves the non-instrumental consequences of T2 and does not add any extra non-instrumental  
 consequences) 
A theory is non-trivially instrumental when at least one sentence in the instrumental language of the theory  
 is not a logical truth or logically equivalent to a sentence containing no instrumental vocabulary. 
 
Theorem: The Conjunction Objection78 
(Non-Conservativeness of Conjoint Instrumental Theories) 
If T1 is non-trivially instrumental and < T1> is incomplete, then there is a finite non-trivially instrumental 
theory T2 that is consistent with T1 such that T1 ∪ T2 is a non-conservative L-extension of < T1 > ∪ < T2>. 
 
Since T1 ∪ T2 is an L-extension of <T1> ∪ < T2 >, the failure of T1 ∪ T2 to be a 

conservative L-extension of <T1> ∪ < T2 > means that < T1 ∪ T2 > contains all of the 

consequences of <T1> ∪ < T2 > and some additional consequences. (For a proof of this 

theorem see appendix A, which provides a version of the proof Hawthorne gives in his 

paper “Mathematical Instrumentalism Meets the Conjunction Objection”.) This result 

creates a serious problem for the Separatist. Scientists are normally happy to accept the 

consequences resulting from conjoining theories they accept; but in the case of the 

instrumental part of the theory containing hidden non-instrumental consequences, there is 

a clear objection to accepting the consequences of conjoined theories. Namely, the most 

the instrumentalist is entitled to believe are the non-instrumental consequences resulting 

from the conjoining of the non-instrumental parts of the theories. The scientist is not 

entitled to believe the non-instrumental consequences that do not result solely from the 

conjunction of the non-instrumental parts of theories. Not only are there worries that this 

 
78 The Conjunction Objection as it is presented here is taken from Hawthorne’s “Mathematical Instrumentalism Meets 
the Conjunction Objection”. 
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limit on what scientists are entitled to believe is contrary to scientific practice, there is a 

further problem. If combining the instrumental part of our theories produces non-

instrumental consequences, this suggests that the instrumental parts of our theories are 

not really instrumental. These supposed ‘instrumental’ parts are doing more than just 

making the theory easier to use. They actually generate non-instrumental consequences, 

i.e., consequences that express something about the world. This problem, which is called 

“The Conjunction Objection”, is a problem for views that endorse mathematical 

instrumentalism. 

 Now, after presenting this problem, Hawthorne does offer a solution. If when 

combining two different scientific theories with instrumental parts we keep the two 

instrumental languages of the theories distinct, then conjoining these theories does not 

result in the conjoined instrumental parts of the theories having non-instrumental 

consequences. In other words, the following is a theorem: 

Preliminary Notation: 
In addition to the preliminary notation from the Conjunction Objection Theorem, include the following: 
Let LT1 denote the instrumental part of our language for theory T1.
Let LT2 denote the instrumental part of our language for theory T2.

Theorem: Conjunction Objection Solution79 
(Conservativeness Under Conjunction for Theories with Distinct Instrumental Parts) 
For first order languages, if LT1 ∩ LT2 is empty, then T1 ∪ T2 is a conservative L-extension of <T1> ∪ <T2>. 
(i.e., |<T1> ∪ <T2>| = <T1 ∪ T2> )

As Hawthorne notes, this theorem suggests a strategy for the instrumentalist who wants 

to conjoin scientific theories. If the instrumentalist wants to conjoin two scientific 

theories meant to explain different physical phenomena and these theories share some 
 
79 The proof of this theorem is fairly straightforward. However, it does require two results from first-order 
logic, Compactness and the Craig Interpolation Theorem. For a rigorous presentation of the proof of this 
theorem, see the notes section of Hawthorne’s paper “Mathematical Instrumentalism Meets the 
Conjunction Objection”. 
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instrumental vocabulary, then as Hawthorne states, “[B]efore conjoining theories, replace 

all common instrumental vocabulary (including variables) with new vocabulary that is 

distinct for each theory.”80 By the theorem above, this would guarantee that the new 

theory does not have any non-instrumental consequences resulting from the conjunction 

of the two original theories’ instrumental parts. 

In general, appealing to this strategy should not be a problem for the instrumentalist. 

Insofar as the instrumental vocabulary simply serves as a useful tool, it is not, in general, 

objectionable for the instrumentalist to make these modifications to the languages of 

theories before combining them. On the other hand, not all instrumental vocabularies 

appear to be equally open to this strategy of keeping instrumental vocabularies of theories 

distinct before combining them. In particular, this strategy does not seem to be applicable 

to mathematical instrumentalism. As Hawthorne points out, “[A]lthough one could 

relabel the mathematical parts of two instrumental theories so that each has its own 

distinct vocabulary for numbers and sets, this tactic would be exceedingly unnatural.”81 

Consequently, Separatists are faced with a further difficulty. Even if they can provide a 

principled means of separating a scientific theory into mathematical and non-

mathematical parts, they still need to offer a response to the Conjunction Objection. 

 
Third Response: Appeal to Indispensability
Another response to the Separation Objection comes from the first premise of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument, The Indispensability Thesis. Defenders of the 

indispensability thesis should take issue with the Separatists’ presupposition that we can 

 
80 Hawthorne, 1996, pp. 379-380. 
81 Hawthorne, 1996, p. 380. 
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legitimately disentangle the mathematical parts of our theories from the non-

mathematical parts. Even assuming we can provide a principled way of separating these 

parts of our scientific theories, The Indispensability Thesis suggests that we cannot 

legitimately maintain that the mathematical part of our best scientific theories are merely 

useful fictions while only the non-mathematical parts provide us with ontological 

commitments and truths about the world. If the mathematical parts of our scientific 

theories really are indispensable as The Indispensability Thesis claims, then it is 

intellectually dishonest to claim they are merely useful fictions.82 

Defenders of any version of the indispensability argument should be familiar with this 

charge of intellectual dishonesty. It lies at the heart of the indispensability argument as it 

is presented in the writings of Quine and Putnam.83 Nevertheless, proponents of the 

Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument have missed the fact that this charge alone 

constitutes a response to the Separation Objection. There is no need to appeal to 

confirmational holism to charge the Separatist with intellectual dishonesty. It is irrelevant 

how justification is conferred on a theory or even whether the theory is justified at all. It 

is enough that we do take our best scientific theories to be true of the world, that we use 

them to describe phenomena, make predictions, etc., and that the mathematical parts of 

these theories serve an indispensable role in these theories. If this really is the case, then 

regardless of how justification is conferred on these theories, whether only parts of these 

theories are justified or justification is only conferred holistically on these theories, it is 

 
82 This charge of “intellectual dishonesty” is brought by Putnam in his outline of the indispensability 
argument in Philosophy of Logic. He talks about this “intellectual dishonesty” in connection with Quine’s 
criticism of “denying the existence of what one daily presupposes” (See Putnam, 1971, p. 57). 
83 See Putnam, 1971, pp. 57, 74; and Quine, 1948, p. 28.  
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intellectually dishonest to claim that an indispensable part of these theories is merely a 

useful fiction. But, this is exactly what the Separation Objection asserts. In short, the 

Separation Objection is not only at odds with the naturalist view advocated in the third 

premise of the Ontological Indispensability Argument, it is at odds with the fundamental 

imperative motivating the indispensability argument, i.e., avoid intellectual dishonesty. 

 
C. A Lesson from Theology

In the preceding section, I argued that confirmational holism is not required to 

block the Separation Objection. It really is unnecessary to the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument. In fact, when we eliminate this superfluous premise from the 

Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument (which includes this premise) and take a closer 

look at the role of the remaining three premises of the argument (i.e., what constitute the 

premises of the Ontological Indispensability Argument) this should not come as a 

surprise.  

 The Ontological Indispensability Argument functions as a blueprint for 

determining ontological commitments. The Ontological Criterion tells us how, given any 

theory, we can determine the ontological commitments resulting from accepting that 

theory by seeing what is required to satisfy the existentially quantified variables. 

Naturalism tells us that our scientific theories are an example of theories we accept; and 

the Indispensability Thesis claims that formulating these theories in predicate logic 

results in existential quantification over mathematical objects. Putting these premises 

together, we arrive at the conclusion that we are committed to the existence of 

mathematical objects, but notice that we could modify this argument to generate 
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conclusions about other ontological commitments we have. In particular, we could 

modify the argument to generate a conclusion about someone’s theological commitments 

by making appropriate adjustments to the premises. Replace “Naturalism” with a premise 

that says, for example, the Christian Bible is accepted by fundamentalist Christians as 

true; and replace “The Indispensability Thesis” with a premise that says “The Bible 

makes indispensable reference to angels”. Conjoining The Ontological Criterion with 

these premises, it follows that fundamentalist Christians are committed to the existence of 

angels.  

 What is revealing about the above “Theological Indispensability Argument” is 

that it illustrates that the argument is a blueprint for determining ontological commitment, 

and it makes clear the dispensability of confirmational holism to the argument. 

Confirmational holism is a view about how justification is conferred on theories. In the 

case of the Theological Indispensability Argument, this is clearly irrelevant to the 

fundamentalist Christian’s commitment to the existence of angels. It is not important how 

justification is conferred on assertions in the Bible since, under the standard view, the 

Christian’s acceptance of these assertions is not a matter of justification at all; it is a 

matter of faith. Nevertheless, it is intellectually dishonest for the fundamentalist Christian 

to deny the existence of angels insofar as they are indispensable to the account offered in 

the Bible. Here then we have a clear case where ontological commitment is clearly 

independent of concerns about justification. The theologian has long been aware that our 

ontological commitments arise from the acceptance of some set of assertions (some 

theory) as true and that this is independent of concerns about how justification is 
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conferred on the theory or even whether the theory is justified at all. It should come as no 

surprise that this holds true when we move from indispensability arguments concerning 

theological theories to indispensability arguments concerning scientific theories. 

Section 3.5: Summary 
 At this point, we have seen that there are several different arguments based on the 

indispensability thesis that are often being run together. While some of these arguments 

may be useful for other purposes, the strongest indispensability argument for Platonism is 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument. This argument differs from the Quine-

Putnam Indispensability Argument by omitting confirmational holism. Philosophers of 

mathematics have typically taken confirmational holism to be essential to an 

indispensability argument for Platonism for various reasons. Some are simply following 

Quine’s lead by adopting confirmational holism. Others are likely confused on how to 

formulate an indispensability argument for Platonism because they are failing to 

distinguish between different types of indispensability arguments. But, the majority of 

philosophers maintain the importance of confirmational holism to an indispensability 

argument for Platonism on the grounds that it is required to respond to the Separation 

Objection. As I argued in the previous section, even this last reason is wrong.  

The premises of the Ontological Indispensability Argument alone offer responses to the 

Separation Objection. In particular, defenders of the Separation Objection open 

themselves to the charge of denying the naturalist thesis of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument and, insofar as they acknowledge the indispensability of 

mathematics to our scientific theories, to the charge of being intellectually dishonest. Of 
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these responses, the latter is actually more damning. The spirit of the indispensability 

argument comes from the claim that one cannot, without being intellectually dishonest, 

accept that something plays an indispensable role in a theory taken to be true of the world 

while still maintaining that it is merely a useful fiction. The Separatist, in denying this 

claim, is actually denying the premises of the indispensability argument that attempt to 

capture this idea. This shows the Separation Objection for what it is, i.e., a rejection of 

the premises of the Ontological Indispensability Argument rather than a requirement of 

an extra premise endorsing confirmational holism.  

In the next chapter, I will consider objections to the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument that take issue with one or more of the argument’s premises. Before I do this, 

however, it is worth pointing out an important consequence of the results from this 

chapter. Recognizing that confirmational holism is not important to the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument suggests that, at least from the standpoint recommended by 

the argument, questions about the nature and extent of the justification of our best 

scientific theories are independent of questions concerning the ontological commitments 

of these theories. This non-trivial result is a real benefit of the argument. The 

indispensability argument would be seriously weakened if it depended on adopting a 

particular view about the nature and extent of the justification of our best scientific 

theories. Besides worries about the plausibility of views like confirmational holism that 

concern the nature of the justification of our scientific theories, there are serious worries 

about the extent to which our scientific theories are justified. Historically we have seen 

drastic changes in our best scientific theories which should lead us to be skeptical about 
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the extent to which these theories really are justified. In addition, there are widely known 

problems about the consistency of our current scientific theories which also should lead 

us to doubt the extent to which they really are justified. Detaching the indispensability 

argument from views concerning the justification of our scientific theories eliminates the 

argument’s success being dependent on how we address these problems. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE ONTOLOGICAL CRITERION AND 
NATURALISM 

 
In Chapter 3, I provided an indispensability argument that differs from the Quine-

Putnam Indispensability Argument in two important ways. It allows for a substitutional 

interpretation of the quantifiers by providing a weaker version of Quine’s Criterion, and it 

avoids commitment to confirmational holism. Recall this argument, the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument, has the following premises: 

(1)   (Ontological Indispensability Thesis) 
Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to mathematical 
objects, i.e., some sentences of these theories involve ineliminable 
quantification over mathematical objects. 

(2)   (Ontological Criterion) 
The ontology a discourse commits one to is determined by what is 
required to make true the existential sentences of that discourse. 

(3)   (Naturalism) 
Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of existence and truth, i.e., we look 
to scientific discourse (e.g., our best scientific theories) to determine our 
ontological commitments. 
 

In the previous chapter, I argued that the above premises are sufficient to generate the 

Platonist conclusion that we are committed to an ontology that includes mathematical 

objects. Here I continue the task of defending the Ontological Indispensability Argument 

by considering what appear to be the strongest objections to the last two premises of the 

argument, the objections offered by Jody Azzouni and Penelope Maddy. While they do 

not exhaust the objections that can be raised against these premises, their consideration 

facilitates a better understanding of the support for the Ontological Criterion and 

Naturalism. In the process of considering these objections, I aim to show that, while these 

premises are not immune to criticism, there are nevertheless good grounds for accepting 

them. 
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The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, I defend the Ontological 

Criterion against the objection offered by Jody Azzouni that all criteria of ontological 

commitment are on equal footing; and hence, we could just as well adopt some criterion 

of ontological commitment other than the Ontological Criterion.84 I argue that not only is 

Azzouni’s claim wrong on trivial grounds, there are also substantive reasons for 

preferring the Ontological Criterion over competing criteria of ontological commitment. 

In Section 4.2, I continue with a defense of the Ontological Indispensability Argument by 

considering what appears to be the strongest objection to the third premise of the 

argument; the objection suggested by Penelope Maddy in her Naturalism in Mathematics 

that an appropriate conception of naturalism is at odds with the conception of naturalism 

required for the Ontological Indispensability Argument.85 I argue that while Maddy might 

be right to take issue with the overly simplistic conception of naturalism offered in the 

third premise of the Ontological Indispensability Argument, the most plausible 

alternative expands on this conception while still serving the important role that the more 

narrow conception plays in the argument. In contrast, alternative conceptions of 

naturalism that would block the argument are implausible.  

 

Section 4.1: Objections to the Ontological Criterion 
 In the first two chapters, we saw that the quantifiers by themselves are not useful 

in making claims about what there is. Since the rules defining the quantifiers really are 

open, the range of the quantifiers is genuinely unrestricted. For the quantifiers to be 

 
84 Azzouni, 1998. 
85 Maddy, 1997, pp. 133-157. 
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useful in communicating claims about what there is, we need to appropriately restrict 

their range. This requires a criterion that limits the acceptable expansions of the 

languages of the theories in which the quantifiers in question occur. Thus, the lion’s share 

of the burden of this role for quantification, i.e., making claims about what there is, rests 

on the requisite limiting criterion. However, even though the quantifiers are not very 

useful for making claims about ontology in general (i.e., what there is (simpliciter)), they 

might still be useful for determining the ontology required of a particular discourse (e.g., 

what there is given the acceptance of a particular theory). This is what the Ontological 

Criterion asserts and what Jody Azzouni denies.  

 
A. Azzouni’s Objection

In his paper ‘On “On What There Is”’, Jody Azzouni claims that no substantive 

grounds can be offered for endorsing one criterion of ontological commitment over 

another. Accordingly, he suggests that instead of looking to the existential quantifier to 

determine the ontological commitments that result from accepting a given discourse, we 

could look to the extension of special predicates employed in the discourse such as “is 

susceptible to observation” or “is causally efficacious” and take only objects that satisfy 

one or more of these predicates as those to which we are committed.86 In other words, 

instead of adopting the Ontological Criterion, we could adopt some alternative criterion 

of ontological commitment. In particular, we could adopt any of the alternative, “special 

predicate” accounts listed above.87 If Azzouni is right, then there is little reason to accept 

 
86 Azzouni, 1998, p. 3. 
87 Another suggestion that Azzouni entertains is that one might, instead of looking to special predicates as 
indicating ontological commitment, use more than one kind of quantifier, e.g. subscripted quantifiers, and 
only count some of these quantifiers as indicating ontological commitments. While this is an interesting 
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the second premise of the Ontological Indispensability Argument. Any other criterion of 

ontological commitment would be just as good as the Ontological Criterion.  

One need only appeal to the Ontological Indispensability Argument to see that 

Azzouni’s claim is too strong. The argument shows that the Ontological Criterion along 

with a couple of premises, i.e., Naturalism and the Indispensability Thesis, generates a 

commitment to Platonism. Assuming for the moment that the other premises are true, 

many philosophers would take this conclusion as a reductio against accepting the 

Ontological Criterion. Moreover, since any reason not to accept some criterion of 

ontological commitment serves as a positive reason to accept any other criterion, the 

conclusion of the Ontological Indispensability Argument is a reason for endorsing a 

criterion of ontological commitment other than the Ontological Criterion. Of course, this 

means of arguing against Azzouni is of no help to defenders of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument. In fact, it actually makes their situation worse. If Azzouni 

were right, then there would be no substantive grounds for advocating the Ontological 

Criterion over other criteria of ontological commitment; but at the very least, there would 

also be no grounds for rejecting the Ontological Criterion.  

Although I admit that the conclusion of the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument constitutes a reason for rejecting the Ontological Criterion, there are 

substantive overriding grounds for endorsing the criterion. Before providing these 

 
suggestion, throughout this chapter I will follow Azzouni and focus on the special predicate alternatives. 
Not only are the special predicate alternatives commonly offered as competitors to Quine’s Criterion (or the 
Ontological Criterion), but the main reason I offer in favor of the latter criterion against special predicate 
alternatives, i.e., that it has the virtue of being theoretically parsimonious, appears to be extendable to other 
alternatives as well. This trivially holds when comparing Quine’s Criterion (or the Ontological Criterion) to 
the suggestion above. The former only requires one kind of existential quantifier rather than multiple kinds 
of quantifiers. (See Section 4.1B for a more detailed discussion of this claim of theoretical parsimony.) 
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grounds, it is worth considering why Azzouni takes it that such grounds do not exist. 

Towards this end, let me start by making two preliminary clarifications. First, in talking 

about criteria of ontological commitment, we need to be careful to distinguish between 

criteria for what exists and criteria for recognizing what a discourse commits us to.88 For 

my purposes here, I will only be talking about the Ontological Criterion as a criterion for 

recognizing what a discourse commits us to (henceforth, I follow Azzouni and refer to 

these criteria as CRD’s—where CRD stands for Criterion for Recognizing what a 

Discourse commits us to). Second, as the title of Azzouni’s paper indicates (i.e., “On ‘On 

What There Is’”), his focus is on Quine’s criterion of ontological commitment. He 

objects to the claim that the ontology a discourse commits one to is determined by what 

objects are required to satisfy the existential sentences of that discourse. Nevertheless, his 

objections can be applied to the criterion of ontological commitment given in the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument, i.e., the version of Quine’s Criterion that leaves 

open the possibility of a substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers. His main target is 

the view that existential quantification is a guide to determining the ontological 

commitments of a discourse; but since both Quine’s Criterion and the Ontological 

Criterion agree on this point, nothing is lost by applying his objections to the Ontological 

Criterion. For the sake of remaining faithful to Azzouni’s presentation of his objections, I 

will continue throughout this section to talk about his objections as objections to Quine’s 

Criterion with the understanding that they apply equally well to the Ontological Criterion.   

 
88 Azzouni offers up this distinction early in “On ‘On What There Is’ ”. (See Azzouni, 1998, p. 2.) 
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With these preliminary points in mind, we are now in a position to consider 

Azzouni’s argument for why there are no substantive grounds for endorsing the 

Ontological Criterion over alternative CRD’s. His argument proceeds by considering the 

ways people have attempted to support Quine’s Criterion over alternative CRD’s, i.e., by 

appeals to linguistic intuition and Occam’s Razor, and showing that this attempted 

support fails. 

 
(1) Appeals to Linguistic Intuitions

One way to support Quine’s Criterion is to appeal to linguistic intuition. Azzouni 

notes that if we take our CRD to be given by an existence predicate like “is susceptible to 

observation” instead of Quine’s Criterion, we end up with linguistically odd assertions. 

For example, suppose we accept a theory that existentially quantifies over quarks and add 

the predicate “is susceptible to observation” to the language of that theory. With this 

theory, we would end up saying “There are quarks” since we are existentially quantifying 

over them; and we would also be saying “Quarks do not exist” since they fail to be in the 

extension of the “is susceptible to observation” predicate. Thus, in virtue of separating 

the existence predicate from the existential quantifier, we end up with linguistically odd 

sentences like “There are quarks but they don’t exist.”89 Both the Ontological Criterion 

and Quine’s Criterion avoid this separation, and hence they avoid the accompanying 

linguistic oddities. While this is a benefit of accepting either criterion, as it would be nice 

to avoid linguistic oddities where possible, I am willing to grant Azzouni that linguistic 

 
89 Azzouni, 1998, p. 3. 
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intuitions carry little weight here since one can likely bring forth different linguistic 

intuitions to support alternative CRD’s.90 

(2) Appeals to Occam’s Razor
Another way to support Quine’s Criterion is to appeal to Occam’s Razor. Strictly 

speaking, Occam’s Razor is the rule that we should not multiply objects beyond necessity. 

For the purposes of justifying a CRD, Azzouni takes this rule to mean that “all things 

being equal, one formulates one’s theories so that there are as small a number of logically 

inequivalent instantiated predicates as possible”.91 Taking this form of Occam’s Razor, it 

appears that we can argue against more permissive CRD’s that take attributes and 

properties to exist in addition to objects. For example, Quine uses Occam’s Razor to 

argue against views that, in addition to taking red houses, red roses, and red sunsets to 

exist, also take that attribute which they all have in common, i.e., “redness”, to exist.92 

Azzouni’s objects to this appeal to Occam’s Razor: 

The attempt to use Occam’s razor to adjudicate among alternative CRDs is simply confused: the 
razor instructs us to choose that theory with the least number and kinds of objects (all other 
things being equal). But one can’t use anything like that to adjudicate among different CRDs: 
one has to apply one or another criterion first, and only then Occam’s razor. (Azzouni 1998, p. 
10)  

 
In the above passage, it appears that Azzouni’s criticism is that one cannot appeal to 

Occam’s Razor to adjudicate between CRD’s because the maxim is only applicable after 

having already adopted a particular CRD. Application of Occam’s Razor requires a 

criterion for individuating the existential commitments of a theory, and this is tantamount 

to advocating a particular CRD. If this is Azzouni’s criticism, however, then he has failed 

 
90 Azzouni, 1998, p. 4. 
91 Azzouni, 1998, p. 8. 
92 Quine, 1948, pp. 9-10. 
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to sufficiently show Occam’s Razor cannot play a substantive role in adjudicating 

between CRD’s. 

 The above criticism fails to distinguish between two different types of 

applications for Occam’s Razor. One common application of the maxim is as a criterion 

for choosing between two different theories—namely, choose the theory that, all things 

being equal, posits fewer entities. This application requires a criterion for individuating 

the existential commitments of theories, and hence, requires that one has already adopted 

a particular CRD. If this were the only application for Occam’s Razor, then Azzouni 

would be right that we could not appeal to this maxim to adjudicate between competing 

theories of CRD’s. However, the maxim can also be applied in a different way. For 

example, we might take a theory we accept as true and consider the ontological 

commitments that result from conjoining the theory with different CRD’s. Through such 

comparisons, we might find that one CRD yields less ontological commitments. Given 

this result, we could argue in favor of adopting that CRD over another by appealing to 

Occam’s Razor.93 Here we are not adjudicating between different theories but rather 

holding a particular theory fixed and considering what results from the application of 

different CRD’s with Occam’s Razor. Such an application of Occam’s Razor does not 

require adopting a particular CRD beforehand. Accordingly, it would be a legitimate 

(albeit somewhat indirect) way of using the maxim to argue for or against different 

CRD’s.  

 
93 The parsimony judgment may be made with respect to the sheer number of different ontological 
commitments (i.e., based on the cardinality of the conjoined domains of the theories in question) or with 
respect to the different types of ontological commitments.  
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Despite reservations about what I take to be Azzouni’s argument against the 

prospects for adjudicating between CRD’s by appeal to Occam’s Razor, I am actually 

inclined to agree with his conclusion. As I expressed earlier when discussing common 

objections to Meinongian views (see Section 1.3), I do not find appeals to ontological 

parsimony very compelling. Consequently, I agree with Azzouni that appeals to Occam’s 

Razor fail to support Quine’s Criterion, but there is a related principle that does support 

the Quine’s Criterion over competitors. The motivation behind advocating Occam’s 

Razor stems from a desire for ontological parsimony, but there is another way an account 

can be parsimonious. It can be theoretically parsimonious. Even though appeals to 

ontological parsimony are of little help in supporting Quine’s Criterion, arguments that 

appeal to theoretical parsimony are of help.  

 
B. Theoretical Parsimony and Quine’s Criterion

In Chapter 1, I appealed to theoretical parsimony as the central justification for 

preferring a substitutional interpretation of unrestricted quantification over a referential 

interpretation. A very similar appeal to theoretical parsimony can be offered in favor of 

Quine’s Criterion. Roughly, to appeal to theoretical parsimony is to maintain that given 

two accounts (in this case, accounts of ontological commitment), all things being equal, 

the simpler account is preferable. Of course, appeals to parsimony, ontological or 

theoretical, are generally difficult to make with precision. Providing a well-worked out 

account of when the “all things being equal” clause is satisfied and criteria by which we 

can evaluate the simplicity of a theory are both very difficult. As such, any appeal to 

parsimony to justify one theory/account over another should be met with reasonable 
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skepticism. Nevertheless, I believe not only that there is a strong case to be made for 

Quine’s account of ontological commitment being more theoretically parsimonious than 

the alternative accounts Azzouni considers, but also that this is the appropriate grounds 

by which we should adjudicate between these competing accounts. 

 
(1) The Appeal to Theoretical Parsimony

Recall that the alternatives to Quine’s Criterion that Azzouni focuses on single out 

some predicate, e.g., “is causally efficacious”, as indicating ontological commitment. 

Consequently, a person who accepts a discourse as true is only committed to the 

existence of those things that satisfy the special predicate. While we could adopt one of 

these “special predicate” accounts, they are less theoretically parsimonious than Quine’s 

criterion. One reason for this is that successful application of Quine’s Criterion of 

ontological commitment is not dependent on there being any particular predicates 

employed in a discourse. All that is required to apply the criterion is that the discourse be 

formalizable in first-order logic. In other words, the required logical apparatus for 

applying Quine’s Criterion is minimal.  

Another reason to prefer Quine’s Criterion over alternatives is that it requires less 

substantive revision to natural language. Since the phrases “there are…” , “there is…”, 

etc. get translated in first-order logic by use of the existential quantifier, Quine’s 

Criterion tracks our typical use of these phrases in natural language, i.e., as indicating 

ontological commitments. In contrast, suppose we adopt the “is causally efficacious” 

predicate as indicating existence. If we are serious in adopting this view, then this will 

recommend substantive revisions, either syntactic or semantic, to sentences in natural 
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language. For example, suppose I wanted to indicate that there is a table in the kitchen. 

Speaking carefully, I might say “There is a table in the kitchen, and it is causally 

efficacious.” On the other hand, I could use the typical sentence “There is a table in the 

kitchen.”, but I would be interpreting “there is...” here as making a claim about the causal 

efficaciousness of the thing in the kitchen. I take it that this is not what people typically 

mean when they assert such a sentence. Hence, if we take seriously special predicate 

accounts of ontological commitment, we end up with a recommendation for either a 

substantive syntactic or semantic revision of natural language.94 

The above point about Azzouni’s “special predicate” alternatives is actually 

reflective of a more fundamental problem. Adopting a special predicate account of 

ontological commitment appears to smuggle in a substantive metaphysical view. 

Regardless of which predicate we single out as indicating ontological commitment, the 

fact that we took that predicate, as opposed to others, reflects a particular metaphysical 

claim—that all objects whose existence to which we are committed have the property 

denoted by that predicate. This extra, substantive metaphysical baggage is absent from 

Quine’s Criterion.95 In this sense, Quine’s Criterion is a very minimalist criterion of 

ontological commitment.  

 
94 Note that I am not appealing to linguistic intuitions here about what appears linguistically odd. As I 
mentioned earlier, I am willing to grant Azzouni that appeals to linguistic intuition carry little weight in 
adjudicating between competing criteria of ontological commitment. As such, it is not the oddity of such 
revisions that concerns me here, but rather the revisions themselves that are of interest since the focus here 
is on theoretical parsimony.  
95 I say “substantive” metaphysical baggage here because there is a trivial sense in which adopting Quine’s 
Criterion generates a metaphysical claim about a property that all of our ontological commitments have in 
common. Namely, they all have the property of being a member of the class of objects that satisfy the 
existentially quantified sentences of our accepted theories. However, there is an analogous, equally trivial 
metaphysical claim for any criterion of ontological commitment. In contrast, a substantive metaphysical 
claim follows from the special predicate accounts. Namely, we end up with the non-trivial metaphysical 
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(2) The Grounds for Adjudicating Between Criteria of Ontological Commitment
I have argued that Quine’s Criterion is preferable to Azzouni’s alternatives on 

grounds of theoretical parsimony. It requires only a minimal logical apparatus for its 

application, respecting the criterion does not require substantive revision to natural 

language, and it avoids making the metaphysical assumptions that special predicate 

alternatives make. What remains to consider is the extent to which this justification for 

Quine’s Criterion is equally applicable to the Ontological Criterion; but before discussing 

this, we should consider whether there are other grounds available that support one 

criterion of ontological commitment over another. Thus far, all that I have been arguing is 

that Quine’s Criterion is preferable to alternatives on grounds of theoretical parsimony. 

Some people would likely find such grounds unsatisfying and require other grounds for 

adopting Quine’s Criterion.  

Once we recognize that appeals to ontological parsimony and intuitions are 

unhelpful in comparing competing ontological criteria, there are few substantive grounds 

for such comparison. In fact, it appears that the only other ground besides theoretical 

parsimony that might lead persons to adopt one criterion over another is if they held some 

particular metaphysical view. If someone thought everything to which they were 

committed had the property denoted by the predicate “is casually efficacious”, this would 

lead them to take this predicate as indicating ontological commitment. On the other hand, 

if they thought there is no common property shared by all our ontological commitments 

 
claim that all objects to whose existence we are committed (given the discourses we accept as true) have 
the very property that is denoted by that special predicate. 
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(assuming that existence itself is not a property), this might lead them to adopt Quine’s 

Criterion.96 

Other than adopting some particular metaphysical view, there is nothing in 

principle that would bar someone from adopting some special predicate account of 

ontological commitment as opposed to Quine’s Criterion. However, I have argued that 

such accounts (1) require the addition of the special predicate to the language of any 

discourse whose ontological commitments we are interested in determining, (2) 

recommend changes for the interpretation of phrases from natural language, and (3) come 

with particular metaphysical assumptions. Given these requirements, Quine’s Criterion is 

preferable to such accounts on the grounds that it is more theoretically parsimonious. I 

take this not only as a substantive ground for rejecting Azzouni’s alternatives in favor of 

Quine’s Criterion, but take appeal to theoretical parsimony to be the best ground we have 

available to adjudicate between competing criteria of ontological commitment. 

 
C. The Ontological Criterion

If the arguments above are correct, then Azzouni’s claim that there are no 

substantive grounds for endorsing one criterion of ontological commitment over another 

is wrong. Theoretical parsimony provides substantive grounds for preferring Quine’s 

Criterion. What I have not yet considered is whether these same grounds support the 

Ontological Criterion. After all, it is this criterion in which I are primarily interested since 

the Ontological Criterion (not Quine’s Criterion) is offered as the second premise of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument. 

 
96 Of course, I mean to be excluding the trivial, common property discussed in footnote twelve. 
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There is a trivial sense in which the grounds for preferring Quine’s Criterion 

equally apply to the Ontological Criterion. The latter can be seen as a more general than 

the former in that it allows for both referential and substitutional interpretations of the 

quantifiers. If we take a referential interpretation of the quantifiers, then the Ontological 

Criterion just is Quine’s Criterion. Thus, the same appeals to theoretical parsimony 

establish that this interpretation of the Ontological Criterion is on equal footing with 

Quine’s Criterion. But what if we take the substitutional interpretation of quantifiers? 

Does the Ontological Criterion under this interpretation of the quantifiers still have the 

same claim to theoretical parsimony?  

The claim that Quine’s Criterion is more theoretically parsimonious than 

competitors only requires that the existential quantifier plays the role of indicating 

ontological commitment. Under the referential interpretation, the existential quantifier 

does this directly. For (∃x)φ(x) to be a part of a theory we take to be true of the world, 

there must be an object in the domain of the theory (i.e., an object in the world) that 

satisfies φ(x). Under the substitutional interpretation, the existential quantifier still plays a 

role indicating ontological commitments, but it does this indirectly through names. In 

particular, for (∃x)φ(x) to be a part of a theory we take to be true of the world, call it “T”, 

there must be a name, call it “c”, either in the language of the theory or in an acceptable 

expansion of the theory such that φ(c) is true. Since we are taking T to be true of the 

world, we only allow expansions to the language of this theory to include denoting names. 

In other words, even with the substitutional understanding of the quantifiers provided in 

the first two chapters, the existential quantifier still serves as an indicator of ontological 
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commitment. The only difference here is whether the quantifier does this directly 

(referential quantification), or indirectly by indicating what denoting names are required 

(substitutional quantification). In either case, the Ontological Criterion, even with a 

substitutional interpretation of the quantifiers, is supported by the parsimony claims made 

in the previous section 

 To summarize, I have argued that there are substantive grounds for preferring 

Quine’s Criterion or the more general Ontological Criterion to competitors. In the next 

section, I consider whether these grounds are sufficient to override taking The 

Ontological Indispensability Argument as a reductio against accepting either of these 

criteria of ontological commitment. However, I first want to make a qualification to the 

claim made in the last paragraph, i.e., that substitutional quantifiers can (indirectly) 

indicate ontological commitments. Some philosophers would object to this statement; and 

in contrast, they would argue that names in the languages of the theories we accept (or 

acceptable expansions to these theories) really indicate ontological commitment. The 

existential quantifier merely tells us which names are required for the sentences of the 

theory to be true.97 I am amenable to this distinction since it further serves to emphasize 

that the quantifiers, by themselves, have no ontological import. This clarification 

complements the deflationist view of quantification I argued for in the first two chapters. 

 
97 This account of the source of ontological commitments is, for example, similar to the account Lavine 
offers in “Quantification and Ontology”. Lavine argues against Quine’s Criterion, and he would likely 
object to the more general Ontological Criterion. These accounts can be seen as reinforcing a misleading 
emphasis on the quantifiers (by themselves) as a source of our ontological commitments rather than on 
acceptable expansions to the languages of the theories we accept (i.e., allowable ‘names’/constants by 
which we can expand the languages of our accepted theories). In contrast, Lavine argues for a criterion of 
ontological commitment that focuses on the latter as the source of ontological commitments, i.e., 
acceptable expansions to the languages of theories we accept. (See Lavine, 2000, p. 26-28.) 
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However, even with this clarification, the quantifiers still serve as a useful tool for 

determining what names are required in languages of our theories. And, in virtue of this 

role, they indirectly indicate what objects must exist, i.e., those that are denoted by the 

names they tell us are required in theories we take to be true of the world. So while this 

clarification is instructive and worth keeping in mind, I will stick with the formulation of 

the Ontological Criterion offered in the Ontological Indispensability Argument which 

takes the existential quantifier to indicate ontological commitment. 

 
D. The Indispensability Argument Reconsidered

At the beginning of Section 4.1, I noted that, in light of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument, Azzouni’s claim that there are no substantive grounds for 

preferring one criterion of ontological commitment over another is clearly false. The 

Platonist conclusion of the argument serves as a compelling reductio against accepting 

the premises of the argument. In rejecting this conclusion, some philosophers might 

accept both Naturalism and the Indispensability Thesis and reject the Ontological 

Criterion. Thus, at least for these philosophers, the Platonist conclusion of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument serves as a substantive ground for rejecting the 

Ontological Criterion. 

 Let us assume for the moment that we reject Platonism but endorse both 

Naturalism and the Ontological Indispensability Thesis. As such, we have a substantive 

ground for rejecting the Ontological Criterion. Is this enough to undermine the 

justification offered in the previous section for endorsing the criterion? It might be 

enough if alternative criteria of ontological commitment avoid the sorts of problems the 
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Ontological Criterion faces (i.e., accounting for mathematics in natural science), but the 

alternative criteria that Azzouni considers appear to be no better off in this respect.  

Even if we adopt a special predicate account of ontological commitment, the 

fundamental problem brought forth by the Ontological Indispensability Argument 

remains. It merely takes a new form. For example, suppose we accept some special 

predicate account of ontological commitment where the predicate in question did not 

apply to mathematical objects. Changing the second premise of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument to reflect this account of ontological commitment would 

effectively remove the Ontological Indispensability Argument as an argument for 

Platonism, but these new premises generate an equally problematic result. Instead of the 

problem being “What are these ‘mathematical objects’ that our scientific theories say 

exist?”, the problem becomes either “What are these non-existing ‘objects’ that are 

required to satisfy our scientific theories?” or, if we took a substitutional interpretation of 

the quantifiers, the problem becomes “What are these non-denoting ‘names’ that are 

required to make true the existential sentences of our scientific theories?” In either case, 

the fundamental problem brought forth by the Ontological Indispensability Argument 

remains: accounting for the role of mathematics in natural science. It is not clear that 

allowing non-existent objects or non-denoting names in our best scientific theories is 

really acceptable.98 

98 One worry with allowing either of these alternatives in theories we take to be true of the world is that 
they appear to embrace some version of the Separation Objection (see Section 3.4B) and with it the sort of 
intellectual dishonesty that Quine warns against.  
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E. Maddy’s Objection
I want to end this discussion of the second premise of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument by considering another supposed objection to Quine’s 

Criterion (which would also be an objection to the Ontological Criterion) put forth by 

Penelope Maddy. In her Naturalism in Mathematics, Maddy objects to Quine’s Criterion 

on the grounds that it does not square well with scientific practice. As evidence for her 

claim, she offers the historical development of molecular theory to show that scientists 

generally refuse to accept the ontological commitments of a scientific theory until it has 

satisfied a certain degree of ‘direct’ experimental/observational testing.99 Maddy argues 

that this refusal shows that scientists do not take an object to exist until its existence has 

been, in some sense, ‘directly’ confirmed. She suggests the following as a diagnosis of 

what has gone wrong with the Quinean picture: 100 

[W]e might place blame on the criterion of ontological commitment; we might deny that we 
are committed to everything our theory says “there is”. Perhaps the notion that all existence 
claims are on the same footing---the ‘univocality of “there is”’ as Quine calls it---is 
inaccurate as a reflection of the function of scientific language... (Maddy, 1997, p. 143) 

 
Assuming she is right in her assessment of the development of molecular theory, she has 

not, contrary to her suggestion above, provided a counterexample to Quine’s Criterion; 

nor, for that matter, are her conclusions actually targeting Quine’s Criterion. As Azzouni 

was careful to point out, there is an important difference between a CRD, a Criterion for 

Recognizing what a Discourse commits us to, and a CWE, a Criterion for What Exists. 

Quine’s Criterion taken by itself is only a CRD. While people have taken Maddy’s 

 
99 Maddy, 1997, p. 142. 
100 Maddy does not just use the example of the development of molecular theory to argue against Quine’s 
Criterion. She also claims the example serves as a counterexample to confirmational holism (Maddy, 1997, 
p. 142). However, since confirmational holism is inessential to the Ontological Indispensability Argument, 
I only address Maddy’s appeal to the example as a problem for Quine’s Criterion.   
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example to be a problem for Quine’s Criterion, an interpretation that she suggests, she is 

not actually criticizing Quine’s Criterion as a CRD. She does not claim it is inappropriate 

to pick out those things a theory says “there is”. Rather, her real target is taking Quine’s 

Criterion as a CWE, but the criterion only becomes a CWE for scientific theories when 

conjoined with the naturalist thesis in the third premise of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument (see Section 3.1B). As such, I think a better reading of 

Maddy’s criticism here is to take it as an objection to the third premise of the argument. 

This objection is taken up below in Section 4.2B.101 

Section 4.2: Objections to Naturalism 
 We have seen that there are reasons to prefer the Ontological Criterion over 

alternative criteria of ontological commitment. Furthermore, even if we did reject this 

criterion, doing so does not avoid the central problem illustrated by the indispensability 

argument. We are still left with the task of providing an adequate account of the role of 

mathematics in our best scientific theories. Consequently, rejecting the Platonist 

conclusion of the Ontological Indispensability Argument by denying the Ontological 

 
101 One might argue that Maddy’s criticism can be taken as rejecting Quine’s Criterion as a CRD for 
scientific theories in favor of something like a ‘special predicate’, e.g., “x is has been directly observed by 
scientists”. However, I think this is a mistake for a couple of reasons. First, this alternative reading of 
Maddy is in tension with what she actually says. Her main point is that there are cases where scientists do 
not accept the existence of the objects a scientific theory ‘says there are’ until those objects have been 
‘directly’ observed. This view is compatible with accepting Quine’s Criterion as the correct criterion for 
determining what our scientific theories say there is, i.e., what ontology is required to make the sentences 
of the theory true. Second, as discussed in Section 4.1D, ‘special predicate’ accounts do not address the 
central problem of the indispensability argument. Since Maddy clearly takes herself to be rejecting the 
indispensability argument, a charitable interpretation of her criticism should, at the very least, accomplish 
this. Hence, in the context of the Ontological Indispensability Argument, we should interpret her criticism 
as a rejection of Naturalism (as formulated in the third premise of the argument) rather than as a rejection 
of either Quine’s Criterion or the more general Ontological Criterion offered in the second premise. 
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Criterion does not appear to be very promising. Here I consider whether the third premise 

of the argument, Naturalism, is a more susceptible target. 

 
A. Naturalism and the Ontological Indispensability Argument

Most scientifically minded individuals look to natural science to tell us what 

ultimately exists. This is not to say that they only accept the ontology required for our 

best scientific theories to be true. They often accept the existence of everyday objects like 

tables, chairs, lamps, etc., which scientific theories typically do not discuss. Some have 

ontological commitments that result from accepting some theistic theory, e.g., 

commitments to the existence of gods, angels, demons, etc. It is compatible with 

naturalism, as it is formulated in the third premise, that people have these other 

ontological commitments provided that these commitments are compatible with the 

results of natural science. If there is a conflict between the claims of natural science and 

commitment to the existence of these other ‘things’, then scientifically minded 

individuals side with natural science. With this understanding of the naturalist thesis 

offered in the third premise, natural science need not be taken as providing an exhaustive 

account of all of our ontological commitments. Rather, we take the dictates of natural 

science as telling us what, at a minimum, our ontological commitments must include. 

Only this weaker role for natural science is required for the purposes of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument.  

 One of the suppositions that I am operating under is that naturalism, of the kind 

discussed above, is correct. There is good reason to look to natural science as providing 

us with what, at a minimum, our ontological commitments are. Even under this 
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presupposition, however, we might still reject the third premise of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument on the grounds that it is an inadequate formulation of 

naturalism. This formulation of naturalism, which I henceforth call “Theory Naturalism”, 

focuses on scientific theories as supplying ontological commitments. In response to 

Theory Naturalism, one might argue that scientific practice and not scientific theories 

provide us with ontological commitments. It is this shift from focusing on scientific 

theories to scientific practice that is at the heart of Penelope Maddy’s objection to 

indispensability arguments for Platonism. 

 
B. Maddy’s Objection Reconsidered

As mentioned briefly in Section 4.1E, Penelope Maddy argues that despite the 

virtues of molecular theory, the theory was not generally accepted by the scientific 

community until after it was experimentally verified by Perrin’s experiments on 

Brownian motion.102 This example is meant to support her claim that scientists are 

generally unwilling to accept those parts of a theory that have not satisfied a certain 

degree of ‘direct’ experimental testing. From this result, she draws two conclusions that 

attempt to undermine indispensability arguments for Platonism. One of her conclusions is 

that the attitude of scientists in the development of molecular theory shows, contrary to 

Quine’s Criterion, that we are not committed to everything our theory says “there is”.103 

However, as I argued in Section 4.1E, this criticism is not that Quine’s Criterion is 

insufficient at picking out those things the theory says “there is”. The second conclusion 

Maddy draws from her analysis of the development of Molecular Theory is that 

 
102 Maddy, 1997, pp. 141-143. 
103 Maddy, 1997, p. 143.  
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confirmational holism is wrong.104 According to Maddy, the case of the development of 

Molecular Theory shows that scientists often separate a scientific theory into parts, one 

that is merely a useful fiction and another that is true of the world. This separation is 

performed by looking at the ontology required of different parts of a scientific theory. If 

the ontology required of some part of a scientific theory does not satisfy the requirement 

of ‘direct’ observability, that part of the theory is often viewed as merely useful fiction by 

the scientific community.  

Of course, Maddy’s second conclusion is not really a new problem. It is 

essentially a version of the Separation Objection (see Section 3.4B) which appeals to 

(supposed) empirical evidence that scientific practice reflects the Separatist’s views. I 

leave it as an open question whether Maddy’s version of the objection sufficiently 

supports the rejection of confirmational holism. For the purposes of defending the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument, whether or not Maddy provides adequate reason 

for rejecting this view is irrelevant since confirmational holism is not required for the 

argument.  

There is an understanding of naturalism underlying both her criticism of Quine’s 

Criterion and her version of the Separation Objection that is at odds with the formulation 

of naturalism in the Ontological Indispensability Argument. For Maddy, to be 

appropriately naturalistic with respect to science is to take scientific practice seriously.105 

104 Maddy, 1997, p. 142. 
105 It is worth noting that she is argues for a similar naturalist view of mathematics in Part III, Chapter 4, of 
her Naturalism in Mathematics.
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Her analysis of the development of Molecular Theory suggests that Theory Naturalism is 

impoverished.106 

Is the view of naturalism advocated in indispensability arguments impoverished? I 

think there is little doubt that it is. When someone endorses a naturalist stance, they 

generally mean to be endorsing not only the best theories science has to offer, but also 

scientific practice in general. Included in this broader endorsement of science is, among 

other things, an endorsement of scientific methodology and the consensus of beliefs 

prevalent in the scientific community (which are not limited to those expressed in 

scientific theories). Given this more robust naturalist view, we might worry that the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument fails on the grounds that it does not respect this 

broader naturalist view.  

It would not take much modification to the third premise to respect this broader 

conception. We could keep the original formulation and merely change the clarification 

of the formulation, so that the premise reads: “Natural science is the ultimate arbiter of 

existence and truth, i.e., we look to scientific practice to determine our ontological 

commitments.” Does moving from Theory Naturalism to this broader conception of 

naturalism, i.e., “Practice Naturalism”, create problems for the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument? Maddy’s criticisms of the indispensability argument suggest 

that it does. If we consider scientific practice in general, she argues that there is no clear 

 
106 To be precise, Maddy’s criticisms are actually directed at the Quine-Putnam formulation of the 
indispensability argument (see Section 3.1B for this formulation). Nothing is lost, however, in formulating 
her criticisms as directed at the Ontological Indispensability Argument. Her rejection of Theory Naturalism 
applies equally to both versions of the argument. Since I have been focusing on latter version of the 
argument, which is also the stronger version, I will henceforth continue to focus on this argument even 
though her intended target is the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument. 
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commitment in scientific practice to all of the things the theories say “there is”. On the 

one hand we have what scientists say “there is” along with (supposed) norms of science 

that express the importance of ‘direct testing’ and ‘observability’ to ontological 

commitment; and on the other hand, we have what our best scientific theories say “there 

is”. Thus, under Practice Naturalism, taking natural science to be the ultimate arbiter of 

truth and existence is not particularly helpful when it comes to mathematical objects. 

There is no clear commitment to mathematical objects when we look at scientific practice 

in general and not just scientific theories.107 

While I see the initial appeal of the claim that Practice Naturalism generates 

problems for the Ontological Indispensability Argument, it ultimately arises from a 

common misunderstanding. For one, some of its appeal arises from trading on the term 

“commitment”. The sense of “commitment” in which there is no clear commitment to 

mathematical objects in scientific practice is “commitment” in the sense of positive 

endorsement from scientific practice as a whole. Maddy’s example of Molecular Theory 

shows there is disagreement within scientific practice between what scientists say “there 

is” and what scientific theories say “there is”. In this sense of “commitment”, we could 

conclude that there is no clear commitment to mathematical objects; but this, of course, is 

not the understanding of “commitment” relevant to the Ontological Indispensability 

 
107 Maddy actually makes the stronger claim that there is no commitment to the existence of mathematical 
objects, but this clearly does not follow unless we restrict our naturalist endorsement of science to the 
beliefs of scientists (and/or perhaps the norms of science if they express the requirement of ‘direct testing’ 
or ‘observability’ for ontological commitment) as opposed to the theories of scientists. There are two 
obvious problems with this: (1) this distinction between the beliefs of scientists and the theories of 
scientists may be problematic (one worry is that such a distinction invites the intellectual dishonesty 
objection), and (2) this conception of naturalism falls prey to the ‘too narrow’ objection. It is not clearly 
any better off than a conception of naturalism that limits itself to endorsing only scientific theories as the 
ultimate arbiter of truth and existence.  
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Argument. It is not the positive endorsement in scientific practice of the existence of 

mathematical objects that is relevant to the Ontological Indispensability Argument. 

Regardless of what scientists say or what norms they claim to endorse, the theories they 

accept (indispensably) employ existential claims over mathematical objects. The theories 

express commitment to mathematical objects.108 Thus, scientific practice (even in the 

broader sense we are considering here) is equally committed to mathematical objects in 

virtue of the scientific theories in question forming an essential part of that practice. It is 

this latter sense of commitment, i.e., what is required of scientific practice, which is 

essential to the indispensability argument.109 

To emphasize that appealing to Practice Naturalism does not damage the 

indispensability argument, Michael Resnik provides formulations of indispensability 

arguments that respect this broader conception.110 While I disagree with Resnik’s 

formulations for reasons discussed in the previous chapter, his point nevertheless stands. 
 
108 Of course, we could still deny that the inclusion of existential sentences over mathematical objects 
expresses ontological commitment to mathematical objects by denying the Ontological Criterion; but as I 
argued in previous sections (1) there are good reasons for accepting the criterion and (2) despite her claims 
to the contrary, Maddy does not seem to actually reject Quine’s Criterion nor its counterpart, the 
Ontological Criterion. She appears to accept that what a theory says ‘there is’ is what is required to make 
the existential sentences of the theory true. What Maddy objects to is the claim that we wholly accept our 
scientific theories, that we take them to be the ultimate arbiters of truth and existence, that we are really 
committed to what our theory says ‘there are’  (Maddy, 1997, pp. 142-143). 
109 An analogy might prove helpful in expressing the difference between the two senses of “commitment” 
here. Consider the case of an adulterer who continually cheats on his wife. In an important sense, such a 
person is not committed to his (monogamous) marriage. His actions, if not his words, reflect this lack of 
commitment. In another, equally important sense, however, the adulterer does have a commitment to his 
monogamous marriage, i.e., the commitment arising from being married. The former sense of 
“commitment” refers to an attitude that someone has to the object of commitment. In the latter sense of 
“commitment”, however, the particular attitude that the person has is irrelevant to their having the 
commitment in question. Only the latter sense of commitment is relevant to the Ontological 
Indispensability Argument.  
110 In particular, Resnik offers formulations of indispensability arguments for Platonism in his Mathematics 
as a Science of Patterns where the Indispensability Thesis concerns the role of mathematics in scientific 
practice in general rather than merely in scientific theories. The pragmatic indispensability arguments he 
offers (see pp. 44-48) also serve to emphasize this more general conception of naturalism that focuses on 
scientific practice as a whole rather than narrowly focusing on scientific theories.  
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Where the Ontological Indispensability Argument focuses on scientific theories and the 

indispensable role existential claims over mathematical objects play in these theories, we 

could reformulate the argument in terms of scientific practice as a whole and the 

indispensable role that existential claims over mathematical objects play in scientific 

practice. As Resnik points out, these mathematical claims are not just indispensable to 

our best scientific theories. They are essential to scientific practice in general.111 We use 

mathematics in designing experiments, collecting statistical data, analyzing this data, 

drawing conclusions, etc. Of course, we may worry about the extent to which this role of 

mathematics in these other aspects of scientific practice is indispensable, but I take this 

worry to be of a piece with the worry about the extent to which the mathematical claims 

in our scientific theories are really indispensable. Since this will be the focus of the next 

chapter, I will put off the discussion of this until then. The important point here is that we 

could reformulate the Ontological Indispensability Argument to respect a broader 

conception of naturalism; one that appeals to scientific practice in general. At minimum, 

such a reformulation would still result in commitment to the existence of mathematical 

objects in virtue of scientific theories forming an essential part of scientific practice; but 

there is also a case to be made that such commitment arises from other parts of scientific 

practice as well. In either case, expanding the naturalist thesis to include a broader 

conception of naturalism does little to disarm the indispensability argument.  

Of course, there are other ways to deny the formulation of naturalism offered in 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument. For example, we might formulate the 

 
111 Resnik, 1997, pp. 44-48. 
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naturalist thesis in a way that privileges the beliefs of scientists (and/or perhaps norms of 

science) over our best scientific theories. In other words, instead of taking our best 

scientific theories to be the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence, we could take the 

beliefs of scientists or some relevant subset of the beliefs of scientists (e.g. the beliefs 

endorsed by a significant majority of scientists) to be the ultimate arbiter of truth and 

existence.112 However, adopting a formulation of naturalism that says “the beliefs of 

scientists are the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence” is problematic. In the first place, 

I doubt adequate justification could be offered for this narrow formulation of naturalism; 

but more importantly, this formulation of naturalism falls into the teeth of the 

indispensability argument. To accept this view of naturalism is to embrace intellectual 

dishonesty. Defenders of indispensability arguments for Platonism typically accept that 

most scientists are (or would be) unwilling to express ontological commitment to 

mathematical objects and that this unwillingness usually reflects a belief that there are no 

such objects. The problem with scientists holding this view is that it does not square with 

what they assert in their theories.  

As long as it is true that existential claims about mathematical objects are 

indispensable to the theories scientists assert, the burden of proof is on scientists to justify 

why it is acceptable for them to say (and believe) mathematical objects do not exist, but 

in another context, e.g., in their scientific theories, rely on their existence to make claims 

about the world. Faced with this inconsistency, I take it that scientists have three options: 
 
112 It could even be argued that this is a better reading of the objection underlying Maddy’s criticisms. 
Instead of arguing that there is no clear commitment to mathematical objects in scientific practice, Maddy 
actually makes the stronger claim that there is no commitment to the existence of mathematical objects. 
This latter, stronger claim does not follow from Practice Naturalism, but it does follow if we take the 
beliefs of scientists to be the ultimate arbiter of existence. 
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(1) provide an account that, appearances to the contrary, shows this “intellectual 

dishonesty” is acceptable, (2) disavow belief in the their own scientific theories that 

indispensably employ existential claims over mathematical objects, (3) accept 

commitment to the existence of (some) mathematical objects. Since I agree with 

defenders of indispensability arguments that the kind of intellectual dishonesty we are 

considering here cannot be justified, I take only the last two options to be legitimate; but 

neither of these remaining options appears helpful to the naturalistically minded 

philosopher attempting to block indispensability arguments for Platonism. The second 

option results in an unpalatable version of naturalism. If naturalism amounts to the claim 

that the beliefs of scientists are the ultimate arbiter of truth and existence and we strip 

from these beliefs the assertions that comprise their theories, then we end up with a near 

useless naturalism. The third option ends up embracing the same commitment to 

existential sentences about mathematical objects, and hence to the same mathematical 

objects113, as the version of naturalism offered in the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument.  

 To sum up, I do not think there is much hope for developing an adequate account 

of naturalism that successfully blocks the Ontological Indispensability Argument. 

Expanding the account to include scientific practice in general, Practice Naturalism, 

retains commitment (in the relevant sense) to mathematical objects. On the other hand, if 

 
113 Again, recall that I am operating under the assumption that the other premises of the Ontological 
Indispensability Argument, the Indispensability Thesis and the Ontological Criterion, are true. I have 
already argued that we ought to accept the Ontological Criterion. In the next chapter, I will defend the 
Indispensability Thesis. Here I am merely considering the extent to which one can formulate an adequate 
account of naturalism that blocks the Ontological Indispensability Argument independently of rejecting one 
of the other premises of the argument.  
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we offer an alternative account of naturalism that eliminates commitment to the 

ontological posits of scientific theories, we end up with either an inadequate account of 

naturalism or embracing intellectual dishonesty. For these reasons, attacking Theory 

Naturalism is not a fruitful means of denying the argument.  

 Before concluding this discussion on naturalism here, there is one final point I 

want to address. Even though attacking the naturalist thesis in the third premise of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument is not a good way to go about rejecting the 

argument’s Platonist conclusion, we might nevertheless take the formulation of the 

premise to be inadequate. In particular, the broader conception of naturalism that focuses 

on scientific practice in general and not just scientific theories is arguably a better 

construal of naturalism even though it doesn’t block the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument. I am actually amenable to this broader understanding of naturalism. In fact, 

naturalism in the Ontological Indispensability Argument is in large part formulated in a 

way that respects this understanding of naturalism. The sentence “Natural science is the 

ultimate arbiter of truth and existence” is compatible with a broader, more robust 

naturalism. It is only the further specification “we look to scientific discourse (e.g., our 

best scientific theories) to determine our ontological commitments” that suggests a 

narrower naturalism. So why not drop this specification and embrace the broader 

naturalist view in the Ontological Indispensability Argument? Following Resnik, we 

could offer up a broader naturalist view in terms of scientific practice in general and 

reformulate the argument to respect this view; but reformulating the argument this way 
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comes at the price of clarity.114 What is essential to the indispensability argument is that 

we look to the claims of science to determine what exists and that these claims 

indispensably include existential claims about mathematical objects, and The Ontological 

Indispensability Argument presented with the ‘narrower’ formulation of naturalism 

makes this explicit.  

 

Section 4.3: Summary 
 In this chapter, I defended both the Ontological Criterion and Theory 

Naturalism against the objections of Jody Azzouni and Penelope Maddy. I have 

argued that there are good reasons for accepting the Ontological Criterion, and even if 

the specific formulation of naturalism offered in the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument (i.e., Theory Naturalism) is ultimately inadequate, the most plausible 

alternative formulation (i.e., one that focuses on scientific practice as a whole) suffices 

for the argument. Of course, there are other objections to these premises. The 

objections offered by Azzouni and Maddy are hardly exhaustive, but I take them to be 

the strongest objections to these premises. Furthermore, while it has not been my 

intention to provide a complete defense of these premises, the responses to Azzouni 

and Maddy show that there are good reasons to accept these premises. In the next 

chapter, I turn to the last premise of the Ontological Indispensability Argument, the 

Ontological Indispensability Thesis.  

 
114 Resnik’s pragmatic indispensability argument is formulated to respect a broader naturalist view (see 
Resnik, 1997, pp. 46-48). While there are problems with his explicit formulation of the argument, as 
discussed in Chapter 3, the argument does serve to illustrate how the Ontological Indispensability 
Argument might be reformulated with a similarly broad naturalist view. 
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CHAPTER 5: INDISPENSABILITY AND ONTOLOGICAL 
COMMITMENT 

 
In Chapter 4, I argued that we have good reason to accept the Ontological 

Criterion and some version of naturalism sufficient for the Ontological Indispensability 

Argument. What I have not yet considered is whether there are adequate grounds for 

accepting the Indispensability Thesis, the thesis that states: 

Our best scientific theories make ineliminable reference to mathematical objects, i.e., some 
sentences of these theories involve ineliminable quantification over mathematical objects. 

 
In this chapter, I consider the extent to which we have reason to accept this thesis. 

Towards this end, I focus on the most prominent opposition to it, Field’s Nominalism as 

presented in his Science Without Numbers. This is view that we can dispense with 

reference to mathematical objects in our best scientific theories since we can provide 

adequate formalizations of them that do not involve quantification over mathematical 

objects.  

 I begin by providing a brief outline of the support Field offers for his nominalist 

view followed by a survey of some of the main objections to the view. In the next section, 

I argue that one of these objections, Colyvan’s objection, stands out as more problematic 

than the others. This is the objection to Field’s Nominalism that points out that it is not 

enough that we are able to provide formalizations of our best scientific theories that do 

not quantify over mathematical objects, these formalizations must still be ‘appropriate’. I 

end by considering the criteria for appropriateness of formalizations that Colyvan offers 

and argue for the addition of an essential criterion that Colyvan omits. 
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Section 5.1: The Indispensability Thesis and Field’s Criticism 
 Hartry Field endorses the nominalist doctrine that abstract objects (numbers, sets, 

functions, etc.) do not exist; but he concedes that the appropriate interpretation of 

mathematical assertions used in science takes them as referring to abstract entities. 

Accordingly, the mathematical assertions in science, insofar as they depend on reference 

to abstract objects, are false.115 In short, Field is a fictionalist about mathematics used in 

science. He holds that, despite appearances to the contrary, the mathematical assertions 

used in science are not true. They are merely instrumentally valuable in formulating and 

applying scientific theories.  

 While fictionalist views of mathematics may be attractive for those with 

nominalist intuitions, Field recognizes that they run into a problem. For such views to be 

acceptable, they require an account of the role of mathematics in science. They require a 

response to indispensability arguments. For if mathematics is indispensable to our best 

scientific theories, then, as the Ontological Indispensability Argument concludes (see 

Section 3.2A), we are committed to the existence of mathematical objects; and, as the 

 
115 Field maintains this fictionalist view of most classical mathematics, except what he sees as applied logic; 
but it is important to recognize that his fictionalism does not follow directly from nominalism. We could 
accept nominalism while blocking fictionalism if we provide an interpretation of mathematical assertions 
that makes their truth independent of the existence of abstract entities. For example, we could adopt a 
constructivist view of mathematics and hold mathematical objects to be constructions of the mind. Under 
such a view, to say that some mathematical statement is true is merely to assert that an appropriate 
construction is available. Consequently, the constructivist can embrace the view that there are no abstract 
objects without concluding that mathematical assertions are false. The constructivist rejection of 
fictionalism, however, is not open to Field since he maintains that mathematical assertions make reference 
to abstract entities. To offer an alternative account of mathematical assertions, such as the constructivist 
account, is to engage in what Field sees as the illegitimate enterprise of reinterpreting mathematics (Field, 
1980, p. 1). Hence, Field’s fictionalist view is ultimately dependent on both (1) the acceptance of the 
nominalist doctrine that abstract entities do not exist and (2) the view that mathematical assertions really 
are about abstract entities. Field does not provide support for either of the two components, nor will I not 
offer a defense or criticism of them here.  
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Evidential Indispensability Argument concludes (See section 3.2B), the mathematical 

assertions in scientific theories are as well-grounded as the non-mathematical assertions. 

Mathematical fictionalism is at odds with both of these results. 

 Of course, Field could respond to indispensability arguments like those mentioned 

above by rejecting the Ontological Criterion, in the case of the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument, or by rejecting Confirmational Holism, in the case of the 

Evidential Indispensability Argument. But, instead of adopting either of these responses, 

he rejects the Indispensability Thesis itself. He undertakes the project of showing that we 

can provide adequate formalizations of our scientific theories that dispense with reference 

to mathematical principles and objects. Consequently, the mathematics employed in our 

scientific theories really is dispensable and we can legitimately (i.e., without embracing 

intellectual dishonesty) take it to be useful fiction.  

 The project of showing that mathematics is dispensable to our scientific theories 

is the focus of Field’s Science Without Numbers. In this work, he provides a nominalist 

formalization of Newtonian Space-Time as an example of how, in general, we might go 

about providing nominalist formalizations of our best scientific theories. While I will not 

get into the fine details of Field’s nominalist formalization of Newtonian Space-Time, 

what follows is a sketch of its fundamental components, the support he offers for these 

components, and the central problems that have been raised in objection to his 

nominalization.  
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A. Field’s Nominalist Project
There are two fundamental components to Field’s nominalist project. 
 

1. Conservativeness of Mathematics 
The first component to Field’s nominalist project is conservativeness. 
Understanding a “nominalist assertion” as one that only makes claims about 
concrete objects (i.e., non-abstract or non-mathematical objects), Field shows that 
the following is true. Given any nominalist assertion that we derived with the help 
of mathematics, we could (at least in principle) derive it using purely nominalist 
assertions. In other words, adding mathematics to a set of nominalist assertions 
does not end up generating new nominalist assertions. 
 
2. Attractive Nominalist Formalizations 
The second component to Field’s nominalist project is the view that mathematics is 
dispensable to our scientific theories in the following sense. There are attractive 
formalizations of our scientific theories that do not include quantification over 
mathematical objects. 
 

The above components are both essential to Field’s nominalist project. The 

conservativeness of mathematics is essential for Field’s fictionalist stance. It would be a 

problem for fictionalists if it turned out that in our scientific theories there were 

nominalist assertions only derivable from the conjunction of the mathematical and non-

mathematical parts of the theories. If this were the case, then the mathematics in our 

scientific theories would not merely be playing an instrumental role. The 

conservativeness of mathematics prevents this. If the addition of mathematics to a 

collection of nominalist assertions is a conservative extension, then any nominalist 

assertion derivable in our scientific theories is derivable from purely nominalist 

assertions already present in those theories. 

 The conservativeness requirement thus prevents one way in which the 

mathematical part of a scientific theory might play a non-instrumental role—by 
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generating otherwise underivable nominalist consequences. As such, the conservativeness 

requirement is a necessary requirement for an instrumental view of mathematics; but it 

might seem that it is also a sufficient condition. If all the nominalist consequences of a 

scientific theory are derivable from the non-mathematical part of the theory, i.e., the 

conservativeness requirement is met, then it appears that we could, in principle, eliminate 

the mathematical part from our scientific theories. However, there is a remaining worry. 

Even if conservativeness holds, mathematics might, in an important sense, be 

indispensable to our scientific theories. In order to illustrate how this could be the case, it 

will be helpful to draw on an example from the Logical Positivist view of science.  

 
B. A Lesson from Logical Positivism

One of the central tenets of Logical Positivism is the verifiability account of 

meaning. Roughly, this is the view that a contingent statement is meaningful if and only 

if there is (actual or possible) empirical evidence that tends to confirm the statement. 

Under the standard Logical Positivist view of scientific theories, there are two kinds of 

statements: Theoretical Statements and Observational Statements. Observational 

statements are ones that employ only observation vocabulary, terms that refer to publicly 

observable things and qualities. They are meaningful insofar as they can be confirmed by 

observations. Theoretical statements are ones that use theoretical vocabulary, terms that 

refer to unobservable things and qualities. They are only meaningful insofar as they can 

be reducible, in some fashion, to sets of observational statements.  

 With the above account of meaning, one of the debates among Logical Positivists 

is what constitutes a case of “observation”. Are electrons observable in the relevant sense? 
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Suppose we endorse an account of “observation” where it turned out that electrons are 

not observable. Statements about electrons would then be theoretical statements 

meaningful only insofar as they are reducible to observational statements. From this 

account of statements about electrons, it would not be a large step to maintain that 

electrons themselves are merely useful fictions that serve a simplifying role in our 

scientific theories.  

In principle, we could eliminate all statements about electrons from our scientific 

theories. In other words, we could do the following: 

Let T1 be a scientific theory that includes laws about the behavior of electrons, 
and let T2 be the scientific theory we generate from the deductive closure of 
T1 that removes all statements about electrons while preserving all of the 
observational consequences derivable from statements about electrons.  

 
In this scenario, assertions about electrons are analogous to mathematical assertions. 

Statements about electrons are taken to merely be simplifying fictions. The addition of 

these statements to our theory T2 does not generate any new meaningful assertions about 

the world. In other words, adding statements about electrons forms a conservative 

extension over the theory T2. However, despite the conservativeness requirement being 

met, it is not the case that statements about electrons are actually dispensable to T2. Even 

though the set of observational statements are the same for both T1 and T2 (or, more 

precisely, they are the same under deductive closure), it is not the case that T2 is just as 

good a scientific theory as T1. Statements about electrons are not merely important for 

deriving observational statements; they serve to make T1 a better theory. 
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One of the generally agreed on features of a good scientific theory is that it ought 

to have unifying explanatory mechanisms.116 Statements about electrons and their 

behavior explain diverse phenomena. If we removed statements about electrons from T1,

we would be removing statements which serve as unifying explanatory mechanisms. 

Assertions about the existence and behavior of electrons minimize the required 

explanatory mechanisms while maximizing the phenomena explained. Not only is this 

one of the norms governing good scientific theorizing, but minimizing the explanatory 

mechanisms in a theory furthers its prospects of being axiomatized in an acceptable 

manner. Whereas T1 is more likely to be concisely axiomatized by providing a finite 

number of laws about the behavior of electrons (from which we could derive the relevant 

observation statements), the axiomatization for T2 would consist of a long (perhaps 

infinite) list of observation statements. In short, both with respect to unification and 

axiomatization, the theory that results from eliminating statements referring to electrons 

is less attractive.117 

116 Different models of scientific explanation formulate this requirement in different ways. For example, 
under the Deductive-Nomological Model of scientific explanation provided by Hempel and Oppenheim, 
these unifying explanatory mechanisms would be sentences stating general laws which, along with 
appropriate sentences stating antecedent conditions, would allow us to explain diverse phenomena (where 
‘explanation’ here is a matter of deduction) (Hempel and Oppenheim, 1948, pp. 135-146). This unification 
requirement is also present in Kitcher’s Unification Model of scientific explanation. While Kitcher’s model 
of scientific explanation differs significantly from Hempel and Oppenheim’s model, it still explicitly 
includes an important role for unifying explanatory mechanisms. Acceptable scientific explanations for 
Kitcher are ones that come from the best systematization of our accepted beliefs. By “best systematization”, 
he means a systematization that minimizes explanatory mechanisms while maximizing explained 
phenomena (Kitcher, 1989). Both appeals to ‘explanatory mechanisms’ or ‘general laws’ are, in part, a 
recognition of the importance that scientific theories be unified.  
117 We could, as Field points out, apply Craig’s Theorem and get a somewhat attractive formalization of the 
theory insofar as it would be recursively axiomatized; but, even by Field’s lights, this does not yield a 
sufficiently attractive theory (Field, 1980, p. 8). For discussion of the usefulness of Craig’s Theorem in 
eliminating theoretical entities from scientific theories, see Putnam, 1965; and Nagel, 1965. 
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C. Attractive Formalizations
In addition to the conservativeness requirement, Field adds another requirement. 

Given any theory, T, that includes assertions that refer to undesirable entities (e.g., 

mathematical objects), let T* be the theory where the assertions in question are removed. 

According to Field, to dispense with assertions referring to some kind of entity, it is not 

enough that the assertions form a conservative extension over the theory T*.118 For these 

statements to be dispensable to the theory, T, it needs to be the case that there are 

attractive formalizations of T*. Adopting terminology from Mark Colyvan, we can put 

this point as follows. When a collection of statements satisfies the conservativeness 

requirement with respect to some theory T, this shows we are able to eliminate these 

statements from T. However, in order for these statements to be dispensable, it needs to 

be the case that there are attractive formalizations of the theory that results from 

eliminating these statements.119 

Before considering the justification Field offers for the existence of nominalist 

formalizations of our scientific theories meeting the conservativeness and attractiveness 

requirements, more needs to be said about Field’s conception of attractiveness. For Field, 

attractive theories not only have the features discussed in the preceding paragraphs (i.e., a 

certain degree of unity and acceptable axiomatizations), they also: (1) provide intrinsic 

explanations of the phenomena explained and (2) lack arbitrariness. As for this first 

requirement, one of the problems Field sees with appealing to mathematics in 

explanations of physical phenomena is that they are not causally relevant to the 
 
118 Notice that the example of eliminating statements about electrons from a theory can be generalized to 
any class of statements as long as appropriate modifications are made.  
119 Colyvan makes this useful distinction between “eliminability” and “dispensability” in his The 
Indispensability of Mathematics (Colyvan, 2001, p. 75). 
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phenomena. To borrow Field’s example, an explanation that appealed to the gravitational 

constant (6.67 x10-11) to explain the orbit of the moon is not an intrinsic explanation. This 

number only plays a role in explaining the moon’s orbit “as an entity extrinsic to the 

process to be explained, an entity related to the process to be explained only by a function 

(a rather arbitrarily chosen function at that)” (Field, 1980, p. 43). An attractive theory is 

one where only causally relevant entities are invoked to explain phenomena. The other 

worry with this appeal to mathematics in science is that it introduces what Field sees as 

unattractive arbitrariness. For example, when we use mathematics to construct a 

coordinate system to model Euclidean geometry, the choice of a particular distance 

function and origin are arbitrary. We could have shifted the origin or chosen a distance 

function that differs by a multiplicative constant. An attractive formulation of our 

scientific theories not only requires the features of unity, acceptable axiomatizations, and 

avoiding extrinsic explanations, it must also be a formulation that avoids the kind of 

arbitrary choices that occur in mathematical formulations of geometry.  

 In summary, the nominalist project Field sets for himself in Science Without 

Numbers is to justify the claim that mathematics is dispensable to our best scientific 

theories. To support this claim, he has to show that (1) the mathematical part of our 

scientific theories forms a conservative extension over the non-mathematical part of these 

theories and (2) we can provide attractive formulations of our scientific theories that 

avoid reference to mathematical entities.  
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Section 5.2: Support for Field’s Nominalist Project 
 In the preceding section, I discussed the two main components of Field’s 

nominalist project: (1) the conservativeness of mathematics and (2) the availability of 

attractive formalizations that dispense with reference to mathematical objects. Here I 

briefly consider the justification Field offers for these components.  

 
A. Conservativeness

Field attempts to establish the conservativeness requirement along two 

independent lines. In an appendix, he provides a proof that, with certain restrictions, the 

requirement is met for set theory.120 The other support he offers relies on the claim that 

mathematical assertions when true are necessarily true or true in all possible worlds. 

Assuming this view of mathematics is right, he provides the following argument.121 Let 

“S” be any consistent set of mathematical assertions, and let “N” be any consistent set of 

nominalist assertions. In the interest of avoiding inconsistency, let M(x) be the predicate 

“x is a mathematical entity” and let N* be the assertions in N where the quantifiers are 

restricted by ~M(x) as follows:  

Each instance of quantification of the form ∀xi(…) becomes ∀xi(if not M(xi)
then …) and each instance of quantification of the form ∃xi(…) becomes ∃xi(not 
M(xi) and …).122 

Similarly, we can restrict the quantifiers in assertions in S to arrive at S* (except the 

restricting clause would be “M(xi)” rather than “not M(xi)”). Restricting the quantifiers in 

this way ensures that the assertions of N do not apply to the same entities as the 
 
120 More precisely, Field shows that set theory with the axiom of inaccessible cardinals satisfies the 
conservativeness requirement. He also shows that even without this axiom, a more limited conservativeness 
can be proven, i.e., that set theory applies conservatively to theories whose consistency is provable in ZF. 
Both these proofs are provided in the appendix to the first chapter of Science Without Numbers.
121 Field, 1980, pp. 11-13. 
122 Field, 1980, p. 108 (footnote 7). 
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assertions of S.123 Accordingly, these restrictions allow us to consider the set S* + N* 

without worry that the union generates an inconsistency. 

 With the above construction of S* and N*, suppose that S* failed to form a 

conservative extension over N*. In other words, our arbitrarily chosen assertions from 

mathematics failed to form a conservative extension over our arbitrarily chosen 

nominalist assertions. Accordingly, there is some nominalist statement, A, that is a 

consequence of the conjunction of the mathematical part, S*, and the nominalist part, N*, 

but is not a consequence N* alone. As such, the truth of S* depends on it not being the 

case that N* + ~A is true; but insofar as N* + ~A consists entirely of nominalist 

assertions, it is not necessarily true that this consistent set of statements is false. There is 

some possible world in which the set of statements holds; and as a result, the statements 

of S* would not all be true in that world. But, this just is to deny the view that we started 

with, i.e., that when mathematical assertions are true, they are true in all possible worlds. 

Consequently, if we accept the view that the truth of mathematical assertions is 

independent of empirical facts about the world, then it follows that mathematics forms a 

conservative extension over nominalist assertions of these empirical facts; or so the 

argument goes. 

 While there are several points of contention in the above argument, including the 

view of mathematics from which it proceeds, I will not critique it here. For my purposes, 

I am willing to grant Field that the conservativeness requirement is met for set theory. 

 
123 Without this restriction, we could end up with an assertion in N like ∀x(C(x)) where C(x) is the 
predicate “x is located in space-time”. This might create problems when conjoining N with the 
mathematical theory S insofar as, on many accounts, this (unrestricted) assertion being true rules out the 
existence of abstract entities. 
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And, since set theory can provide all of the mathematics required for our best scientific 

theories, this is tantamount to accepting that the conservativeness requirement is 

adequately met for Field’s nominalist project. Rather than denying that this requirement 

can be met, my main criticism of Field’s project rests with the second component, i.e., 

providing attractive nominalist formalizations of our best scientific theories. 

 
B. Nominalist Formalizations

To support the claim that we can provide attractive formalizations of our scientific 

theories that eliminate reference to mathematical objects, Field appeals to both Hilbert’s 

formalization of Euclidean space and Szczerba and Tarski’s formalization of affine 

geometry.124 Building on the work of these mathematicians, Field provides a nominalist 

formalization of Newtonian Space-Time. While the details of Field’s nominalist 

formalization are fairly technical, his main strategy for constructing such formalizations 

is fairly straight-forward. In what follows, I outline his strategy. 

 Field begins by pointing to Hilbert’s account of Euclidean Geometry as an 

example of what is required to adequately provide a nominalization of a theory. What 

Hilbert shows is that instead of providing a metric account of Euclidean Geometry, we 

can provide a nominalist account. An example of a metric account of Euclidean 

Geometry is the common coordinate view of geometry, i.e., where the axioms are given 

in terms of relations on sets of real numbers which comprise the domain of geometric 

space. In contrast, a nominalist account of Euclidean Geometry is one where the axioms 

are stated in terms of relations that do not involve sets, numbers, or any other 

 
124 Field, 1980, pp. 47-54. 
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mathematical object, and the domains of models of the theory need not include 

mathematical objects. In Hilbert’s axiomatization of Euclidean Geometry, for example, 

the axioms are given in terms of the relations of betweenness and congruence.125 With 

this axiom system, Hilbert proved the following theorem: 

Representation Theorem 
A domain of objects, D, with the appropriate betweenness and congruence relations defined on it is a model 
of Hilbert”s axioms if and only if there is a bijective function, φ, from D onto R3 (the set of ordered triples 
of real numbers) such that we can (1) use φ to define the standard distance relation and (2) provide an 
appropriate connection between φ and our primitive relations of betweenness and congruence relations.  
 
The Representation Theorem shows that given any model of Hilbert”s axioms we can 

represent the model mathematically, i.e., in terms of a coordinate system consisting of 

ordered triples of real numbers. The bijective function, φ, called the “representation 

function”, provides the mapping that allows us to move between whatever model of the 

axioms we are working in and the representing mathematical model. So, for example, 

suppose space was Euclidean. If this were the case, we could take space to be a model of 

Hilbert’s axioms where the objects of the domain are space points.  

 What the representation theorem shows is that, while we could state and prove all 

facts about space using only primitive relations of betweenness and congruence, there is a 

better way. Instead, we can represent both space points and these primitive relations 

mathematically using ordered triples of real numbers with an appropriate distance 

function on them. The representation function, φ, the existence of which is guaranteed by 

the above Representation Theorem, provides us with a means of moving back and forth 

from the model to which we are committed and the merely instrumental, mathematical 

 
125 For Hilbert’s axiomatization of Euclidean Geometry, see his The Foundations of Geometry (1947 
edition, translated by E. J. Townsend).  
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model. We could, in principle, state and prove all facts about space in terms of the 

betweenness and congruence with respect to space points, but it will often be easier to use 

mathematical models to do these things. As long as the Representation Theorem holds, 

any result arrived at using the mathematical model could always be reformulated in the 

non-mathematical model using only the ‘non-mathematical’ space points and relations. In 

short, the mathematics, while useful, is nevertheless eliminable.  

 Hilbert’s formalization of Euclidean space serves as a simple example of how, in 

general, Field approaches the task of nominalizing a scientific theory. To provide a 

nominalist formalization of Newtonian Space-Time, what Field is looking for is an 

axiomatization and representation theorem analogous to what Hilbert provides for 

Euclidean space. The specific axiomatization he provides is an extension of the 

axiomatization of affine geometry provided by Szczerba and Tarski which, unlike 

Hilbert’s axioms, only appeals to the ‘non-mathematical’ relation of betweenness.126 

Building on this axiom system, Field constructs the required representation theorem by (1) 

defining the representation function as a bijection between the domain, D, of objects that 

satisfy the axioms (i.e., space-time points) and R4 (i.e., ordered quadruples of real 

numbers) since we are dealing with 4-dimensional space-time rather than just 3-

dimensional space, and (2) adding primitive relations for simultaneity and spatial 

 
126 Field wants to provide a uniqueness theorem for his nominalist formalization of Newtonian Space-Time. 
Such a theorem states that the representation function for Field’s axiomatization of Newtonian Space-Time 
(which is analogous to the function, φ, in Hilbert’s Representation Theorem) is unique up to generalized 
Galilean transformations (See Section 5.2C for the analogous theorem for Hilbert’s axiomatization of 
Euclidean Space). He starts with Szczerba and Tarski’s axiomatization of affine geometry because 
generalized Galilean transformations are a special case of affine transformations. By extending Szczerba 
and Tarski’s axiomatization, he generates a uniqueness theorem for the former, more restricted class of 
transformations (See Field, 1980, pp. 49-54). In subsection 5.2C, I discuss the role of uniqueness theorems 
in Field’s nominalizations in greater detail. 
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congruence (in addition to the betweenness relation).127 Since the details of this theorem 

are technical and inessential to my purpose here, I omit them.128 Here, my goal is merely 

to outline Field’s strategy for providing nominalist formalizations. Moreover, I agree 

with Field that providing such formalizations is not enough, they need to be ‘attractive’ 

formalizations. This is, as I argue in the balance of the chapter, the sticking point for the 

success of Field’s Nominalist project.  

 
C. Attractive Formalizations

Field’s goal extends beyond providing nominalist formalizations of our scientific 

theories. The mere existence of nominalist formalizations of our scientific theories only 

shows the eliminability of mathematics from these theories. What Field needs to show is 

that the mathematics is actually dispensable, i.e., that the resulting nominalist theories are 

at least as good as the original non-nominalist theories. To show this, he needs it to be the 

case that the nominalist formalizations he offers are attractive. In this section, I consider 

why Field maintains that his nominalizations satisfy the attractiveness requirement. For 

simplicity, I will focus on how Hilbert’s nominalization of Euclidean space satisfies the 

various criteria for attractiveness. Field’s argument for the satisfaction of the 

attractiveness requirement for his nominalization of Newtonian Space-Time, while 

slightly more complicated, essentially follows the same lines. 

 
127 Since we are dealing with four dimensional space-time, we cannot just use the congruence relation 
appealed to in the Hilbert axiomatization of three dimensional Euclidean Space. We need what Field calls 
“spatial congruence”. This primitive relation is similar to the primitive congruence relation from Hilbert’s 
axiomatization of Euclidean Space with an extra clause expressing the requirement of simultaneity for 
congruence. Hence, we also need the appropriate simultaneity relation (See Field, 1980, pp. 51-54). 
128 The details of Field’s Representation Theorem are presented in chapter 6, pp. 47-54, of Science Without 
Numbers.
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Recall that Field offers the following criteria for attractiveness of a 

nominalization of a theory: (1) that the resulting nominalist theory be unified, (2) that it 

have an acceptable axiomatization, (3) that it requires only intrinsic explanations, and (4) 

that it lacks arbitrariness. Addressing the last of these criteria first, the nominalist account 

of Euclidean space avoids the arbitrariness present in metric accounts of Euclidean space. 

Field found it objectionable that metric accounts of Euclidean space involved an arbitrary 

choice of a particular distance function and origin for the coordinate system. We could 

have shifted the origin or chosen a distance function that differs by a positive 

multiplicative constant from the chosen function. The nominalist account of Euclidean 

Space avoids this arbitrariness by taking all the ‘genuine facts’ about Euclidean space to 

be facts about betweenness and congruence.129 

Field shows that we can explain why the arbitrariness is present when we move 

from the nominalist model to the metric model of Euclidean space. One of the theorems 

that can be proven in addition to a representation theorem is the following: 

Uniqueness Theorem 
The bijective representation function, φ, is unique up to Euclidean transformations for any model 
of Hilbert’s axioms.  

 
Since the representation function, φ, that takes us from nominalist models of Euclidean 

space to metric models (i.e., coordinate systems) is unique up to Euclidean 

transformations, this explains why there are ‘arbitrary’ choices to be made with the 

metric models. As Field puts it, “[The Uniqueness Theorem] gives an explanation of the 

fact that the laws of Euclidean geometry, when stated in term of coordinates, are invariant 

 
129 Field, 1980, p. 50. 
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under shift of origin, reflection, rotation, and multiplication of all distances by a constant 

factor...”130 

As for the remaining criteria for an attractive theory, the representation theorem 

for Hilbert’s axiomatization shows that any explanation appealing to mathematical 

objects can be translated in terms of the relations of betweenness and congruence on 

space points. As such, extrinsic explanations, i.e., explanations that appeal to causally 

inert mathematical objects, can (at least in principle) be excised in favor of intrinsic 

explanations, i.e., explanations that avoid appealing to causally inert objects. Finally, the 

criteria that an attractive nominalist theory be unified and have acceptable 

axiomatizations are also satisfied in the case of Hilbert’s axiomatization. Unlike our 

hypothetical Logical Positivist who merely eliminates assertions about electrons from a 

theory while preserving the observational consequences, the Hilbert axiomatization does 

not proceed by gutting the undesirable part of the theory and providing unintuitive, 

unattractive axiomatizations. Instead, the Hilbert axiomatization shows that we can 

replace mathematical axioms, i.e., axioms which invoke mathematical relations and refer 

to mathematical objects, with nominalist axioms. This replacement ends up preserving 

the unity of the theory while still satisfying attractiveness requirements. 

 In summary, Hilbert’s nominalist account of Euclidean geometry satisfies Field’s 

criteria for attractiveness. And, while Field’s nominalization of Newtonian Space-Time is 

slightly more complex, arguments analogous to those offered above establish the same 

result. In the next section, I consider Mark Colyvan’s argument that the satisfaction of 

 
130 Field, 1980, p. 50. 
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Field’s criteria for attractiveness is insufficient to establish that his nominalist 

formalizations of scientific theories are preferable to non-nominalist formalizations. Later, 

in Section 5.5, I will consider whether Field’s criteria are even (jointly) necessary. 

 

Section 5.3: Colyvan’s Defense of the Indispensability Thesis 
 Field’s nominalist project has unsurprisingly been met with a great deal of 

criticism. Some of the more prominent objections are that his formalization of Newtonian 

Space-Time fails because it is (1) not fully nominalist131, (2) dependent on problematic 

higher-order logic132, and (3) not extendable to contemporary scientific theories133.

However, even if there are adequate responses to all of these objections, a fundamental 

problem remains. Having adequate responses to these objections would establish that 

Field-type nominalizations are possible for science; but despite their being possible, they 

might nevertheless fail to establish the dispensability of mathematics. This is Mark 

Colyvan’s objection to Field’s nominalist project that he presents in his The 

Indispensability of Mathematics. In the following sections, I consider Colyvan’s 

objection and argue for a substantially amended version of the objection. 

 
A. Indispensability v. Ineliminability

In The Indispensability of Mathematics, Colyvan undertakes a defense of the 

Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument. He responds to Field’s nominalist project by 

arguing that even if there are adequate responses to the many objections to his project, 

Field has not shown the dispensability of mathematics in our scientific theories. 

 
131 See Resnik, 1985a; 1985b. 
132 See Shapiro, 1983; Urquhart 1990, and Maddy 1990b; 1990c. 
133 See Malament, 1982 and Urquhart, 1990, p. 151. 
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Colyvan’s response begins by arguing that for an entity to be dispensable in a theory, two 

conditions must hold:134 

1. There exists a modification of the theory in question resulting in a second  
theory with exactly the same observational consequences as the first in which 
the entity in question is neither mentioned nor predicted. 

 
2. The second theory must be preferable to the first. 

 
Given this account of dispensability, he claims that the mere existence of nominalist 

formalizations of our scientific theories, at best, shows the eliminability of mathematics. 

They do not show that the mathematics is actually dispensable. To show this stronger 

claim, not only does the nominalist formalization of the theory in question have to 

capture all the observable consequences of the original theory, but it must also be 

preferable to the original theory.  

Of the two conditions above, Colyvan does not discuss the first condition in great 

detail. It appears to be motivated by the desire to preserve the empirical content of the 

theory.135 If we reformulate a theory to eliminate existential quantification over some 

undesirable object(s) but, in so doing, change the observational consequences of the 

theory, then this raises doubts about whether the result is a formalization of the original 

theory rather than some new theory. One way to avoid this worry is to adopt Colyvan’s 

requirement that adequate formalizations preserve the observational consequences of the 

original theory; but there might be other, less stringent, ways of dealing with the problem. 

 
134 Colyvan, 2001, p. 77. 
135 Colyvan offers these conditions in Section 4.2 of The Indispensability of Mathematics, but the rest of the 
chapter focuses on the latter condition (see Colyvan, 2001, pp. 76-90). His omission of detailed discussion 
of the first condition indicates that he takes it as fairly straightforward. While I agree that the impetus for 
this condition is straightforward, offering sufficient support for his particular formulation of the condition is 
not. 
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In either case, something like this condition is required for an entity to be dispensable to a 

theory. Providing sufficient support for Colyvan’s chosen formulation of the condition 

(as opposed to alternatives) is a non-trivial task that I will not undertake here. Instead, I 

follow Colyvan and focus on the second condition he offers with the presumption that the 

details behind the first condition can ultimately be worked out. 

 
B. Colyvan’s Criteria 

Colyvan offers several different criteria for the satisfaction of his second 

condition for dispensability. Before considering these criteria, however, there is one 

preliminary objection that needs to be addressed. Although Colyvan’s second condition 

asserts that the formulation of the theory that dispenses with existential quantification 

over the undesirable object(s) must be ‘preferable’ to the original formulation of the 

theory, a weaker requirement is likely sufficient. It need only be the case that the new 

formulation, at the very least, be no worse that the original. Putting this in terms of 

preferableness, it need only be the case that the original formulation is not preferable to 

the new formulation. In the next few subsections, I follow Colyvan and continue to talk 

as if the stronger condition, i.e., the one Colyvan explicitly offers, is correct. In spite of 

this, keep in mind that the weaker condition is entirely compatible with the claims in 

these subsections.136 Later in Section 5.4, I will drop talk of one theory being preferable 

to another in favor of more neutral terminology. 

 
136 In fact, Colyvan even suggests this weaker condition. Shortly after introducing his conditions for 
dispensability, he says, “[W]e see that to claim that an entity is dispensable is to claim that a modification 
of the theory in which it is posited can be made in such a way as to eliminate the entity in question and 
result in a theory that is better overall (or at least not worse)…” (Colyvan, 2001, p. 79). 
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A great deal of work has been dedicated to the difficult task of providing precise 

criteria for what makes one theory preferable to another. Here I will only briefly sketch 

the standard criteria that Colyvan, appealing to the work of others, suggests. These 

standard criteria are simplicity/parsimony, unification/explanatory power, 

boldness/fruitfulness, and formal elegance. 137 

Simplicity/Parsimony
Colyvan states the first criterion as follows, “Given two theories with the same 
empirical adequacy138, we generally prefer that theory which is simpler both in its 
statement and in its ontological commitments.”139 In other words, Colyvan claims 
both theoretical and ontological parsimony are important criteria for adjudicating 
between empirically adequate theories. Even though providing a precise account of 
what, in general, constitutes grounds for justified appeals to parsimony (ontological 
or theoretical) is extremely difficult, I take that what is being claimed when 
someone makes an appeal to parsimony is intuitively clear. 
 
Unification/Explanatory Power
The second criterion Colyvan offers is also one of Field’s criteria for attractive nominalist 
formalizations of theories. We want our theories to explain empirical phenomena in ways that 
minimize the required explanatory mechanisms. Since I have already discussed this requirement in 
Section 5.1B when summarizing Field’s requirements for attractive formalizations, I will not go into 
further detail here. 
 
Boldness/Fruitfulness
The two parts of Colyvan’s third criterion (i.e., boldness and fruitfulness) are intimately related. 
Behind the first part of the criterion is the view that good theories are ones that make bold 
predictions of novel phenomena. One motivation for requiring such predictions is the hope that they 
will lead to fruitful research. In this way, we can see why Colyvan groups boldness and fruitfulness 
together. However, since it is likely that the two can come apart, we should recognize them as two 
separate criteria for a good theory. 140 Whereas a ‘bold’ theory is one that yields more novel 

 
137 In providing these criteria, Colyvan is careful to note that they are commonly offered, with differing 
formulations, by many other philosophers (see Colyvan p. 78, footnote 23). In particular, he cites Quine 
(1960), Hempel (1965, pp. 203-206), Horwich (1982, pp. 1-15), Weinberg (1993, pp. 105-131), and 
Glymour (1980, pp. 152-155). 
138 Two theories are empirically adequate if they both explain the same phenomena. 
139 Colyvan, 2001, p. 78. 
140 While Colyvan groups boldness and fruitfulness together, I do not think he means the connection 
between these requirements to be overly strong. It seems plausible that we could have a bold theory which 
we nevertheless have good reason to believe will not be fruitful. In fact, according to the account of 
boldness offered by Colyvan (which is paraphrased in this section), many theories that have since been 
rejected would still satisfy the boldness criterion in virtue of the theory making novel predictions (which 
may have turned out to be false). Nevertheless, most of these theories would fail the fruitfulness 
requirement. Given that they have been rejected by the scientific community, it seems unlikely they would 
lead to fruitful research; especially if their rejection was as a result of their being deemed falsified by 
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predictions, a ‘fruitful’ theory is one that is likely to generate important, interesting research. I will 
not say anything more about the boldness/fruitfulness requirement here except to point out that, of 
the criteria Colyvan offers, this is one he thinks supplies grounds for rejecting Field’s 
nominalizations. 
 
Formal Elegance
This brings us to the last criterion, i.e., formal elegance. What is involved in satisfying this criterion 
is less clear than the previous criteria. Colyvan does not provide much of an account of this criterion 
except to say that “there is at least some sense in which our best theories have aesthetic appeal.”141 
While there may be an important sense in which theories have more or less aesthetic appeal, 
Colyvan recognizes that the first three criteria he offers may be sufficient to account for any 
aesthetic appeal that a theory may have.142 For example, one measure of the aesthetic appeal of a 
theory might be the attractiveness of available axiomatizations of the theory. Just as Field is 
unsatisfied with Craigian axiomatizations, we might find reasons of formal elegance to prefer one 
possible axiomatization over alternatives; but it is difficult to see what other than concerns of 
simplicity, unification, or fruitfulness could be brought to bear in accounting for this formal 
elegance.143 But, this is not a significant problem since, at worst, this means that including formal 
elegance as an independent criterion is unnecessary.  

 
More interesting than whether Colyvan has been redundant in his exposition of criteria of 

evaluation, a redundancy to which he is sensitive, is whether he failed to include an 

important criterion. One thing to notice is that while Field’s unification and acceptable 

axiomatization requirements are captured by Colyvan’s criteria, it is less clear that his 

requirements of avoiding arbitrariness and extrinsic explanations are also captured. I will 

consider these two requirements in greater detail in Section 5.5, but I point this out here 

to illustrate that there is a substantive worry as to whether Colyvan’s criteria are 

comprehensive. In fact, Colyvan himself does not claim the criteria are either necessary 

 
empirical evidence. In short, since boldness and fruitfulness can often pull apart, it would be better to 
separate these requirements on a good theory into two separate criteria.  
141 Colyvan, 2001, p. 79. 
142 Colyvan points out this possibility in a footnote where he notes that these criteria are not intended to be 
comprehensive or minimal. 
143 Colyvan gives a different example of a role for formal elegance. He suggests that we might appeal to 
formal elegance as the grounds for ruling out ad hoc modifications to a failing theory (Colyvan, 2001, p. 
79). As with the example of attractive axiomatizations, this appeal to formal elegance can be captured by 
the other criteria for evaluating theories that Colyvan offers. In particular, the ruling out of ad hoc 
modifications could be accounted for by appeal to either the desire for simplicity and/or unification. As 
indicated in his footnotes, Colyvan is aware of this possibility. 
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or sufficient.144 Rather, he merely claims that “these sorts of criteria are typically 

appealed to in the literature to distinguish good theories...”145 

C. The Indispensability of Mathematics (Colyvan’s Response to Field) 
Colyvan appeals to his criteria for evaluating formalizations of theories (e.g., 

simplicity/parsimony, unificatory/explanatory power, boldness/fruitfulness, and formal 

elegance) to argue that non-nominalist formulations of our scientific theories are, in 

general, preferable to Field’s nominalist formalizations. From this result, Colyvan 

concludes that Field has only shown that we can eliminate existential quantification over 

mathematical objects. At best, he has only shown that mathematics is eliminable from our 

best scientific theories but not that it is actually dispensable.

To support his claim that non-nominalist formalizations are preferable to the kind 

of nominalist formalizations Field has in mind, Colyvan provides several examples where 

formulations that preserve the mathematical parts of a theory are preferable to alternative 

formulations that excise the mathematics. In particular, he cites the Complex Numbers, 

the Dirac Equation, and Lorenz Transformation as instances where preserving the 

mathematics in question contributes to the satisfaction of one (or more) of the criteria for 

evaluating theories (e.g., simplicity/parsimony, unificatory/explanatory power, 

boldness/fruitfulness, and formal elegance). Accordingly, the elimination of this 

mathematics is likely to produce less preferable formalizations. Since I have some 

reservations about the last of Colyvan’s three examples, I will only discuss the first two 

 
144 Colyvan, 2001, p. 79. 
145 Colyvan, 2001, p. 79. 
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examples.146 They should be sufficient to illustrate the kind of support that Colyvan 

offers for his claim that nominalist formalizations of scientific theories are, in general, 

liable to be less preferable than non-nominalist formalizations. 

 
Example 1: The Complex Numbers
The Complex Numbers provide unification to a theory by providing a single 
method for finding solutions to, for example, 2nd order linear homogeneous 
ordinary differential equations. Colyvan claims that (1) this unification is not 
merely algorithmic unity but structural unity and (2) that we use these equations to 
describe many different physical systems—e.g., population growth, fluid flow 
through pipes, etc.147 Assuming Colyvan’s analysis is right, then the complex 
numbers serve an important role in contributing to both the unity and explanatory 
power of some theories. 
 

Example 2: Dirac’s Equation 
In addition to increasing the unity and explanatory power of a theory, the 
mathematical part of a theory can also contribute to the fruitfulness of the theory. In 
particular, Colyvan points to Dirac’s prediction of the positron based on solutions 
to an equation, Dirac’s Equation, from relativistic quantum mechanics. Here we 
have an equation, part of the mathematical part of relativistic quantum mechanics, 
which ended up leading to bold predictions and fruitful expansions of the theory.148 

While I do not claim that Colyvan’s examples firmly establish that non-nominalist 

formalizations of scientific theories are preferable, they at least serve the purpose of 

indicating how formalizations that preserve the mathematical parts of theories can be 

 
146 Colyvan’s third example concerns Lorentz’s transformations. He claims that “[W]hatever merit 
Lorentz’s theory had, and this merit was quite considerable (since this theory predicted the novel 
phenomena of the FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction), it was surely largely in the transformations themselves, 
since presumably the underlying theory was false. It is hard to see how a nominalistic version of this theory 
would have made such predictions, since the predictive success of the theory came from the fact that the 
extremely abstract nature of mathematics allowed abstraction away from the false underlying principles.” 
(Colyvan, 2001, p. 86). Here Colyvan claims that Lorentz’s transformations had predictive success since 
these transformations would later be derived in what, unlike Lorentz’s theory, is currently taken to be a 
correct theory, i.e., Einstein’s theory of relativity. However, in light of the differing background theories in 
which these equations are understood, it is not clear to me why we should call this a case of ‘predictive 
success’. What we have here appears to merely be a case of some mathematical equations that originally 
appeared in a rejected theory, Lorentz’s theory, reoccurring in an accepted theory, Einstein’s theory. 
147 Colyvan, 2001, pp. 81-83. 
148 Colyvan, 2001, pp. 83-84. 
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preferable to formalizations that eliminate them. If Colyvan is right, the mathematical 

part of a theory can contribute to its unity, explanatory power, fruitfulness, and boldness. 

In addition, it seems likely that we could provide several examples where it also 

contributes to a theory’s theoretical simplicity as well as its formal elegance.149 On the 

other hand, there are also reasons in favor of adopting nominalist formalizations. One 

reason is the obvious ontological parsimony had by eliminating the need for 

mathematical objects in the domain of models of the theory. Furthermore, recall that 

Field argues that his nominalist formalizations satisfy the requirements of non-

arbitrariness and employing only intrinsic explanations. Hence, whether or not 

mathematical objects are dispensable rests on whether, on balance, nominalist 

formalizations really are preferable to their non-nominalist counterparts.150 

Section 5.4: Existential Quantification and Our Ontological Commitments 
 From the preceding discussion of the debate between Field and Colyvan on the 

Indispensability Thesis, it should be clear that rejecting the Indispensability Thesis 

requires more than providing alternative formulations of our scientific theories which 

 
149 Field’s nominalization of quantities (such as temperature and gravitational potential) proceeds by 
introducing primitive relations, e.g., Temp-Less and Temp-Bet for temperature, for each quantity. A 
formalization of scientific theories with these quantifies would still require predicates for these kinds of 
quantifies. However, it is likely that such formalizations would only need one relation for each kind. For 
example, the temperature relation could be an ordered pair where the first is presumably something that is 
not a number and the second element is a number. Since we are relating objects in the domain to numbers, 
we would not need individual primitives for ‘less-than’ and ‘between’ for each new quantity predicate. 
Instead, we can use the same functions on numbers (i.e., in particular, on the second element of the ordered 
pair) to provide the desired ordering. In virtue of treating quantifies this way, the mathematical 
formalization arguably contributes to the theory’s unity, theoretical simplicity, and formal elegance. 
150 Colyvan does not claim to have provided a fatal blow to Field’s position (Colyvan, 2001, p. 87). 
However, he does take it that he has shown there are at least prima facie reasons for preferring non-
nominalist formalizations of our scientific theories even if Field-type nominalizations can be provided for 
the theories.  
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eliminate undesirable existential quantification over mathematical objects. The 

alternative formulations must meet certain conditions. For Field, the conditions are those 

required for the formulation to be ‘attractive’. For Colyvan, they are the conditions 

required for the formulation to be ‘preferable’. To avoid favoring either Colyvan or 

Field’s terminology, I will henceforth call attractive/preferable formulations “appropriate 

formulations”. In this section, I both revise and expand the conception of appropriateness 

provided by Field and Colyvan. 

 
A. Against Requiring Intrinsic Explanations

While Colyvan’s criteria for evaluating the appropriateness of a formalization can, 

for the most part, be taken as an extension of the Field’s criteria, there is one significant 

departure. Colyvan questions Field’s intrinsic explanations criterion for appropriateness 

on the grounds that it appears to beg the question against the Platonist. Recall that for an 

explanation of some phenomena to be an intrinsic explanation, it must only invoke 

causally relevant entities. So, for example, Field objects to appealing to the gravitational 

constant in explaining the moon’s orbit because numbers do not have causal powers. 

Numbers are not causally efficacious, and hence explanations that appeal to them fail to 

be intrinsic explanations. 

 The problem with Field’s intrinsic explanations requirement is that any 

explanation that appeals to mathematical objects (numbers, sets, functions, etc.) will be 

unacceptable. Only nominalist explanations will be acceptable. While I grant there is 

some intuitive appeal to this requirement, it is difficult to see what support can be had for 

it without merely appealing to the intuitions behind nominalism. While it is consistent to 
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allow that there are mathematical objects existing independently of the mind (i.e., to 

embrace some version of Platonism) and also maintain that no adequate explanation of 

empirical phenomena appeals to these objects (i.e., to embrace the intrinsic explanations 

requirement), doing so undermines one of the main reasons for Platonism. One reason for 

endorsing Platonism, which is arguably the strongest reason, is that accepting the 

existence of mathematical objects aids in explaining various phenomena (e.g., 

mathematical truth, the activity of mathematicians as discovery, the role of mathematics 

in science, etc.).  

 To be charitable to Field, there is a weaker interpretation of his intrinsic 

explanations requirement. Instead of requiring that any acceptable explanation of some 

phenomenon must meet the intrinsic explanations requirement, we could take the intrinsic 

explanations requirement to be just one among the many different criteria for evaluating a 

theory. All things being equal, given two theories that explain the same phenomena, the 

theory which invokes fewer causally inert entities in explaining phenomena is the better 

theory. This reading of the intrinsic explanations requirement would not automatically 

rule out theories that appeal to mathematical objects in explanations since they may be 

preferable on other grounds, e.g., for the reasons Colyvan offers (see Section 5.3C). 

 In a similar manner, Field’s desire to provide formalizations that avoid 

arbitrariness should be taken as just one criterion of evaluation among many rather than a 

strict mandate. Being able to produce a Uniqueness Theorem is desirable insofar as it 

contributes to the overall explanatory power of a theory. It explains an interesting fact, 

i.e., the unattractive arbitrariness common in metric models of a theory. However, 
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explanatory power is just one among several criteria which make for a good theory. We 

may prefer mathematical formalizations of Newtonian Space-Time to Field’s nominalist 

formalization if the explanatory power gained in virtue of the Uniqueness Theorem for 

the latter is offset by the benefits had by the former (again, see Section 5.3C).  

 
B. Appropriate Formalizations

To summarize, thus far I have been considering the claim offered by both Field 

and Colyvan that removing ontological commitment to undesirable things (e.g., 

mathematical objects) requires more than providing a formalization that eliminates 

existential quantification over them. The formalization must also be appropriate. Putting 

together the different criteria of appropriateness offered by Field and Colyvan, we get the 

following: 

1. Simplicity/Parsimony 
2. Unificatory/Explanatory Power 
3. Boldness/Fruitfulness 
4. Formal Elegance 
5. Intrinsic Explanations        (may fall under #2) 
6. Eliminating Arbitrariness  (may fall under #2) 
 
It might be the case that, as I suggested earlier, these criteria are not all necessary for a 

formalization to be appropriate. We might also have reason to value the satisfaction of 

one (or more) of these criteria over others. A complete account of appropriateness would 

require addressing both of these concerns. However, I will not attempt to provide a 

complete account of appropriateness. Rather, I will argue that the above account is 

fundamentally incomplete.  

 Both Field and Colyvan omit an essential criterion of appropriateness in their 

analyses. Namely, it needs to be the case that whatever formalization is offered, it is one 
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that the person (or persons) whose ontological commitments we are investigating would 

accept as their theory. If we end up with a formalization of a person’s theory that the 

person no longer identifies as a formulation of their theory, then the formalization does 

not tell us anything about their ontological commitments. To illustrate the importance of 

this “Identification Requirement” on appropriate formalizations, it will be instructive to 

consider an analogous situation where the issue of appropriate formalizations occurs in 

another context, namely in Kantian Ethics. 

 
C. A Lesson from Kantian Ethics

In the Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant provides three 

formulations of his fundamental principle of morality, the Categorical Imperative. The 

first form, “Act only according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will that 

it should become a universal law,”151 appears to provide a procedure for determining 

whether an act is morally permissible. When considering whether to perform some act, 

take the maxim by which you are acting and see if you can (consistently) will it to be 

universal law. If the maxim is one that you can will to be universal law, then the action in 

question is morally permissible. Otherwise, it is not morally permissible.  

 Some would argue that the above procedure is too thin an account of Kant’s 

Categorical Imperative. Some might even argue that we should not take the Categorical 

Imperative as providing any kind of rigorous procedure for determining right action. 

While I think the latter view is hard to square with Kant’s writings in the Foundations of 

the Metaphysics of Morals, I am sympathetic with the former view. Nevertheless, I take it 

 
151 Kant, 1785, p. 38. 
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as a fairly common interpretation that the first form of the Categorical Imperative does, 

among other things, provide us with a procedure for determining right action. Taking this 

interpretation of the first form of the Categorical Imperative, the usefulness of the 

procedure given in the imperative depends on our ability to provide the correct maxim 

describing our rule for action. But, a problem immediately arises when formulating 

maxims. If when providing the maxim for an action that we are considering, we 

formulate the maxim too narrowly, it will (in most cases) trivially be able to be willed a 

universal law. On the other hand, if we formulate the maxim too broadly, it may be very 

unlikely that the maxim can be willed a universal law. For example, consider the 

following scenario: 

Edith’s husband Archie, an amateur watercolor painter, creates a painting 
which she finds to be unbearably ugly. When her husband asks what she 
thinks of his art, not wanting her husband to be upset, she says it is beautiful.  

 
Applying the first form of the Categorical Imperative, we can ask ourselves the following 

question: Is the wife’s maxim one that can be willed to be universal law? To answer this 

question, we first need to determine what the relevant maxim is. Below are two different 

formulations: 

 1. When I find myself in situations where telling the truth to another will make them unhappy, I will lie to 
 them in order to make them happy. 
 2. When I find myself in situations where telling the truth to another will make them unhappy, I will lie to 
 them in order to make them happy when the lie is perceived to be harmless. 
 
The first formulation is broader than the second insofar as it omits specification of an 

additional feature of the scenario, i.e., that the lie is perceived as harmless. In virtue of 

this omission, the first formulation does not appear to be universalizable. If everyone lied 

in order to make others happy, no one would take the compliments of others as sincere. 
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As a result, compliments would lose their intended effect. They would no longer make 

their recipients happy. On the other hand, the second formulation appears to be 

universalizable since if everyone lied in order to make others happy when the lie was 

perceived to be harmless, the lying in question would be confined to special cases. The 

giving of false compliments in a few special cases would not likely undermine the desired 

effect of giving compliments.  

 Whether Edith’s action is licensed by the first form of the Categorical Imperative 

depends on the particular formulation of the maxim in question. This sensitivity to 

particular formulations also occurs when attempting to determine ontological 

commitments. Just as the particular ontological commitments resulting from acceptance 

of a theory depend on the particular formalization of that theory, whether an action is 

licensed by the first form of the Categorical Imperative depends on the particular 

formalization of the maxim under consideration. In both cases, we need some way to 

determine which formalizations are appropriate. 

 In the case of determining ontological commitments arising from an accepted 

theory, it is tempting to think we could adopt the formalization of theory that results in 

commitments with which we are happy provided, of course, that we met the constraints 

pointed out by Field and Colyvan. However, there is an essential constraint that both 

Field and Colyvan miss. The constraint I have in mind here is clearer in the case of 

formulating maxims in Kantian ethics. It is a mistake to think you have the option of 

choosing a formalization of a maxim from alternatives as the ‘appropriate formalization’. 
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Rather, it is a constraint on the formalization of a maxim that it be your maxim. It must 

be the rule for action from which you are acting.  

 Returning to our lying example, it is crucial whether the harmlessness of the lie is 

a part of Edith’s grounds for her action. If it is a part of her grounds, then the second 

formulation of her maxim is more appropriate; otherwise, the first formulation is more 

appropriate. Of course, it may be that neither formulation is appropriate because her 

maxim involves substantially different grounds or even substantially different ends. 

Nevertheless, whatever the appropriate formulation of her maxim, one of the things that 

is essential to it being the appropriate formulation is that it be the maxim by which she is 

acting. As such, it must include the grounds and ends she identifies as essential to her rule 

for action. Similarly, in the case of formalizing scientific theories to determine 

ontological commitments, the task is not merely to choose some formalization as 

‘appropriate’. Even making a choice that respects Field and Colyvan’s criteria for 

appropriateness is insufficient. Rather, any appropriate formalization has to be one that 

the person(s) whose theory is being formalized would still identify as a formalization of 

their theory. 

 
D. Appropriate Formalizations Revisited

From the preceding discussion, we are now in a position to add a further 

substantive constraint on appropriate formalizations. In addition to appropriate 

formalizations satisfying criteria that Field and Colyvan offer, any appropriate 

formalization of a theory someone accepts must be one that they would, in its formalized 

form, still identify as their theory. For example, imagine a scientist constructing a theory 
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about forces acting on medium-sized physical objects in some region of space. Instead of 

formulating the theory in terms of medium-sized physical objects and different forces 

acting on them, we could provide a formulation in terms of collections of space-time 

points that satisfy various predicates and relations on them. In such a case, we can 

imagine our hypothetical scientist not identifying the latter formalization as an 

appropriate formalization of his theory. After all, his theory was about forces and 

medium-sized physical objects not about collections of space-time points and various 

relations on them.   

Returning to Field’s nominalization of Newtonian Space-Time, the extent to 

which this further constraint, call it the “Identification Requirement”, has any bearing on 

its appropriateness as a formalization of Newtonian-Space Time depends on the scientific 

community. If the formalization is one that members of the scientific community would 

identify as a formalization of their theory, then the formalization satisfies the 

Identification Requirement. As such, the question of whether the Identification 

Requirement is met for a particular formulation is largely an empirical question.  

 

Section 5.5: The Identification Requirement 
 In this section, I briefly consider some problems that arise with the Identification 

Requirement and argue they are not as troubling as they might first appear. The problems 

that I have in mind concern appropriate reductions, the role of idealizations, and the case 

of multiple appropriate formalizations. 
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A. Appropriate Reductions
One worry with the Identification Requirement for appropriate formalizations is 

that it appears to generate odd results in the case of reductions. For any situation where 

one theory is reducible to another, we can imagine an advocate of the former theory 

failing to identify the latter theory as an adequate formalization of their theory. For 

example, consider a reduction of number theory to set theory, i.e., a reformulation of the 

theorems of number theory as theorems of set theory. We can imagine a number theorist 

who did not identify the set theoretic formulation as a formulation of their theory on the 

grounds that they were talking about properties of numbers not properties of sets. In this 

case, given the Identification Requirement on appropriate formalizations, it would appear 

we are forced to accept the odd result that the reducing theory (Set Theory) is an 

inappropriate formalization of the reduced theory (Number Theory). 

The above result, however, is only odd when we forget the sense of 

“appropriateness” with which we are concerned here. The Identification Requirement is 

only a requirement on formalizations appropriate for determining ontological 

commitments. When we formalize a theory with the aim of determining the ontological 

commitments a person has in virtue of accepting the theory in question, it is important 

that the person identify the formalization as a formalization of their theory, i.e., that the 

Identification Requirement is met. But, there are different senses in which a formulation 

might be appropriate. One sense in which a formulation resulting from a reduction may 

be appropriate is that it better satisfies the criteria of Colyvan and Field. If this were the 

case, we might think people ought to accept the reduction; and as a result, the ontological 

commitments that people should (at least in part) have are those of the formalized 
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reducing theory. In this situation, we could say the formalization resulting from the 

reduction is “appropriate”, but this sense of appropriateness is very different. The 

formalization is appropriate in the sense that it is the formalization people should accept 

and hence reflects the ontological commitments people should have but not the 

commitments they actually have. In short, we have to be careful about the sense of 

“appropriateness” being invoked. If we are talking about appropriate formalizations that 

reflect the ontological commitments people do have, the Identification Requirement is 

essential, but this requirement might be absent under other conceptions of 

appropriateness. 

 
B. The Role of Idealizations

Another worry with the Identification Requirement is that many scientists are not 

good logicians. As such, given a formalization of their theory, they may not identify it as 

an appropriate formalization for the wrong reasons. For example, failure to satisfy the 

identification might result from a failure to understand what the formalization expresses 

rather than from the formalization significantly diverging from what they take their 

theories to be expressing. In fact, the worry here is even deeper. It extends beyond a 

scientist’s skill as a logician. Even in the case of very skilled scientist-logician who fully 

understands the sentences of a formalization, the scientist-logician might still fail to 

identify a formalization as appropriate out of a failure to completely grasp the entirety of 

what a formalization expresses. There are many scientific theories that, in virtue of their 

complexity, are such that likely few scientists fully understand the entire theory. 

Scientists likely only fully understand the part of the theory relevant to the particular 
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phenomena they are studying. This partial understanding would be reflected in a limited 

understanding of formalizations of such theories. 

 What should we say about the above situations? The Identification Requirement is 

only supposed to eliminate formalizations that significantly diverge from what persons 

take their theories to be expressing. In this sense, the Identification Requirement 

eliminates those formalizations that fail to fit the person’s theory; but the above failures 

are not of the right kind. They are not failures of fit. They are failures of comprehension. 

Consequently, one response to the above situation is to limit the Identification 

Requirement to only those cases where identification is a matter of fittingness than 

comprehension; but this is unsatisfactory since (1) the above failures of comprehension 

are likely common and (2) comprehension is a prerequisite to determining fittingness. 

 To preserve the usefulness of the Identification Requirement in the face of the 

above worry, we should recognize that the requirement presupposes some idealization. 

One way to respect this understanding of the Identification Requirement is to adopt the 

following counterfactual: 

Identification Requirement: 
Consider a person, P, a theory he/she accepts, T, and a formalization of that theory, F. T meets 
the Identification Requirement if the following counterfactual is met: If P were to comprehend 
both T and F, then P would identify F as an appropriate formalization of T, i.e., if F adequately 
expresses the content of T according to P. 

 
Of course, once we take this reading of the Identification Requirement, whether the 

requirement is met will often end up being less than certain. Arguing in favor of the 

requirement being met for some particular P, T, and F requires some idealization with 

respect to P, i.e., idealization with respect to P’s comprehension abilities. However, 

idealizations are not new in this context; there is also idealization with respect to T and F. 
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We are idealizing from actual scientific theories when considering them as sets of 

sentences. Few scientific theories have actually been fully codified in this way. Moreover, 

we are idealizing when we consider being able to provide complete formalizations of 

scientific theories.  

In the face of such idealizations, we could conclude that the procedure for 

determining ontological commitments along the lines suggested by the Ontological 

Indispensability Argument, which I will henceforth call the Quinean Procedure, is futile. 

The Quinean Procedure requires that we (1) accept the Ontological Criterion152, (2) pick 

out the theories we accept, (3) provide formalizations of these theories in first-order 

predicate logic, and (4) determine to what objects the theory is committed by determining 

which are indispensably quantified over in an appropriate formalization. Here we 

discovered that (4) requires some idealization since at least one of the criteria of 

appropriateness (The Identification Requirement) requires idealization. However, it is not 

only in (4) that there is idealization; steps (2) and (3) also require some idealization.  

 While the dependence of the Quinean Procedure on idealization is cause for some 

skepticism concerning its results, it is over hasty to take this as grounds for outright 

rejection of the procedure. Instead, we should recognize that there is always some degree 

of error, uncertainty, and incompleteness in determining ontological commitments. The 

extent to which we must invoke idealizations in the Quinean Procedure for determining 

 
152 Note that if you accept Quine’s Criterion, you also accept the Ontological Criterion with the caveat that 
truth is accounted for in terms of satisfaction conditions rather than substitution instances, i.e., you endorse 
the interpretation of the Ontological Criterion that makes the quantifiers referential rather than 
substitutional. 
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ontological commitments generates limitations on the accuracy of the procedure; but 

these limitations need not make the procedure useless.  

 
C. Multiple Appropriate Formalizations

The last worry with the Identification Requirement that I want to briefly consider 

here is the case of multiple appropriate formalizations. Thus far, I have not been careful 

to distinguish cases where there is a single appropriate formalization from cases where 

there are two (or more) appropriate formalizations. In the former case, we can simply 

read off the ontological commitments from the existentially quantified sentences of the 

formalization. Since this is the only appropriate formalization, all the objects required to 

satisfy the existentially quantified sentences are indispensable—i.e., there is no other 

appropriate formalization that eliminates quantification over these objects. 

 It is more likely, however, that there will be multiple appropriate formalizations. 

In these cases, our ontological commitments can be analyzed in two ways: 

1. Intersection of Domains 
 We are committed to those objects required to make true the existential sentences common to  

 all appropriate formalizations of the theory in question. 
 
2. Indeterminate Ontological Commitment 

If either (1) some part of a theory we accept can be appropriately formalized by different sets of     
sentences or (2) a sentence in a formalization can be satisfied (equally well) by distinct objects,  
then we are committed to the existence of an object that: in the case of (1), satisfies one of the     
formalizations or, in the case of (2), satisfies the multiply satisfiable sentence in question. In  
either case, we are committed to the existence of one among a collection of objects even though  
it is indeterminate to which particular object we are committed.  

 
I take it that the first suggestion above is fairly straightforward. If Colyvan is right, then 

our commitment to the existence of mathematical objects is an example of ontological 

commitments arising from the first situation. For some scientific theories we accept, all 

appropriate formalizations of them involve existential quantification over some 
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mathematical objects. In this sense, we would be committed to the existence of 

mathematical objects.  

 Despite being committed to the existence of mathematical objects, it is likely that 

we are not committed to the existence of any particular mathematical object. As such, the 

case of commitment to particular mathematical objects is an example of the second 

situation above. For example, numbers or sets could serve the required role in 

formalizations of our scientific theories. It is not the case that we are committed to 

numbers since sets would do just as well (and vice versa). Nevertheless, we are 

committed to the existence of either sets or numbers; and hence, we are committed to the 

existence of mathematical objects. In short, in the case of multiple appropriate 

formalizations, we may only be able to narrow down our ontological commitments to one 

out of a collection of objects even though it is indeterminate to which of the particular 

objects in the collection we are committed.  

 As with the role of idealizations discussed in the previous sub-section, the case of 

indeterminate ontological commitments illustrates that determining our ontological 

commitments is often not straightforward. Nevertheless, there are still cases where it is 

straightforward and even where this is not the case, we can still, by the Quinean 

Procedure, make substantial claims about our ontological commitments.  
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Section 5.6: Summary 
 Many opponents of indispensability arguments for mathematical realism target 

The Indispensability Thesis as the problematic premise. Rejecting the premise requires 

providing (1) an account of “dispensability” and (2) showing how, given this account, 

mathematics is dispensable to scientific theories. This is the project Field sets for himself 

in Science Without Numbers. While his project has been met with a great deal of criticism, 

most of the criticism focuses on (2) above, i.e., the extent to which, assuming Field’s 

account of dispensability is correct, mathematics can be shown dispensable to our best 

scientific theories. Colyvan’s criticism of Field’s project is more fundamental. He objects 

to (1) above. 

 Both Colyvan and Field agree that for something to be dispensable to a theory T, 

we must be able to provide appropriate formulations of T that eliminate existential 

quantification over it. Where they disagree is on what constitutes an appropriate 

formulation. Colyvan’s account of an appropriate formulation is much broader than 

Field’s account. Under Colyvan’s account, it is doubtful that mathematics is dispensable 

to our best scientific theories. 

 While I favor Colyvan’s more robust account of appropriateness over Field’s 

account, even his account lacks an essential component. If we are interested in 

determining the ontological commitments we have as a result of accepting some 

particular theory, appropriate formulations of that theory must satisfy the Identification 

Requirement. This is a necessary condition on appropriate formulations. Since I favor 
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Colyvan’s account of appropriateness, some of the conditions he offers will also need to 

be met. However, I leave it an open question whether Field’s nominalist formalizations 

can meet Colyvan’s account of appropriateness, or even whether they can meet the 

Identification Requirement.  

 Thus far, it has been convenient to focus on the indispensability argument and 

commitment to mathematical objects; but I am not particularly concerned with defending 

indispensability arguments for mathematical realism. I have focused on the 

indispensability argument here since, as discussed in Chapter 3, it serves as a blueprint 

for determining ontological commitment. In the last chapter, I return to a more general 

discussion of the relationship between quantification and ontology that began in the first 

chapter, and consider how the results established in these later chapters shed light on this 

relationship.   
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CHAPTER 6: QUANTIFICATION AND ONTOLOGY 
 

Two main conclusions were established in Chapters 1-2 and Chapters 3-5, 

respectively: (1) The quantifiers by themselves do not carry any ontological import, they 

are genuinely unrestricted (establishing this result was the project in Part I) and (2) The 

quantifiers do indicate ontological commitment provided certain requirements are met 

(analyzing these different requirements was the project in Part II). In this final chapter, I 

summarize the central results from earlier chapters that lead to these conclusion and use 

them to draw some general conclusions about the relationship between quantification and 

ontology.  

 

Section 6.1: Summary of Part I 
 Before considering the weaker relationship between quantification and ontology 

offered in Part II, i.e., that the quantifiers only indicate ontological commitments under 

certain conditions, I considered the stronger claim that the quantifiers, in some sense, 

come ‘prepackaged’ with ontological import. My particular target in the first two 

chapters was Van McGee’s argument that the rules defining the quantifiers provide us 

with an understanding of the quantifiers as ranging over everything.153 If this account of 

the quantifiers were successful, then there would be a strong connection between 

quantification and ontology.   

Ultimately, McGee’s argument that we have an understanding of quantification 

ranging over everything fails; but it is not without merit. The argument provides the 

 
153 Recall that this understanding of the quantifiers ranging over everything may be limited to deductive 
contexts (see Section 1.1). 
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groundwork for an account of genuinely unrestricted quantification. When conjoined 

with a substitutional account of the quantifiers, the range of the quantifiers is determined 

by restrictions on the languages of the theories in which they occur. Accordingly, if we 

completely eliminate the restrictions on the languages in which they occur, this results in 

substitutional quantifiers that are not restricted to ranging over names for existing ‘things’ 

(see Sections 1.3-1.5). These results support a deflationist understanding of the 

quantifiers—i.e., that the quantifiers do not, by themselves, carry any ontological import.  

 

Section 6.2: Summary of Part II 
 Having argued against the strong relationship between quantification and 

ontology offered by Van McGee, I argue in favor of a weaker relationship in Part II. 

While the quantifiers, by themselves, do not carry any ontological import, they serve to 

indicate our ontological commitments under certain conditions.  

The challenge with defending this view of the quantifiers was to provide an 

account of these conditions. Towards this end, I considered a paradigm example of this 

role for the quantifiers—the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Argument. Simply put, this is 

the argument that we are committed to the existence of mathematical objects since they 

are existentially quantified over in our best scientific theories. To be precise, the focus of 

Part II is the Ontological Indispensability Argument, i.e., a version of the Quine-Putnam 

Indispensability Argument which excludes confirmational holism as a premise. Given 

that most philosophers would likely find this version of the argument to be highly 

controversial, I spent the first chapter of Part II arguing against the commonly accepted 
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view that confirmational holism is required of the Quine-Putnam Indispensability 

Argument.  

This Ontological Indispensability Argument is of special interest because it 

functions as a blueprint for determining ontological commitment by appeal to existential 

quantification. As illustrated in Section 3.4C, relatively simple modifications to the 

argument can transform it from an argument for the existence of mathematical objects 

into a Theological Indispensability Argument for a fundamentalist Christian’s 

commitment to the existence of angels. As such, the results of my analysis of the 

Ontological Indispensability Argument are fully generalizable. In determining what is 

required for quantification over mathematical objects to supply ontological commitments, 

we can generalize these results to provide the conditions for when quantification over any

objects supplies ontological commitments. Accordingly, the central aim of my analysis of 

the Ontological Indispensability Argument throughout Part II is to determine what, in 

general, is required to appeal to quantification to determine ontological commitments. 

Analysis of the argument reveals that this appeal, what I call the “Quinean Procedure”, 

requires the following:  

 
(1) Endorsement of the Ontological Criterion

A fundamental requirement of any application of the Quinean Procedure is 

acceptance of the view that the ontology a discourse commits one to is determined 

by what is required to make the existential sentences of that discourse true. We 

look to the quantifiers, rather than some other feature of a discourse, as indicating 

ontological commitment. In Chapter 4, I consider this view as it is presented in the 
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second premise of the Ontological Indispensability argument, i.e., the Ontological 

Criterion, and argue that there are good reasons for accepting it.  

 
(2) Acceptance of Some Theory

Although the Ontological Criterion tells us that we look to the quantifiers as 

indicating what ontology is required for a particular discourse, it does not yet yield 

any result about anyone’s ontological commitments. For the quantifiers to actually 

yield ontological commitments, additional requirements must be met. In particular, 

we need to pick out those theories that are accepted to apply this criterion. That is, 

we need to pick out those theories that the person whose ontological commitments 

we are investigating accepts. In the Ontological Indispensability Argument, our 

best scientific theories are offered as an example of such theories. This is captured 

in the third premise of the argument, i.e., the assertion that natural science is taken 

to be the ultimate arbiter of existence and truth. The fundamentalist Christian 

would likely make a similar claim about the sentences in the Bible.  

 
(3) Provide Appropriate Formalizations

Having picked out our accepted theories, the third requirement is that we 

provide appropriate formulations of these theories. As brought forth in the 

discussion of Field’s criticism of the Indispensability Thesis and Colyvan’s 

response, “appropriateness” here is not merely had by providing a formalization 

that eliminates existential quantification over undesirable entities. For a 

formalization to be appropriate, Colyvan argues that it must meet other criteria, e.g., 

theoretical simplicity, unficatory power, boldness, fruitfulness, formal elegance, etc. 
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In addition, I argue that any appropriate formalization must satisfy the 

Identification Requirement. Regardless of the extent to which formalizations satisfy 

the sort of criteria Colyvan and Field offer, they will not be ‘appropriate’ for 

determining ontological commitment unless the Identification Requirement is met. 

 

(4) Determine Instances of Indispensable Existential Quantification
Having selected only those theories that are accepted and provided appropriate 

formalizations of them, the last requirement for the Quinean Procedure is to 

determine which instances of existential quantification in these formalized theories 

are indispensable. Since we would have already produced formalizations that are 

appropriate for the theories in question, it is tempting to think we merely need to 

‘read off’ the ontology required to make the sentences employing quantification 

true. However, as discussed in Section 5.5, the situation is more complex if we 

have multiple appropriate formalizations for the same theory or significantly 

distinct domains for models of the same (appropriate) formalization of a theory. In 

such cases, the quantifiers would still indicate ontological commitments, but it may 

be indeterminate to which particular object one is committed—as one of a  set of 

objects may suffice to make the existential sentences in question true. 

 

As brought forth in my discussions of these requirements in Chapters 4 and 5, there have 

been significant errors with respect each of them. Many philosophers, especially in 

discussions of indispensability arguments for Platonism, have mistakenly taken 

confirmational holism to be an essential requirement. Others have failed to take note of 
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the importance of the second requirement, i.e., that the formalizations be appropriate. Of 

course, Colyvan and Field are sensitive to the importance of this condition, but even their 

accounts of appropriateness fail to include an essential component, i.e., the Identification 

Requirement. Finally, even those who recognize the importance of the appropriateness 

requirement have omitted discussion of the problem of multiple appropriate 

formalizations.  

 

Section 6.3: Deflating Ontological Commitment: Pragmatism and Intentionality 
 Quine famously says, “To be is, pure and simply, to be the value of a [bound] 

variable”.154 This sounds like an assertion that tells us how we can know what there is, 

but Quine is quick to clarify that he only intends this to be a formula for determining 

what ontological commitments follow from the acceptance of a particular theory. 

Accordingly, a more precise, but less memorable, way of putting Quine’s claim is “To be 

committed to the existence of X is for X to be the value of a bound variable in an 

accepted theory.”  

Under the deflationist account of quantification presented in Part I, the 

relationship between quantification and ontological commitment defended by Quine is 

preserved. The quantifiers still demarcate our ontological commitments; but given a 

deflationist understanding of them (i.e., as genuinely unrestricted and substitutional), they 

accomplish this in a way very different from what Quine had in mind. They demarcate 

our ontological commitments by indicating what must be namable in expansions of the 

languages of our accepted theories. More precisely, to be committed to the existence of X 

 
154 Quine, 1948, p. 32. 
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is for X to be namable in an expansion of the language of an accepted theory. 155 Or, 

taking the analogue of Quine’s slogan, we get “To be is to be namable in an accepted 

theory.”  

 
Ontological Pragmatism

Despite disagreement about the particular relationship between quantification and 

ontology, given my deflationist account of the quantifiers, I agree with Quine that it is to 

the quantifiers that we should be looking when we want to determine ontological 

commitments. Another point of agreement, which has been a recurring theme throughout 

both Part I and II, is that answers to questions concerning our ontology are largely 

pragmatic.  

In Part I, I suggest a very strong pragmatism concerning ontology: that we might 

take what there is at any given time (i.e., everything) to be exhausted by the theories we 

accept. The upshot of such a view is to collapse what appear to be, at least in principle, 

two distinct domains, i.e., what we are committed to and what there is. Our ontological 

commitments, given by the theories we accept, yield what there is.156 Not only does this 

seem right to me, but as I argued in Section 2.3, it has the fortuitous consequence of 

yielding an account of quantification over everything.  

 
155 Recall that “acceptance” here is belief aimed at truth about the world (Lehrer,  2000, pp. 25-26). 
156 Oddly, collapsing these two ontologies is, at least indirectly, suggested by Quine. Despite his famous 
1948 article being about our ontological commitments, he titles it “On What There Is”. While I do not think 
we should make too much of this disparity, it is suggestive of the strong ontological pragmatism I advocate 
in Part I. 
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Although Quine might not be on board with the strong “ontological pragmatism” 

suggested in Part I, he does endorse a weaker pragmatic view.157 At the very least, our 

ontological commitments are the result of the theories we accept; and according to Quine, 

our acceptance of a theory is (or, at least, it ought to be) largely based on pragmatic 

grounds: simplicity, familiarity of principle, scope, and fecundity.158 Now, I have not 

taken a stance on Quine’s pragmatic criteria for acceptance of good scientific theories, 

but it should come as no surprise that I endorse these criteria given that, following 

Colyvan, I have taken them to be important to determining whether a particular 

formalization of an accepted theory is appropriate (see Chapter 5). Settling on which 

theories to accept is only half the work. We still need to pick out which formalization(s) 

of these theories are appropriate. Only when this is done can we apply our criterion of 

ontological commitment to determine what, given our acceptance of the theory and its 

formalization(s), our ontological commitments are. Here then ontological pragmatism 

occurs at two levels: (1) in determining what theories we accept and (2) in determining 

whether a particular formalization of an accepted theory is appropriate.  

 

157 Quine is fairly explicit about endorsing this weaker ontological pragmatism. In fact, he states that “Our 
acceptance of an ontology is, I think, similar in principle to our acceptance of a scientific theory, say a 
system of physics: we adopt, at least insofar as we are responsible, the simplest conceptual scheme into 
which the disordered fragments of experience can be fitted and arranged” (Quine, 1948, pp. 35-36). 
158 To these criteria, Quine also adds that a good scientific theory must, of course, pass its testable 
consequences. This last feature of a good theory might not be properly pragmatic unless we adopt Quine’s 
holism. Nevertheless, the majority of the criteria for a good scientific theory that Quine offers are 
pragmatic (Quine, 1955, p. 247). 
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The Role of Intentionality
In addition to ontological pragmatism, the other fundamental result from my 

discussion of quantification and ontology worth drawing attention to is the role of 

intentionality in providing for (1) the range of quantification and (2) our ontological 

commitments. With respect to the former, I have argued that the range of the quantifiers 

is determined by restrictions on the languages of the theories in which the quantifiers 

occur, i.e., what is namable in these languages (or in acceptable expansions of them). 

These restrictions are not provided by either the rules defining the quantifiers or the 

theories themselves. Rather, it is what we take our theories to be about that leads us to 

adopt the relevant restrictions. For example, if we take the theory to be about the world, 

we restrict the language of that theory (and expansions on it) to only allow denoting 

names. On the other hand, if we take the theory to be about ‘what there could be’ (i.e., a 

metaphysical theory), then we may allow some non-denoting names in the language of 

the theory.  

What we take our theories to be about, at least in part, also determines whether a 

particular formalization is appropriate. As I argued in Chapter 5, a necessary requirement 

for a formalization of a theory to be appropriate is that it be one that the person (or 

persons) who hold the theory would still identify as their theory. This ultimately involves 

appeal to what such persons take their theories to be about. For example, given a 

formulation of number theory in terms of set theory, it is reasonable for the number 

theorist to reject the appropriateness of this formulation on the grounds that it is not a 

formulation of her theory. After all, her theory was about numbers not sets! Similarly, 

given a Field-type nominalist formulation of Newtonian Mechanics in terms of primitive 
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relations on space-time points, it is reasonable for a physicist to reject this formulation on 

the grounds that it is not a formulation of her theory.

The role of intentionality in determining ontological commitments should not be 

terribly surprising. In order to use the quantifiers to determine ontological commitments, 

we need to have some idea of how to formalize these theories into sentences involving 

these logical constants.159 In other words, we need a rough translation from the original 

theory into the proposed formalized version; but as with any translation, there is the 

worry that some intended meaning is lost. Any appropriate formulation must preserve 

what the theory is about; thus the need for the Identification Requirement. For example, 

when translating sentences of a foreign language speaker, something has gone wrong if 

we provide a translation that the speaker (presuming the speaker had sufficient 

competence with respect to both the translated and translating languages) would not 

himself identify as an accurate translation of his sentences. This is true regardless of 

whether the translated sentences are in Japanese and the translating language is English 

or the translated sentences are in English and the translating language is first-order 

predicate logic. If we are interested in generating a translation that makes what the 

speaker was talking about more precise, e.g., clarifies their ontological commitments, 

then it is essential that our translations satisfy the Identification Requirement. 

 

159 We would not actually have to provide such formalizations, but we would need to have enough of an 
account of how it would go to determine the resulting instances of existential quantification. 
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Section 6.4: Deflating Ontological Commitment  
I began Part I by offering a deflationist account of the quantifiers. I argued that, 

by themselves, the quantifiers do not carry any ontological import, but I conceded that 

they do indicate ontological commitments provided certain conditions were met. It seems 

only fitting that I end by deflating even this weaker role for the quantifiers. While the 

quantifiers are useful for determining our ontological commitments, they do so at some 

cost. Determining our ontological commitments by appeal to quantification, i.e., by what 

I have been calling “the Quinean Procedure”, bases our ontological commitments on the 

theories we accept. This, in turn, grounds them on pragmatic considerations and makes 

them heavily dependent on intentionality. The former likely comes as no surprise nor 

does it pose much of a problem for those that employ the Quinean Procedure as long as 

they are only interested in using it to determine our ontological commitments (rather than 

what there is).  

On the other hand, the Quinean Procedure’s dependence on intentionality does 

introduce a problem. For the Identification Requirement to be met, the person whose 

theory is being formalized must, in some sense, know what their theory is about prior to 

formalizing it. They must already have, in some sense, a means of determining the 

ontological commitments of their theory. Hence, we have the following predicament. In 

order to successfully appeal to the quantifiers to determine ontological commitments that 

result from accepting a theory, we must already have a means of determining the 

ontology of that theory!  

The above situation reveals the relationship between quantification and ontology 

for what it is. The quantifiers are a useful tool for making precise a person’s ontological 
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commitments given their acceptance of some theory; but it is not the panacea that some 

have made it out to be. Using the quantifiers in this way requires already having some 

(perhaps very rough) way of determining what the theory is about, i.e., a rough way of 

determining its ontological commitments.160 Unless we are willing to embrace a regress, 

this cannot itself involve another appeal to quantification. Of course, this does not 

eliminate the usefulness of the quantifiers in this regard. As long as our rough way of 

determining ontological commitments does not operate at the same level of precision as 

the appeal to quantification, the quantifiers retain their role as precisely demarcating 

ontological commitments. Nevertheless, this requirement does mean that, just as our 

general understanding of the quantifiers is (or ought to be) deflationist, so too is their role 

in indicating ontological commitment.  

 

160 Jody Azzouni is an example of someone who takes the role for the quantifiers in this stronger sense, i.e., 
as able to operate as a fully independent criterion (See Azzouni, 1998). 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THE CONJUNCTION OBJECTION 
(Adapted from James Hawthorne’s “Mathematical Instrumentalism Meets The Conjunction Objection”) 
 
Preliminary Notation 
Let |T1| be the closure of T1 (the set of all logical consequences of T1). 
Let <T1> be the non-instrumental part of |T1|. 
 (I.e., <T1> consists of all the statements from |T1| that employ only non-instrumental language.) 
We will call T1 an L-extension of T2 if and only if T2 is non-instrumental and |T2| ⊆ <T1>.  
 (I.e., T1 preserves the non-instrumental consequences of T2.) 
We will call T1 a conservative L-extension of T2 if and only if T1 is an L-extension of T2 and <T1> ⊆ |T2|. 
 (I.e., T1 preserves the non-instrumental consequences of T2 and does not add any extra non-instrumental 
consequences.) 
A theory is non-trivially instrumental when at least one sentence in the instrumental language of the theory  
 is not a logical truth or logically equivalent to a sentence containing no instrumental vocabulary. 
 
The Conjunction Objection 
(Non-Conservativeness of Conjoint Instrumental Theories) 
If T1 is non-trivially instrumental and < T1> is incomplete, then there is a finite non-
trivially instrumental theory T2 that is consistent with T1 such that T1 ∪ T2 is a non-
conservative L-extension of < T1 > ∪ < T2 >. 
 
Proof: 
As a preliminary step in proving the conjunction objection theorem, it will be helpful to 
prove the following: 
 
Theorem 1: 
If T1 is non-trivially instrumental, 〈T1〉 is incomplete, T3 is consistent with T1 and 
T3≠T1, then for some finite non-trivial instrumental theory T2 that is consistent with 
both T1 and T3, 〈T3 ∪ T2〉 ≠ 〈T1∪ T2〉.

Proof: 
By contradiction, suppose the following: 
H1. T1 is non-trivially instrumental 
H2. 〈T1〉 is incomplete 
H3. T3 is consistent with T1

H4. T3 ≠ T1
H5. For every finite non-trivial instrumental theory T2 that is consistent with both T1 and 
T3, 〈T3∪T2〉 = 〈T1∪T2〉.

It will suffice to show that T3 = T1. Now, 〈T3〉 = 〈T1〉 since if 〈T3 ∪ T2〉 = 〈T1∪ T2〉
holds for every finite non-trivial instrumental theory T2 that is consistent with both T1 and 
T3, then it must hold for when T2 is a tautology (by H5) which gives us 〈T3〉 = 〈T1〉. So, 
all we need to show is that any consequence C1 of T1 not in 〈T1〉 is in T3 and that any 
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consequence C3 of T3 not in 〈T3〉 is in T1. This shows that T1 ⊆ T3 and that T3 ⊆
T1 and hence that T3 = T1.
So, let C1 be a consequence of T1 not in 〈T1〉, and let O be a sentence formed from only 
the non-instrumental vocabulary of the language of T1 where neither O nor ~O is in 〈T1〉
(which we know exists since 〈T1〉 is incomplete). So neither (C1 ⇒ O) nor (C1 ⇒ ~O) is 
in T1. But 〈T1 ∪ {(C1 ⇒ O)}〉 contains O and 〈T1 ∪ {(C1 ⇒ ~O)}〉 contains ~O (since 
C1 is a consequence of T1).  
Now, either {(C1 ⇒ O)} is consistent with T3 or it is not. If it is consistent, then 〈T3 ∪
{(C1 ⇒ O)}〉 contains O (by hypothesis H5). If it is not consistent, then 〈T3 ∪ {(C1 ⇒
O)}〉 trivially contains O. By parity of reasoning, 〈T3 ∪ {(C1 ⇒ ~O)}〉 contains ~O. Thus, 
T3 entails both ((C1 ⇒ O) ⇒ O) and (C1 ⇒ ~O) ⇒ ~O)  (by the deduction theorem). But 
this means that T3 entails ((C1 ∧ ~O) ∨ O) and ((C1 ∧ O) ∨ ~O). Hence, T3 entails C1.

Now, take any consequence C3 of T3 not in 〈T3〉. By switching the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘3’ 
in the previous argument we get an argument that shows T1 entails C3.

�

Having established Theorem 1, the Conjunction Objection follows as a corollary to 
Theorem 1 as follows:  
 
Corollary: The Conjunction Objection 
Proof: (replace T3 in Theorem 1 with 〈T1〉 )
If T1 is non-trivially instrumental and 〈T1〉 is incomplete and 〈T1〉 ≠ T1, then for some 
finite non-trivial instrumental theory T2 that is consistent with T1 and 〈T1〉, then 〈〈T1〉 ∪
T2〉 ≠ 〈T1∪ T2〉.

Two Preliminary Observations: 
〈T1〉 ≠ T1 trivially follows from the first conjunct in the theorem 
If T2 is consistent with T1, then it is also consistent with 〈T1〉
Hence, replacing T3 in Theorem 1 with 〈T1〉 obviates the need for these conditions. 
 
Notice that the following relationships hold: 
〈T1∪ T2〉 ⊇ 〈〈T1〉 ∪ T2〉
〈〈T1〉 ∪ T2〉 ⊇ 〈〈T1〉 ∪ 〈T2〉〉 
〈〈T1〉 ∪ 〈T2〉〉 ⊇ 〈T1〉 ∪ 〈T2〉,

Thus, Since 〈〈T1〉 ∪ T2〉 ≠ 〈T1∪ T2〉, we know 〈T1∪ T2〉 ⊃ 〈T1〉 ∪ 〈T2〉 (by the above 
relationships) 
Hence, T1∪ T2 is a non-conservative L-extension of <T1> ∪ <T2> as was to be shown. 
 �
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